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SANTA KNOWS
-everyone wants
I
PRESSER I
•
Christmas plano mus«--
-
/
/
. le all OILnl' and old. 0 a ain this year he slockedSanta auns to P ase every 0 "_1
. P . collections. He know hristmcs lJ a Wile Jot:Jun,alia
l£P on resser pwno . I..
. ,I P esser way. Because smart t achers know onlo ISa Ita)l[uri means mUSiC te r .'
right, they turn to Presser piano colleclloa [or their stue/ents.
H tl "OS, populor Christmas collection in the Pressercalalog. Alleaslere are le' II • • r
one will delight every student or H relaxation plOfllSl on your 1St.
CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Mary Bacon Mason How children love
these 34 corols arranged for eorl~ gradesl
Technically easy and tunefully excIllng, ,the
selections include all of the most famlllor,
traditional Christmas fovoriles.-.85
CHRISTMAS MelODIES
Ada Richter 31 traditionals arranged for
happy Yuletide playing in the earliest
grades.-.90
NUTCRACKER SUITE
Tc1wikOllsky-Hichler 7 excerpts from .the
most famous Christmos bollet of all lime.
Synopsis of the ba 11et slory and suggesllons
for recital use enhance the value of this
besl seller.-.85
leclion on even dozen troditionctcarols
are or':'nged for grades'~ 10 2. T'heboal
may be used for occomponlment.-.75
CHRISTMAS IN MEXICO I
\!(,rit lVttltlTt1l 12trod;honaI50n~5Irom
the colorful Christmas celebration ~
Mexico. Clever 11IusirolLOnsodda touaiof locol color to IhlS gO'(ecllecnov-
FORTY CHRISTMAS CAROLS
I oru:ood II inklt Playen willlindIhis boct
delightful inSide end oU'I-r Arnrg I~~i!~~
score selechons, over he ore es~ -n(Di.
Old World corols not usually:Jo I~ atO
lecncns of Ihls sort, All ore IPng e1.
translated for adult slOgmgondP oYl
tertainmenl. Grode 2.-.75
CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS 0""
For piano. pip" _n gnd II~'I;.'
Treosury of 29 c.or.olsorfOng Of00"
I f nd PIOno 01 .,..Conde ori or VOIceods 10 ·'1
thiS collection Includes IllOnyt;erltedo'!)
three keyboard Instrvment5. r the old:-
graded for the reloxohon 0
ployer.-.7S I
THE FIRST CHRISTMAS ~Ch"
'do Richlu The beo~~ SIOrywilh ilLt
mas relold for smoll 1 tn'lObleoLit ~
IrollooS serving os models ordromohre ~
ponIOQ"ume. Youngslen~e sIOI"i.1~
teacher or narrator tells I by the ~:
honol corols may be sung ludel-c
Easy piano OCCOfl1pOnienl lot
THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
Bryn Mawr. Pennsvlv8nlo
~. CHRISTMAS IN THE SOUTH.p:·-!IJJ f4~~~f),:~:~~~i€~4.~•..~ ·I_~ lehem," and six other Christmm pieces for
__ ~ ....... beginning students. " ... Ihe most unusual.•• i~ and one 01 the best collections we have
..... ~~ ~::::.. se~~~' E.R. Rodenberg, Florida Stole Univ.
/kl~-'~ff1~ ......L!;:-...> .... - :- - CHRISTMAS CAROLS for Piano Duet~ ~ Ada Hichfer For holiday concerls, duels/' i' r I~~ ~ \ "'""'" double the lun. In th" popular R«hter col·
I ,\ T
THE FORMATIVE YEARS
ARE· MOST IMPORTANT
Your students can have a richer appreciation and
understanding of music . . . play better sooner!
.--:.:
YES! This can be done through the Progressive
Series Plan of Music Education. The plan, created by
54 noted musicians, includes such subjects as Ear Training,
Theory, Keyboard Harmony - actually 22 musical
subjects correlated directly to the piano keyboard to
improve playing and increase understanding during the
important formative years. It can prepare your students
early to meet entrance requirements of many fine
music schools and colleges.
THE PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN OF MUSIC EDUCATION
Your appointment as a Progressive Series Teacher means
that you will be able to offer ALL your students this
advantage if they should decide to go to college! And
what an advantage if the>: should neuer enter college-
they will play better sooner and enjoy a rich appreciation
and understanding of music!
• Tested Lesson Plans
• Teocher Workshops
• Pre-Instrumentol Program
• Foreign Music Seminars
• Correlated Theory Program
• Superior Teaching Materials
• Institutionol Affiliation
• Teacher Placement Service
If you are a successful career private piano teacher with
an active class, you may be qualified for appointment
to the Progressive Series Plan of Music Education.
Certainly you owe it to yourself and your students to
investigate. Fill out the coupon today for further
infonnation.
TEACHER AFFILIATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes arc invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.
No fee for appointment
" A copy of the handsome brochure,
The Career Private Piano Tcaeher", will be
Sentwithout obligation to any adivc teacher.
PROGRESSIVE SERIES PLAN
Dept. 116, P. O. BOl( 233, Clayton, St. Louis 5, Mo.
I am ·0 career private piono teocher with on active closs
Please send me 0 copy of "The Career Private Plono Teacher"
Nome ..
Address ..
Averoge Number
...of Pupils ,.
*' Progressive Series Teachers are locatcd in (",·ery state
and 14. foreign countries.
City .. ... Stote ..Zone_.
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Don't Take a Chance ..
A LIFEIS PRECIOUS!
Open Flame Candles
Are Dangerous
Tops Safety Candle Looks Like
a Real Candle Burning
De luxe Model- 10" toll-$1.25 each.
Batteries extra. Choice of colors in
candle and bulb.
Economy Model-7" tall, $1.00 each.
Complete with batteries. Silver finish
only.
TEE INC Box 3101HAR- , •Cleveland .17, Ohio
The Book thot Builds Musicianship!
CHORDS in ACTION
by Dorothy Bishop
Provides extensive experience
with chords in all keys, through
analysis .. ', chording ... har-
monization of melodies . . .
transposition ... sight read-
ing. Shows clearly and interest-
ingly how chords may be. "put
into action" , .. thus adding a
third harmonic dimension to
rhythm and melody.
Meets the needs of music edu-
cators, private teachers, and
students of all ages.
o 4007 Price .... 1.50
CARL FISCHER
Inc.
62 Cooper Square-New York 3, N Y.
BOSTON. CHICAGO. DALLAS. LOS ANGELES
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I BY COMPARISON
TheJOHN w SCHAUM PIANO COURSE
Is BetterThanTheBest
HIS SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS
THE PIANO COURSE
Each Book 85¢ - Except Pre-A 70¢
.....................Pre-A-For the Earliest Beginner
.....................A-"The Red Book"-Grade I
.. B- "The Blue Book" -Gmde IY.!
.....................C-"The Purple Book"-Grade II
.. D-"The Orange Book"-Grade IIJ4
...................E- "The Violet Book" -Grade III
'" F -"The Brown Book" -Gmde IV
.....................G-"The Amber Book" -Pre- Virtuoso
..................H- The Grey Book"-Virtuoso
After "H" Book Book I Book II
THE ADULT COURSE
Each Book 85¢
....................Book II Book III....................Book I
THE "POP" COURSE
Each Book $1.00
.....................Book I Book II Book III
....................Book IV
NOTE SPELLE;tlS
AND THEORY LESSONS
"Note Speller Book I Book II
....................Harmony Lessons, Book I (Note Speller II!)
....................Harmony Lessons, Book II (Note Speller IV)
....................."Note Story Spelling Book
.." "Music History Speller
.. Rhythm Speller
"Theory Lessons
....................Book I Book II Book III
SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS
85¢ each Book-70¢ if marked • Before Title
Arpeggios and Pieces in all Keys
.. Book I
Bach-Schaum Book I
Burgmueller-Schaum
.....................Book I Book I!
Chopin-Schaum Book I Book II
....................."Christmas Album "Piano Solo"
....................."Christmas Album "Piano Duet"
Czerny-Schaum Book I Book II
Duet Album
.....................Book I Book I!
Hanon-Scheum Book I
Haydu-Schaum Book I
.....................Hymn Album
Left Hand Studies Book I
....................March Album
Mozart-Schaum Book I
Octave Studies Book I
"Pedal Studies for Piano
...................Book I Book II
.Piano Accompaniments to "A" Book
....................."Pre-A Ensemble Book
....................*Pre-A Solo Book
Preludes, Offertories and Postludes
Progressive Piano Technic .
....................Book I Book II
Scales and Pieces in all Keys
.....................Book I
.....................Schumann-Schaum
Sight Reading Book I
Technic Through Melody
.....................Book I
"Technic Tricks Book I
....................Book II
...............Book II
..................Book III
.....................Book II
.....................Book II
..................Book II
....................Book II
....................Book II
.................Book II
..................Book II
Without this coupon Iree copies will not be sent
..................Book II
.................Book II
Send to .
BELWIN INC. Address
ROCKVILLE CENTRE
Long Island, N. Y.
City State.
Tille of Book L.' .
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To Prove It We Will Send Yon
. .• FREE· ..
One Copy Each Of Any Two Books Yon May Select
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Festival Orchestra at the Coonum ~"('ll
Music Festival, Falmouth, 1a suchu-
setts. with the composer onduct lng.
Brink and Pinkham are lnternutionully
known for their appea ra n es as a violin-
harpsichord duo. They were co-Founder ..
of the Cambridge festival rehe ...t ru.
Laszlo Halasz, artistic director of the
Licea Opera in Barcelona, Spain, is pre-
senting a number of outstanding artists
this season. The Shostakovich revision
of "Boris Godunov" will have Nicola
Rossi-Lemeni in the title rdle ; a new
production of "Carmen" will present
Rosaria Gomez in the title rdle, with
famous flamenco dancers; and Astrid
Varnay and Birgit Nilsson will sing in
performances of "Die Walkiire" and
"Gotterdammerung."
The Fourt h Annual ·F\lui'li(·Crili('"
\Vorkshop was held in leveland. Ohio.
October 5-7. At the sallle tim fhe
Cleveland Orchestra League onduClor ..
Work$hop was being held, a facl wbich
permitted ca~h group to benefil from
the sessions of the other. The workflhop
is the fourlh in a series presenled h)
the American Symphony Orch"~lr8
League,
The 80ston Sylll.phony Ol'c!lcslrll
has had a most successful tour of
Europe, made in co-operation with Ih
International Exchange Program of the
American National Theatre and Acad·
Sir Arthur Bliss, British com poser
with the. honorary Litle of "Master ~f
the Queen's Musick," has been com-
missioned to write a work for the
Louisville Philharmonic Orchestra.
Daniel Pinkham's new violin con·
certo had its world premiere on Septem-
ber 8, when it was played by Robert
Brink as soloist with the Cambridge
emy. The orc.he!'t~a played t .....entj.
sev en concerts III thirteen countries un,
del' the direction of Charle~ \lunch
regular conductor of the orche'"tra, Con:
cert s in the British Isles and on the con.
tinent were conducted by Pierre ~Ion.
teux. A symphonic work by a ccntem,
porary meriean compo ..er was includ.
ell on each program.
EugC'"C Ormand)', conductor of the
Philadelphia I' hestra, has been ap-
pointed h)' I re ....idem isenhower 10
serve a'" notional mu i chairman in an
internatinna l non- political program of
"Peoph- 10 Peonle Partn r..hip." It i.
the pu rpn ..e of the commillet as OUI.
lined ", rmantl) to -nd ..heel mu-le,
mu-Ical Off' .. and r("cordin~.. abroad.
ald in arrl1nf.{in(;t tl)ur:oof mu..leal ani..t,
and en ..emhle ... and help to arrange
"mu ..Icnl ...elute -," between ('itie'!, Dr.
Jam" .. Frond.. (joke, IJre..ident of lbl'
Prt ....(;r Foundol ion, and edilor emeritu..
of KTL Ur:. the nHI ..ic ma~azine. ha.;
h"en named c\.c lIlhe honorsI') chair·
man of lilt' rommiu t for mUl.ic.'Jr •.
Helcn \1. Thomp-.on. of barle..lon.
Wt ..t \'irfCinia, executi'e "eel' laT)' of
1he \ Ilwricun ) mphon)" Orche~tra
I,.Cl1~Ut·. 110 been named ex uthe \ice-
dluirlllnn.
ilon
J 10"" urd. former 'fclropol.
Olltroho. mo\ie Delre".sand
~Alinouncing••.
, THE OLDER BEGINNER - BOOK I
an Important addition to the •••
ADA RICHTER PIANO COURSE
New principles in Piano Study designed for any student
from ten years of age on. There are no prereqllisites in~olved
save the desire to learn /WW to play the piano.
This is not a "short cut" but a unique approach
to the ever growing problem of the Older Beginner.
PRICE $1.00 IN U.S.A.
See it. at your dealer, todaV!
h~..-T'T7r
M. WITMARK& SONS' 619 West 54th Street· N Y k N Yew or. . .
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magazine editor, died in Hollywood.
California, on August IS at the age of
77. Miss Howard won distinction in
three separate careers. She was known
internationally 'as an operatic and lieder
singer; she was New. York fashion edi-
tor for Harper's Bazaar after she left
the Mctropolitan Opera; and later she
went to Hollywood where she appeared
in several motion pictures. The Canadi-
an born sinzer was also the author 'of a
book, "Confessions of an Opera Singer."
The Mtd-weet National Band Clinic
will hold its tenth anniversary sessions
in Chicago December 5-8. It is expected
that the four-day celebration will at-
tract an attendance of more than SOOO.
There will be 12 instrumental clinics.
with 9 bands. and 1 orchestra making
their appearance. One or the highlights
will be the "Second" All American
Bandmasters' Band, conducted by Com-
mander Charles BrendleI'. conductor or
the famous United States Navy Band of
Washington. It is hoped that every state
in the Union will be represented in this
band. All meetings will be free to
everyone.
J\'liss i\lay Hl'ahc, composer of Bless
This flouse, I Passed'by Your Window,
Thanks Be to God and many other songs
died in Sydney, Australia on Augusl
14. Miss Brahe wrote more than 100
songs, and several children's opereUa~.
Her song BLess This House was firs.!
introduced by John McCormack.
Arlhlll' Judson, since 1922 manager
of the Philharmonic Symphony Society
of New York, has resigned, effective
October 1. One of the most powerful
(Continued on Page 7)
from Baldioin ...
another triumph in piano engineering
THIS NEW HAMILTON
STUDIO PIANO
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE,
fEEl THE DIFFERENCE
~II--+ll::"-~
--.;:
• More soundboard area
• Greater string length
• More vigor, vitality, volume
Baldwin engineers have developed H com-
pletely new scale for the Hamilton studio
piano. Only slightly wider than its prede-
cessors, Style 243 has significantly greater
sound board area and increased string
length throughout the bass. This, with re-
designing of ribs and bridges, results in
what can best be described as TONE LIFT.
You feel the difference in its new, mO,re
positive response and ease of playing. You
hear it in the volume, quality, vitality of its
tone. For today's outstanding advance in
piano engineering ... the perfect piano for
teaching, school, professional and enter-
tainment use or for the home ... get the
full facts on this new Hamilton, Style 243.
Send todoy for Ihe new Hornillon Fad File ond
Exdulive Baldwin Institutional Financing Arrangement.
The BaldwinPigno Compony, Dept.E.1l6
TaOl Gilbert Avenue, Cincinnati 2, Ohia
Please send:o Hamilton Style 243 Fact File
D Exclusive Baldwin Institutional Financing
Arrangement
ETUlH':, the ",wok magazine
Published by Theodore Presser Co .• 1712 Chestnut
Street, Phila., Pa., Arlhur A. Hauser, President,
monthl)· excepl May·Jun" and July-August, when
published bimonthly. Enlered as second-claS" mailer
January 16. 188'. al the Post Office at Philadelphia, Pa.,
under lhe Act of March 3. 1879. e Copyright 19S6. by
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IN ATTACK ...
IN EVENNESS ...
IN VOLUM.E ...
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ADDRESS ... , •.•• , •••• , .• ,., ., .... , ..•...... , ........•.•
CITy ..... , .. , .. , .....•.•. , .. ZONE .... STATE ... , .... , •..
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took the new version to Meyerb r,
and the composer, delighted to pI ase
his favorite singers, sal down at th
piano and rewrote the who! cenc in
three hours, working late into the
night. Contrary to his lazy habits, he
completed the orchestration th f I·
lowing day, and thus the famous duo
"Tu l'as dit, out, tu m'aimc ," cam
into existence.
The production of "Les Hugu nots"
was a triumph. Berlioz wrote: "The
famous duo of the fourth act was
perfection itself. Passion, lev , d
peration, Lerror, anxiety were ex-
pressed by M. Nourrit and Mil . ,al-
can without losing the nobility of
their acting. They stopped just at th
point beyond which pas ion would
have become a parody of ilself."
The malady that compelled orne:lie
Falcon to retire manifested itself un·
expectedly, when she suddenly felt
unable to utter a sound, a disorder of
the vocal cords known as aphonia_ She
went to Italy, to inhale "the balsamic
air of that melodious land." She re-
gained her voice every morning with
the birds; but exactly at five o'clock
every afternoon, her voice would fly
THE STORY OF THE COVER
ETUDE is privileged to present
on its cover for November a copy
of a famous painting_ uThe Cello
Player," by the American artist.
Thomas Eakins. The painting holds
special interest in that a noted mu.
sician of the 1870's, the cellist
Ru.do!ph Henning. posed for the
paintmg. In 1897. a year after he
painted it, Eakins sold the canva"
for $500, then gave Mr. Hennin~
$250 for posing. The painting
was reproduced from the Femand
~our~es CoJlection of Color Nega.
tives III the American Museum of
Photography, whose courtesy as
well as that of the Pennsylvania
Acader;'y of Fine Arts is greatly
appreclated.
h~ ....;. _
away from her. "Mlle. Falcon is stili
in search of her voice," reported
P·· I"Sh •arts journar. e can now reacht;
and even, by pushing a little, G.sharp,
But the absence of A, B, and high C
continues. Unfortunately. if is pre.
cisely the e three high notes that boo.
the salary up lo fifty thousandfranes.~
Treatment by Italian air having
failed, C mdli Falcon tried the nell
medical cure. the Taburie Bell, a
d me of glass, und r which she sal
for hours exp ling to recover her
voi . II r fri nd laimed that she
a .tually . uld sing without fatigue
whil itting under th glass, but as
5 n a he·m rg I [r m under it.
sh was again a pre) 10 "aphonia."
Aft r she I fl rh stage, Cornilie
Fnlcon married I) \\ idower. and eben.
doncd all 0....0 iaticns with rhe pecpls
of the th nter. ~ hen Wagner died.
someone ask d ornelie Falcon what
she thought f hi' musi . "Wagner?"
he said. "Ex us me, but , do not
kn \\ this young arti t."
ef r sh di I, h I ft this meso
sngc: "1 0 (J wer on my grs\'e: no
pe h s; no r mind rs of La Falcon.
r r sh die I I ng, long ago."
In II, eiFhte n t h century,
lllusi rna t r al European churches
and athedrol had multifarious duo
tie. Th condili nib)' the 51.
Cu lule hur h in Bru I in li31
f r the in umb nl mu ic masler Jo·
seph Hector 'iocco, include<! the fol·
lowing: (1) I leod the ehoir: (2) to
lake part in f live proc l1oions;(3)
10 teach choirbo) I.he subjects of
plain chant. counterpoint. harpsi·
chord. organ. violoncello and violin;
(4) to find suitable lodgings and gire
them food suited to "bons bourgeois.
1I
table knives. forks and spoons; (51
to see lhat the - are given towels and
other neces aries to maintain them·
selves in cI anliness: (6) 10 provide
lamps for tud)' and a fireplace. and
to see that the fire is started in the
winter a the pupils leave the chu.ren
for their lodgings: (7) to hare a SIck·
rOOI11. which could be used also as a
playroom if there is no illness: (8)
to provide the choristers with good
beer at 5 Rorills a barrel.
Fiocco's predecessor at 51. Gud~le
was Willem de resch. He was dIS'
missed when he refused to promise
"not lo accept gilts from the parents
of the choirboys. either on his birt~-
day or for Christmas and to refram
from beating them with whips or
cIubs'-' THE END
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By NICOLAS SLONI1USKV
@ORNELIE FALCON was one of
. the, most famous opera sing-
ers; her name became almost a mu-
sical term to describe the dramatic
lyricism which she displayed in her
famous roles, Alice in "Robert Ie Die-
ble," Valentine in "Les Huguenots,"
and Rachel in "La j uive." She lived
a long life, but her active career was
pitifully brief. She made her debut
at the Paris Opera at the age of 18;
six years later she was forced to retire
due to a mysterious throat illness. She
lived nearly sixty years more, and
died in 1897, at the age of 83. All
music dictionaries give the date of"
her birth as 1812, but the discovery
of her birth certificate proves that
she was born on January 28, 1814.
Cornelie Falcon was slender and
graceful on the stage. As she marched
towards her death in the tragic finale
in "La Juive," to be balled alive in a
cauldron, ~ spectator remarked to a
neighbor, "She wlll make a rather
meager stew." "Yes," replied the
other, "but it will have beautiful
eyes."
It was for Cornelie Falcon that
Meyer beer wrote the part of Valentine
in "Les Huguenots." As usual, Meyer-
beer was very late with the score. The
management of the Grand Opera
tried to break Meyerbeer of his habit
of procrastination by imposing a fine
of 30,000 francs if the score was not
delivered at the specified date. The
opera changed its title several times:
it was first called "Leonore" then "La
Saint-Barthelemy," and finally "Les
Huguenots." .
Cornelie Falcon was shocked when
she read the frankly sensuous words
of her part in the amorous duo of the
fourth act. The tenor Nourrit, who
was to sing Raoul in the production,
went to see the librettist Scribe and
begged him to tone down the text.
Scribe refused to make any changes
but told Nourrit to rewrite the words
of the duo to suit himself. Nourrit
WORLD OF MUSIC
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figures in the concert management field,
Mr. Judson has played a prominent part
in the tremendous growth and influence
of the Philharmonic's activities. For
five years from 1930 to 1935 he was also
manager of .the Philadelphia Orchestra.
Felix Borowski, music critic, com-
poser, teacher died in Chicago on Sep-
tember 6, at the age of 84. For many
years he was annotator of the program
notes of the Chicago Symphony Orches-
tra. He taught at the Chicago Musical
College and later became president of
that school. His composition Adomiuni
attained wide popularity.
Prokofieff's Piano Concerto for the
Left Hand was given its world premiere
on September 5, when it was played in
West Berlin, by Siegfried Rapp and the
orchestra of the West Berlin Radio, con-
ducted by Marlin Rich. an assistant
conductor of the Metropolitan Opera.
Composed in 1931, the score has never
been published.
Mills Music, Inc., New York) reo
cently announced its acquisition of the
catalog of the Handy-Folio Music Co. of
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Also Mills Mu-
sic Ltd. of London has become the first
popular music publisher in England to
establish a Summer Music School with
a faculty of some of the foremost mu-
sicians of England. A resident orchestra
under the direction of Charles Groves
will give hearings to works of merit by
student composers.
COMPETITIONS
(For details, write to sponsor listed)
The Church of the Ascension annual
anthem competition. Award of S100with
publication and first performance at an
Ascension Festival Service May 27.
1957. Deadline March 1, 1957. Details
from Secretary, Anthem Contest, 12
West 11th Street, New York 11, N. Y.
Mu Sigma, honorary music society of
Washington Square College and Gradu.
ate School of Arts and Sciences of New
York University-second annual com-
position contest. Winning work will be
played in May 1957 at the Marion
Bauer Concert. Deadline: December 1,
1956. Details from Mu Sigma, Room
318 Main Building. New York Univer-
sity, New York 3, N. Y.
Friends of Harvey Gaul tenth annual
competition. A $300 prize for an an-
them with piano or organ accompani-
ment or a cappella, plus publication by
Volkwein's, Pittsburgh. Also a $100
(Continued on Page 42)
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MARVIN KAHN
• Beginner's Guide To Popular Piano Playing
Progressively graded text for the beginning student whose interest
lies in the popular or modern field of music $1.25
• Breaks, Fillers, Endings and Introductions For
Popular Piano Playing
Teaches how to create and execute special breaks, fillers, endings
and introductions. Illustrated by unusual chord progressions, var-
ious rhythmic patterns and melodic subtleties. $1.25
• Modern Styles and Harmonic Construction For
Popular PianQ Playing
Develop your individual style while learning modern interpretations,
harmonization of the melody and transposition techniques $1.25
• Theory Papers (In 2 Booksl
Teaches the piano student the rudiments- of harmony stressing
chordal progressions, keyboard harmony drills and ear training.
Book l-Beginner's Grode level 65ft; Book II-Intermediate
Grade level $1.00
HAZEL COBB
• Nine Golden Keys To Easy Reading
Facilitates the student's reading by establishing the placement of
nine strategic keys and relating these keys to all other notes .75
• Do It Yourself on the Nine Golden Keys to Easy Reading
. {Hazel Cobb and Eugenia Robinsonl
Teaches note-reading in a direct and effective manner. Visual
tie-in is maintained between the keyboard and the grand stcfl .75
• Rhythm to Count, Sing and Play
A natural method of training in rhythm
"whole-arm swing" as the simple and
rhythmical piano playing
• Variety and Spice for Piano
A collection of modern music in popular styles, boogie and
Students have fun while learning
with emphasis on the
logical complement to
.75
Here's your guide to >
MORE LISTENING ENJOYMENT
Whether you're a musical connoisseur, hi-fi expert or just
plain enjoy good music-here's a wealth of practical, useful
information on how to select the type of records you like
best. and how to obtain greater enjoyment from them.
Seventeen musical specialists help enrich your understanding
and deepen your appreciation of music by explaining the
different types of music and recommending the best record-
ings in each category.
Nowadays when you walk into a music store and are confronted by a bewildering
array of different versions of the same title. yOll need skilled advice to select the
one you'lJ enjoy most. In this book, experts in each kind of music not only advise
you on your best recording buys, but they also show you how to plan and sensibly
build a well-rounded collection, custom·tailored to ,your individual taste.
Whether you prefer chamber music, symphonies, opera or ballet music, you are
given a handy list of finest selec·
tions available, together with de-
tailed comments and analyses 0/
each choice. Each selection is made
on the basis of hi-fi quality of re-
coding, quality of musical presen-
tation and appropriateness 1n the
ow, '\11 record library.
JUST OUT
Building Your Record Library
Edited by Roy Hoopes, Jr.
83.95
. . o\'cred arc:
AfcwofthecatcgorlcSC 1 M .M . Chora USIC,
Pre-Bach, Piano ~IC, dway Musicals
Mozart, Concertos, ryoa even receive
d more ou-an many . LP records!. for yourtips on eaTing 'd to a. . [ lion gut c
Ordcr llns In ornU1 1
better record library now.
Box McGH59, ETUDE, the music magazine
Bryn Mawr, Pa.
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that haDe grown
to Musical Achieuernent!
It's hard to believe as you hear him
perform today that those are the same
fingers you took in your own and
placed on the proper keys.
But his success is your success. As his
teacher you have guided him through
a .maze of notes and keys ... and of
equal importance are the pianos, that
have by their response to his every
feeling inspired him to greater heights.
Today he knows that his performance
can be only as good as the piano he
uses: That's why his choice is always
a piano with a Wood & Brooks Action
- the action found in the World's
Finest Pianos!
Write today for your free
" copy af "The Piano"
~ ~r'" and W & B aenen r~
Data Booklet. \
.-~ \( ~~
r" '~, ~--~--'
WOOD & BROOKS CO.
.Manufacturers of Piano Keys and Actions
lor More than SO Years
Buffalo 7, New York Rockford, Illinois
Advance
in MUSIC
Study HARMONY
and be the most progressive
music teacher in your area!
Pupils appreciate up-to-date,
interesting techniques.
Study HARMONY at HOME
in your spare time. This course is
written by the country's finest theo-
rists. It is simple, thoro. Basic funda-
mentals right on theu Counterpoint
and Orchestration.
WRITE TODAY FOR SAMPLE LESSON-----------------
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY
2000 S. Michigan, Chicago 16, Dept. A 862
Please send me sample lesson -
and full information about
your HARMONY Course.
"'L' "' __
o\DDRESS' _
(ITY'- SUlE _
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l THE BOOKSHELF
Aaron Copland
His Work and Conlribution
to American Music
by Julia Smith
Reviewed ~yRichard Fra nko Cotdmurc
It seems hardly open to question in
1956 that Aaron Copland stands as ur
leading American composer in the opin-
ion of the musical world both here and
abroad. Tile quality and extent of hi
creative output more than justify thi
general evaluation. Thus it is not by
accident or by favoritism that we have
had two full-length studies of the man
and his work within a space of two
years. Julia Smith's book on Copland
will of course invite com pari on with
that by Arthur Berger, which appeared
in 1953. The disadvantage for Mi
Smith, in this comparison, is that sh
'has not brought forward many facts, or
any opinions of significance, beyond
those that we already have. The tone of
her admiration for her subject is Ie s
critical, and less discriminating, than
that of Berger, whose writing also is
considerably more professional and
pnlcticed. Miss Smith's book was un·
dertaken as a New York University
doctoral dissertation, and has the vir-
tues of such a project. It is seriously,
and somewhat solemnly, written; evi-
dently accurate in its biographical de.
tails (all of which were checked with
the subject); generous in its quotation
of letters and other documents; and
. scrupulously complete in its attention
to each and everyone of Copland's
works. The musical examples are fairly
numerous, and the documentation is
careful. The excellent and up-to-date
appendices give lists of Copland's mu-
sical works, his critical writings and
books, and recordings through 1954.
Miss Smith's book is useful and in.
formative where factual matters are
concerned. It is less successful in other
respects. Facts and details are thrust
at the reader with little regard for their
relative interest or im porta nee - there
is con.&iderable material that, in 'a book
o~ t~lS length, might conceivably be
dIsmIssed as inessential or irrelevant.
The fac.tual narrative method, suitable
for a dIssertation, does not produce a
real portrait. It also does not conceal
lack of insig~t or perception or ability
to evaluate With sensitivity many of the
h _
environmental and musical factorsCon.
ditioning opland' development. Miss
Smith deals attentively with all of Cop.
land's mu ic, Iut fail to provide \'ef)'
illuminating di us ion of any of it.
he d 5 not take a definite critical
sranc at any point. and her de-crip
t i ns f rh music ulTer from an odd
oroblnauon f eag me. and uper-
f1 iality. n n ed not demand of a
be k n (l stl ll aetiv ompo r that it
all mpt 10 f rmulat a definithe series
of [udgm 111 • but one hould exped
the rubustesm of the author to be mind
with m re rbcughtfulne and percep-
tion than i" her rh ease. Mi mith's
enthusiasm for her ubjeer i one that
mony mu i -lov r hare. Out it may
b doubt d that thi enthusiasm can be
furth r pread by claiming that Cop-
land- "ba a hieved a ynthesi of the
aim of I D w ·11, riff and Ires"
or that h app at to be "the lineal
des cn lant o( D bu~ y, riabin, Faure.
Mahl r, Irayin~ky, hoenber&, Bar.
t6k, Milhaud. and Ihe Mexican, Ch""."
. yen (or meri a' leading composer,
thi would appear to be an almost in·
up rable di dyantage.
E_ P. DUHon & 0" Inc. $5-1)
Dietrich BlLxtehude
by l~arley K_ Hulchill
Revieu:ed by Alexander L. RinKer
A lmosl lwenty years ago W. St~1
published his brief German introduction
to the life. times. and work of Dietrich
Buxtehude. Despite its conciseness this
Iiule volume pro\ed extremely useful
to both mu ician and mus.ic lorers seek·
ing information about lhe composer f~r
whose sake J. . Bach O\erSla,-ed hIS
leave from Arnstadt (0 the great dis-
pleasure of his emplo)'er::.. The recent
Buxtehude revival in this country alone
would have warranted a similar mono-
graph in English. ::.ummarizing as much
as possible of the impressive Buxtehude
research carried on abroad. especially
in Scandinavian countries. in the past
fifteen years. It is wilh more than or-
dinary regret. therefore. that one ~e.
ports the mo::.t distressing deficienCies
of the presenl publication.
The author. it appears from the o~t.
set, has merely reche ....·ed some readIly
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available information according to an
awkward plan that tends to confuse
rather than clarify. The appended lists
of editions, recordings, reference works,
and anthologies - items which could
have been of great value-not only lack
system and are often haphazard and
filled with incorrect data, but also con-
tain a goodly number of volumes that
are either too old to be of service today
or have little, if any, direct bearing
upon the subject. The book as a whole
is poorly edited and proofread and
quite sloppily printed. Worst of all the
wholesale copying from the late Man-
fred Bukofzer's "Music in the Baroque
Era" amounts occasionally to outright
plagiarism (from Bukofzer, p. 264; for
example), even though the author
makes a summary mention of his "in-
debtedness" to this standard work "in
organizing the material on the German
baroque and in achieving perspective,
as well as a source of information."
Under the circumstances one is hard
put to understand how he managed to
get rid of Bukofzer's indeed excellent
sense of historical perspective and to
present so much half digested informa-
tion. Is a given toccata really "com-
pletely without form"? Is' rhythmic
variation the only means of achieving
contrast in a chaconne (chaccone in
the author's speJJing)? "Mattheson's
description of Buxtehude's suites as il-
lustrating the moods of the planets"
does not refer to the suites known to-
day (see· Helmut Lorenz in Archiv fiir
Musikwissenschaft, XI, 3, p. 239), as
the author implies. He also seems to be
sure that "renaissance madrigals by
Danish composers are a significant part
of 'musical literature." Startling pieces
of information such as this or the distinc-
tion between Buxtehude, "the north-Ger-
man," and J. S. Bach, "the German,"
require at least a brief explanation.
What type reader might draw profit
from this little volume is hard to say.
Both musicians and music lovers suffi-
ciently versed in musical history and
terminology to understand the many un-
qualified stylistic and formal allusions
would hardly seem to be tne kind to
appreciate the author's innumerable,
often hair-raising over:simplifications
and· exaggerations (during the Thirty
Years War parts of Germany "were re-
duced to a primitive state, almost can-
nibalism"). The musical novice, on the
other hand, will not be able to peruse
the book without the help of a diction-
ary to refer to terms such as concertato,
madrigal, or cantus firm us. And what-
ever their specific background, few
Americans will be ready to condone the
lack of translations for the German texts
quoted, especially where an example is
ofIerr.d to demonstrate the musical in-
terpretation of a given passage.
Music Textbook Co. $2.50
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Oscar Hammerstein I
by Vincent Sheean .
Reviewed by Richard Franko Goldman
The musical world has long needed a
good biography of the illustrious Oscar
Hammerstein T, and Vincent Sheean has
provided it. The book is lively reading.
Hammerstein was a flamboyant person-
ality, and Sheean has done him justice.
The book is -made additionally attrac-
tive by a completely disarming preface
by Oscar Hammerstein II.
Sheean's book is not what is usually
called a scholarly or definitive biog-
raphy, complete with footnotes, bibliog-
raphy 'and the other paraphernalia of
learning. The subject of the book would
doubtless have rebelled at such treat-
ment. But Sheean has obviously soaked
up much of the lor~ and legend of the
period, and has had 'access to many per-
sonal reminiscences. He has drawn a
professional portrait with a wise eye to
detail and a discriminating sense of
what to omit. George Blumenthal's "My
Sixty Years in Show Business" draws a
sharper picture of Hammerstein in some
respects, but it is much less readable.
Sheean's book should be popular. and
through. its popularity people may be
encouraged to take another good look at
our present-day operatic scene. This
would be all to the good.
Simon and Schuster 85.00
A BETTER WAY TO UJWWUll";U!IJ1J1Jl1llJIJ!l
"MUSICIANSHIP THROUGH THE PIANO"
A BETTERWAY to teach basic concepts of the keyboard bi providing espe-
cially prepared materials appropriate to the age and understanding of
the student, which take nothing for granted and leave nothing to chance
in their thoroughness and logical step-by-step development.
A BETTERWAY to teach music reading at the keyboard by presenting a new
diredionol approach to music reading, which does not depend on the use
of finger numbers, rote or letter nome memorization. From the very first,
the student is taught to think and read, independent of artificial crutches,
by developing a direct association between the printed notation patterns
an~ the key groups necessary to produce the desired sounds .
A BETTERWAY to leach fhe use of chords by introducing keyboard harmony
in a functional manner early in the student's experience. In a logical
sequence, the student learns the best way to form all major and minor
chords; the addition of 7ths and 6ths; the natural harmonic tendencies
of chords through their application in the creation of accompaniments
to familiar melodies.
k BETTE.RWAY to capture and sustain the interest of the average student by
providing him with the skills that make it possible for him to think of the
piano as a source of enjoyment through the playing of a/l music ... and
the ability to extend his individual interests into the areas that give him
the greatest satisfaction.
A BETTERWAY to achieve competent performance by providing the student
with the flexibility and versatility that can come only through feeling "at
home" with all music.
A BETTERWAY to encourage creativeness by providing the student with the
necessary skills to "make up" his own accompaniments and devise his
own "variations" to familiar melodies.
A BETTERWAY to introduce a wide repertory by presenting the classics and
social music side-by-side and encouraging. the student to observe how
the harmonic tendencies of informal music also apply to the composi-
tions of the masters and how the technical facility acquired iri the
classics will improve his ability to express his creativeness in social music.
In short PIANO SESSIONS offers a thorough and well-grounded approach-
a bette: woy-to "musicianship through th~ piano."r~::~~;~;~~--------------
I Shawnee Press, Inc.
I Delaware Waler Gap, Penna.
I Please send me complete information about PIANO
I SESSIONS, and 0 free reference copy of Book I
I
I
To learn more about PIANO
SESSIONS and to receive
your free re'erence copy of
Book 1, mail coupon
~hawnee \Ress inc.
Delaware Water Gap, Pennsylvon,o
NAME' _
ADDRESS; _
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to play on and around Middle C,
19 Christmas Favorites.
The notes, rhythms. and fingers
are arranged by Rachel Beatty
Kahl in the easiest way for the
beginning student to understand
and enjoy. $1.00
10 CHOICE
CHRISTMAS BOOKS
1. CAROLS FOR CHRISTMAS
14 easy arrangements-Brady .60
2. BIG NOTE CHRISTMAS
FAVORITES .35
3. B.M.COo'S CHRISTMAS CAROL
BOOK - 21 well-known easy
arrangements .75
4. CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS _
Singing, playing, coloring .35
5. CHRISTMAS CAROL BOOK-
25 favorites by
ROB ROY PEERY .75
6. CHRISTMAS STORY IN
MUSIC - Flye and Smart .60
7. FAMILIAR CHRISTMAS
CAROLS - Pond .35
8. HAPPY CHRISTMAS - Carols
poems and stories by Marlow~
.60
9. CHRISTMAS CAROLS _
PIANO DUET .35
10. CHRISTMAS CAROLS - Violin
and Piano - Herfurth .60
WRITE FOR FREE
MUSIC TEACHERS DIGEST
BOSTON MUSIC CO.
116 Boylston Street
Boston 16, Mass.
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IN MEMORIAM
Mrs. Edward MacDowell
1857-1956
.ETUDE joins with thou ands in th IllU i world who have paid
tnbute to the memory of the frail lillie lad) w ith indomitable pirit
-Mrs. Ed\~ard MacDowell who died in s Angel . alifornia, on
August 24, Just a few month under ninet y-nine lear of age. Widow
of the first American composer to win int rnarionel recognition,
Mrs. MacDowell could have had a brilliant are r of her own as a
piano virtuoso. She chose rather to subordinate h r own ambitions
to the .t~sk of helping her struggling husband to attain fame and
recogrution as a composer, and then after hi premature death. de-
voted herself to acquainting the world with his music. and later to
the tremendous task of developing the MacDowell Colon)" in memory
of her husband, where all workers in the creative arts might find
en~oura~ement and inspiration. Many world famous artists and
writers, including Aaron Copland. Willa Cather. Thornton Wilder.
Roy Harr-is, and Stephen Vincent Benet have ~ught the seclusion
of the MacDowell Colon),.
Mrs. Marian Nevins MacDowell was born in ew York City
November 22 1857 a d t I . .• " 11 a an ear y age had h r first music mstruc-
tron from an aunt Lat I I' d' G d dM . er s te stuc JC III ermany with E war
. hacdDow~1Iwhom she married in 1884. An indication of her unself-
IS evotron was her' . l I I . hlllSIS ence that ier husband use 5.000 whic
had been left to her f . d f .or musrc stu y, or his own study as a com'
p~ser. They finally were able to buy a farm in Peterborough, . H.
were ater was located the MacDowell Colony
Due11,o
d
the ailments of advancing old age. ~lrs. MacDowell was
compe e to spend hi' .
f
'1' er ast years III CaiJfornia but before that she
was a ann Jar figu tl 400 '
h . re on le ·acre colony. She was loved by allw 0 came III contact with her.
Many tributes and award .
d t d· s were given to her in recognition of herevo e service incl ]. I
A t d L
~. ue IIlg tlC award from the National Institute of
r s an etters In 1949 d I H'. ,an tle enry Hadley Medal for outstand·
Ing serVIce to music in 1941.
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CARL ORFF's
Musical
Theatre World
WITHOUT DOUBT modern composition in the
past few decades has grown more. complex in its
structure and orchestration. Originality is expressed and
measured in complicated musical forms and dissonances
rather than in simple harmonies and melodic inventive-
ness. The tremendous development of music and conse-
quently of musical scores and apparatus have presented
difficulties for listener and specialist. These complications
tend to change the active participant into a passive lis-
tener to whom music becomes merely an incomprehensi-
ble entertainment without being a meaningful experience.
The melange of pre-Bach, classic, romantic, and nee-
romantic styles, spiced with a generous portion of mod-
ernistic piercing dissonances and twelve-tonalism is
enough to plunge, the listener's intellect and emotions into
utter confusion.
A radical, serious, and self-critical
Bavarian composer has changed all by RUT H
this. With inventiveness, intelligence,
and persistence, Carl OrfI has spent about thirty years in
creating music stripped of the trimmings acquired by cen-
turies of growth and reducing it to its fundamental primi-
tive element, rhythm. From this basis, he has constructed
his own style, a modern music founded on an ancient
concept. Rhythm can be felt, if not understood, by every·
one, even the smallest child; consequently and signifi-
cantly, it can become a means of expression for all. To
Orfl's stress on rhythm may be added his thorough kncwl-
edge of the theatre, his recognition of the importance of
language and movement. From these factors evolves the
music of this "non-musician" composer, as he has been
called by fellow professionals.
Born on July 10, 1895 (the same year as Paul Hinde·
mith) in Munich, where he still lives and works today,
this consistent revolutionary attended the A kademie de,.
Tonkunst and later studied composition with Heinrich
Kaminsky. During World War.l, he served as Kapell-
meister in Munich, Darmstadt, and Mannheim. From
1925-1936, he was music director at the Dorothee Guen-
ther-Schule for "music education through dance" in Mu·
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nich, where his original ideas germinated and matured,
His interest and love for the theatre and musical composi-
tion had begun when still a child and he, himself, started
out as a prolific composer, Torn between the daring ex-
perimentation of his rebellious nature and his clinging
to established traditions, these conAicts were reflected in
his music which naturally could not satisfy him as long
as he was unable to find and identify his true self in
musical expression. While he was learning continuously
from his practical experience in the theatre, school, and
as a conductor, he realized that none of his works mir-
rored the concepts he had imagined, or satisfied the con-
stantly more exacting demands he was making of himself.
Finally, to the estrangement of many friends and admirers,
he decided to withdraw all his output-symphonic, vocal,
and dramatic music---composed be-
fore 1935.
The judgment he used in this dras-
tic act alone proved that he had found
himself and since then, he has concentrated almost en-
tirely on the musical theatre as he conceived it. The big
exception is his "Schulwerk," a work for music educa-
tion, which was begun in 1930, in conjunction with his
activities at the Dorothee Cuenther-Schule. Convinced
that music studies are not merely minor subjects or extra-
curricular diversions, since their wholesome and theta-
peutic effects enable enrichment of life and spiritual
values, Orf began his creative music pedagogy.
According to the "Schulwerk," children should start
their music education in the first year of school. With the
three R's they learn the elements of rhythm, at first with-
out music. There is no need to count because they feel the
rhythms. They play the cymbals, kettle drums, xylophones,
tambourines, triangles, and chimes; they clap their hands,
hUIll, whistle, and sing, Each child learns to play each
instrument. To the children this is a game, giving full
freedom to their imaginativeness. The primitively simple
and .rhythmic instruments are toys; later 011 when games
lose in popularity, they will make way for the more com·
plicated instruments of tone (Continued on Page 56)
BERGES
The(center) Clifford Harvuot as H.A.W. Tabor;(on his left) Frances Bible as Augusta Tabor
Responsibility of Music Education
to Music ... a Reply
by Theodore F. Norm ann
(Mr. Normann is on the faculty of the School of Music of the
University of Washington, Seaftle.~Ed. note)
8r IS AN INTERESTING paradox that, ~hile the
great American public has an almost unbounded
faith in the institution of public education, one of its
favorite indoor sports is to cast a critical, censorious eye
on what passes for education in the public schools. The
scientist insists that mathematics is not only poorly taught
but dangerously neglected. The professor of English Lit-
erature lambasts the schools because his students can
neither read intelligently nor "express themselves fluently
and concisely and clearly either verbally or orally." The
local Chamber of Commerce, for reasons economic, be-
comes emotionally disturbed if the local high school fails
to produce winning athletic teams. The mental hygienist
is deeply concerned lest, in pursuit of the three R's, the
child's personal and social needs be ignored. And the
professional musician is quick to condemn the kind and
quality of instruction presented in the name of music to
boys and girls of school age. Perhaps all this is healthy
and sound. The ability to speak out freely is certainly the.
right of any individual in a democracy. We would like
to believe that critical evaluation reveals a deep and abid-
ing concern, particularly if it be constructive. No man, in
his right mind, would utterly ignore it.
So, it becomes a matter of some importance when
William Schuman, a distinguished composer and the ad,
ministrator of one of America's leading conservatories of
music, takes the schools to task in the September issue of
ETUDE. Briefly he places stress on the following points.
1. "Of the music-making that goes on in our schools ...
most of it is mediocre.. . No musical performance
should be given in public which can not meet accepta-
ble musical standards."
2. "At the root of the problem of quality in musical per-
formance is the musicianly equipment or lack of equip-
ment of the teacher."
3. "My wide acquaintance with school music teachers
leads me to doubt whether more than an insignificant
number are genuinely interested in music."
4. "Only a minuscule percentage of the music teaching
profession is interested in what is taking place in
today's world of music."
5. "There is no excuse for the use of cheap and tawdry
materials. "
None of these arguments is new. They have been re-
peated time and again until the school musician is thor-
oughly aware of the problem. And there may be here and
there ample justification for the point of view expressed.
But we should, at the same time, realize that confusion
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may arise through failure to define one's terms neatly and
precisely. What, in terms of the public schools, is meant
by a legitimate standard of performance, musical equip-
ment, mediocrity, or contemporary? Until the disputants
have settled upon a specific definition they may very well
be arguing past one another, disputing points upon which
basically they are both agreed. It should be understood
also that, while the schools exist to develop in all students
some comprehension of what constitutes a good life, peo-
ple are not at all agreed about what a good life is. If mu-
sic has a legitimate place in the formation of a good life,
then, music has a legitimate place in the curriculum. But
is it not true that when it is welcomed into the curriculum,
it must justify its existence upon the same terms as any
other subject, namely, not on the basis of what students
can do for music but rather upon the premise of what
music can and is able to do for the student. If we lost
sight of the fact that music is primarily for the enrichment
of people's lives, that it exists because of what it can do
for, in, and to people in terms of human values then we
have no real justification for including it in the scope of
public education. The schools are an institution of a peo-
pie; they are, therefore, obligated to serve the needs of a
people. People are folk; the schools, it would seem to fol-
low, should be concerned with folk-ways, folk institutions,
folk expressions.
Now when we come to the first of Mr. Schuman's criti-
cisms, that pertaining to mediocre public performance,
we are immediately on controversial territory. All about
us we hear and have opportunities of attending profes-
sional performances by highly skilled music practitioners.
Shall school groups attempt to ape professional standards
of skill, facility, and an almost phenomenal technical
dexterity? They have tried to do so. The temptation is a
very real one indeed. But the dangers of so doing are
quite likely to lead to a complete distortion of the very
purposes which music should serve in public education.
Is it serving the purposes of music education in the best
possible way to drilJ so exhaustively on technical perfec.
tion that the real spirit and meaning of the music itself
is lost? Is it justifiable to so work for perfection that the
extent of the literature a school group may have direct
contact with is severely curtailed? To what extent can any
piece of music, no matter how great, be drilled, beaten,
and pounded in rehearsal through the desire to achieve
the last iota of polish and perfection and still retain its
vitality, sincerity, and freshness? Admitted that public
performance may have positive beneficial influences upon
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Front entrance to the Central City Opera
House, Denver, Colorado Important Pr miere
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WITH AS GALA a celebration as the old Cen-
tral City Opera House (Denver, Colorado)
ever had seen, a new American opera based on a tale
of the fabulous mining days of Colorado, was given its
world premiere on July 7, 1956. "The Ballad 01 Baby
Doe" was presented alternately with "Tosca" by the
Central City Opera Association as special attractions
for the 25th anniversary of its festival in the revita-
lized old mining town. Douglas Moore's opera was
commissioned by the Koussevitsky Foundation of the
Library of Congress, in honor of the Columbia Univer-
sity bi-centennial, and is dedicated to the memory of
Serge and Natalie Koussevitsky. One might surmise
that the story of the silver mining days had too much
local flavor to have universal appeal; however. it is a
curious type of provincialism, if it is that, which would
combine the talents of the late John Latouche of Vir.
ginia, librettist, and Douglas Stuart Moore, New York
comp~se:, witl~ a Colorado story to form an opera
commlsslOned ~n memory. of a n.aturalized New Eng-
lander of RUSSIan extractlOn. ThIS type of provincial-
ism equals the American story ... as American as
"Tobacco Road" or from log cabin to the White Hou
Librettist Latoucl~e was able to take the Horace ~~
W. Ta.?or story to hiS lyrical forge and design an opera
boo.k In two acts of ten scenes in such a way as to
excIte. compos~r Moore to give the opera-goer a rare
treat In Ameflcan music theater Douglas M I. . - Oore las
conslsten~ly found lIlspiration in the folk legends and
folk mUSIC of our country. His opera output· I d
"Wh· W· "19 " Inc u eslte lIlgs, 35; The Headless H "" _ .' orsenlan,
1936; The DeVil and Damel Webster" 1938· "G·
. h E h" 1949 d" - , , lants
1Il t e 'art , ; an The Ballad of B b D "
I'. ayoe,1956. t IS refreshmg to hear a work and t
d " 0 see a pro-uctlOll where hbretto and music are tr I ·fi du y Um e .
Th re are \ r) le\\ in,toneC" of I reed ded.;min?
\\ hi h to this \\ rit r seem u h 8 predominating faut
in comompcrary \ 01 and heral \\riling.1t i..t\·idtnl
to the I; t n r that th drama i lor m 'I and lhal ili,
is a mission for the 011) r, n Hr an amenil~'.
Douglas M re ha lived long" ith American lei
music that b) n \\ th r [], lctneru i. natur811~identi-
fiable in his rigin I mu.i "~lu-i I r "The Ballad ,I
Bebj Doe" i n 1 onl appr priat 10 the action hu1
has a S) mpath ti qun1it~ with strength in tbt em0-
tional irnpe t. ar) ins; harmoni .. hem art u..'t'li
suitable t the dramati moment-cdi nant for har~
or strong ~ enes and I) ri r r thos of ~iooale in-
tensity. There i r alit) \\ ithout brulalil). 'The o~
tration not nl provid mothation for stage acbiJI
but more than that. il i used 8~ emotional -ClK'~ ft'l
the singing. Like th or h ~tr8 in Verdi operL....it mU5l
be pres Ilt to gil the cOIn piNe mu ..ic81 picturt. .
The chiel hara Ie ... in ··Th Ballad 01 Bab~Do<
are dra\\'n from olorado IoN." in fa t. and in a ~ignifi-
cant period of Arneri all hi~lon_ Bah, I)oe4 Horace
and Augusta T bor and itlze;ln at' Lead\illt and
Denver are recreated from oloru·d·t; fahul(lu" ~ih"eJ
mining era along \\ ilh Pr~idenl heSer . Arthur and
Presidential candidate "'illiam J(>l1nin@"~B~an.• ~
- .• ril'give us the larger ~tor, or national economlC-
when 5ih C"rgoes and gdld conl u...coin of the rrahD.
The ~tof) of \\.hich tin" opera i~made ~ thJI (Oft
cerning the :·c1a~.5i(' triangle" of Tabor and tbt "':
WOlllen he married. The treatment b, La.t~'~
that 01 Tabor", domination hl both ~ugu..... n<! Bab'
Doe. The ::-toq encolllp~ th f"~ froro 11311\11
little belond 1900" In thi period Tabor ri ItoIIlllt
to nch~ due to the economic precocili~ of b~ ,:.;1.
Augusta_ He Illee~ ) oung_ fCOnlUlfld 011Po:. J.:
her 19~etude-nove
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students, is it not, at the same time, con-
ductive to the stressing of factors which
have little or nothing to do with the real
essence of musical expression? In the
pressures which exist upon the group and
its conductor in aiming for a public
presentation, is it not possible to lose
one's sense of perspective, one's sense of
proportion? A valid and defensible case
could be argued that public performance
may quite possibly be one of the gravest
dangers inherent in .the teaching of
music today, both in the school and in
the private studio. One might well ask
to what extent is it conducive towards
abilities in reading, to extending one's
acquaintance and knowledge of musical
literature, in leading toward anticipa-
tion rather than fear, toward emotional
stability rather than frustration. Of
course, one can not deny that a thought-
fully planned performance may have
many educational advantages. But to
realize those advantages it must be on
a level of child and youth understand-
ing and child and youth'capacity. And
we, as an audience, must be prepared
to bring child ears or youth ears to the
program: We should not be so con-
cerned with Mr. Schuman's question
of "doing a disservice to the art of mu-
sic" but more importantly with the ques-
tion of doing a service to our students
through music in the healthiest and
most beneficial way to those participat-
ing. Professionalism has little place ln
a program of general education; ama-
teurism, in the literal meaning of the
term, is of utmost significance.
Standards, it is true, whether exempli-
fied in the classroom or in public per-
formance are, in the end, largely a mat-
ter of teacher implementation. Here,
Mr. Schuman is on very firm ground in-
deed. No musical group or individual is
likely to rise much beyond the limita-
tions and insight of the one who is do-
ing the teaching. In the case of music
these standards are, in Mr. Schuman's
opinion, dependent upon the "musical
skills" of the teacher. No one would
question for an instant the importance
of a well grounded musical equipment
upon the part of any teacher of music.
But is it made sufficiently clear that
such teaching must have other ingredi-
ents? It is difficult in the extreme to
visualize how any amount of training
or- any extraordinary acquisition of
technical skills can quite compensate
in any music teacher for a lack of in-
nate sensitivity to music, a natural re-
sponsiveness to beauty of expression.
Nor is it possible to understand how
a teacher who is not warm in human
understanding, gifted with the ability
to dramatize a subject effectively, emo-
tionally stable, and rich in imaginative
insight can bring to full realization
those very qualities in music which we
hold most dear, which are of the very
14
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b i t The possessionessence of the su Jec . . . I
I k f these human quahtles revea
or ac 0 . k bl on whatever
themselves unmlsta a Y .
level one may be dealing-kllldergarten
or the Metropolitan Opera .. 1 am sure
that Mr. Schuman would entirely ~g~ee
on the fact that to build a good mUSICIan
and a good teacher one must have some. . h that
native capacities to begin Wit '.
those native capacities must be ennched
and developed by a sound and adequate
training. What would disturb both of
us as well as a good many others who
ar~ concerned with providing legitimat
instruction to children, is that, fi~ t ?f
all, we need to be far more selective In
our training institutions, of tho who
apply, in terms of personal fitn ~ 81,d
personal qualifications. 5 condly, In th
limited time available for th pr para-
tion of teachers of music in 011 g r
university it behooves a fa uhy to n-
sider most carefully what kind and type
of musical training is likely to br-ing
about the most desirable chang s in it,llj
students. One does not do this by plac-
ing music first and the individual 10-'"1
in the scale of values. As any on 61 nil
conversant with the situation w 11 knows.
it is no simple task to determin 10 what
extent musical learnings in a given
classroom situation will transf r, how
far musical insights are a wally b ing
developed and musical curio ity aroused.
how much of our training is a \' sugial
remnant stemming from pa t uhures.
how closely theories and kn wledge
tie in with musical realities. Thirdly. il
is too infrequently recognized that the
multitudinous musical re p nsibjlitie ..
of a teacher in the public schools may
demand a training quite at varian
with the traditional narrowly on eived
preparation of a concert perform r.
theoretician or so-called musicologist.
While the music educator is often
taken to task for being a sort of musi al
.lack-of-All-Trades, he is no I 55 Ire-
~uently . scolded for not appr iating
In sufficient degree the philosophy. his-
tory, and administrative network of
public education. nder present circum-
stances we can say this: the teacher
of music in the public schools is cur.
rently obtaining as much and frequent)
fa~ more training than the average
pr rvate teacher of music. the average
mem.b~r of the American Federation of
MU~lclans, and many a performer on
radio and concert stage.
~e n?w.come to Mr. Schurnan"s third
pomt~lt I.S doubtful if the music edu.
cator IS slllcerely interesled in "
This is at mUSIC.
h once a graye and ~riou~
c arge for how can anyone l " II
f I I eac 1 e «-lye y un ess he is wound up . h .
cere c .. Wll ~lh-onvlcllon concerning th -
tance of his subject 1 e .Impor.
there is, by and I - a~ afraid that
evidence to supportS;ug:h hlll~ conc~ete
as this. On the other I dB POint of Vie"
lan _anyone at all
..
• tvd---,""'''':
Elaine Malbin in the title role of "Modo me Butterfly"
{ftem
?jtJli/l
dme!j(ica
WHEN, ON DECEMBER 4, 1955, during the NBC telecast
of "Madame Butterfly," Brigadier General David Sarnoff
announced the for'mation of the NBC Opera Company, he touched
on a matter of farther reaching import than the organization of a
new performing group. What was actually launched that afternoon
was a pioneering solution for America's vexing problem of art
patronage. In making known that the new opera company would
be financed byjbe National Broadcasting Company and its parent
organization, the Radio Corporation of America, General Sarnoff
unveiled a rare example of art's being advanced by Big Business.
For years, the question of national opera has gone spinning
around in a vicious circle: In America, opera is given less gener-
ally than in Europe because there is less demand for it-there is
less demand for it because it is less generally given. At the center
of the circle lies the question of costs. The huge expenses of any
sort of opera production have never yet been paid out of profit;
hence, it is said they must be met by subsidy. Subsidy by whom?
Earlier ages of music flourished on the private patronage of wealthy
nobles like Prince Eeterhaey, who employed Haydn and forced him
to wear the livery of the princely household. In modern times,
private patronage has given way to the governmental underwriting
which keeps most of Europe's opera houses running today. America
has known neither form of SUbsidy. And, for all its wealth, America
has no regular opera which all the people can enjoy. Even the
Metropolitan has had its existence threatened by deficits, the settling
of which has required public appeals for contributions. Periodi-
cally, interested persons clamor for a Federal Ministry of -Arts ;
beyond that, the problem has gone on spinning its circle-until
General Sarnoff announced the birth of an opera company to be
financed by industry. For the start, NBC expects to lose money on
the project.
NBC and General Sarnoff have given America many musical
"firsts"-the Damrosch Musical Appreciation Series on radio;
radio concerts by Toscanini and the great orchestra created for
him; the first opera ever commissioned expressly for radio produc-
tion (Menotti's "Old Maid and The Thief"), to be followed, ten
years later, by the first opera commissioned for television (Men-
oui's "Amah I and The Night Visitors"). All of these originated in
NBC. The new project is to go out of NBC, over the entire country.
General Sarnoff believes that Americans would welcome live,
non-broadcast opera if they could have a chance to hear first-class
works, impeccably produced, and understandably presented. His
opinion rests on faith, certainly, but on faith well founded. Since
1949, NBC has been telecasting occasional performances of operas
chosen from established (Continued on Page 40)
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(I. to r.) Frances Bible, Edith Evans, Adeloide Bishop ond Elaine
Malbin with Chandler Cowles.
Chandler Cowles,
General Manager of NBC
Opera Company, outlines his
ideas concerning
the project
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Mozart and His Sonatas
-A New Edition
William J. Mitchell
by WILLIAM J. MITCHELL
!AMONG THE MAJOR blessingsbfthe Mozart bicentennial has
been the appearance of a new edition
of his sonatas and fantasies edited by
Nathan Broder, and published by the
Theodore Presser Company. A pub-
lication such as this, serves as a model
of what can be accomplished when a
major publishing company engages
the services of a trained scholar, for
the result, attractively priced, is an
edition which is more accurate than
the scores that are included in the
Complete Works (Cesamtausga.be)
and the Urtext edition.
In preparing the Presser edition
which contains nineteen sonatas and
three fantasies, Broder had access to
first or old editions for all of the
works, and in addition nine complete
and six incomplete or fragmentary
autographed manuscripts. The editor
has used exemplary care in evaluating
and compounding the material with
which he worked. To start with, his
comments and suggestions are almost
entirely divorced from the scores and
placed in an informative Preface
which contains an interesting and use-
ful discussion of the performance of
appoggiaturas. Far too often, editors
of popular editions insist on making
their own gratuitous markings in-
distinguishable from those of the com-
poser, and by so doing, intrude in-
sensitively between the performer and
the original score. This is a gross
form of disservice to music lovers,
for everyone should have the inalien-
able right, taken for granted in liter-
ary publications, to know precisely
what the creator wrote, even when it
seems to fall short of absolute clarity.
In the few cases where Broder has
added markings to the scores, the
material is enclosed in brackets.
Of considerable value to the per.
former is the way in which Broder
has made it possible to compare avail-
able autographs with first editions,
]6
ten of which appeared during Mozart'
lifetime. As a rule, interpretive dir c-
tions are far less frequent in th
manuscripts than in the first editions,
the additional signs and marking
from which have been enclo ed in
parentheses in the Presser edition.
The student of the Mozart onatas
will, as a result, have before him 1\
distinguishable versions of mall)' of
the works, from which he call rca h
his own conclusions regarding the
proper reading. The problem of d .
ciding which way to interpret. th
works is complicated, how ver. by t.h
fact that, on the one hane!. Mozart
did not need "stage dir eli n ., in
his own hand written copies. On the
other hand it is clear that, in certain
cases, the composer did not ee the
printed copies until they had b en
distributed. In any event. the printed
early editions reflect the range of
performing tastes of Mozart's time
and shortly thereafter, I-Ience. the
performer or his teacher- using the
composite score as a guide. can face
the prospect of becoming a do-it.your-
self editor, even to working out the
fingerings which have been wisely
omitted, with reasonable assurance
that he can not stray too far from a
c~rrect performance. Certainly. he
wIiI not be likely to produce as hor-
rendous an interpretatiOIl as would
follow from his literal acceptance of
man.y of the modern heedlessly edited
verSIOns of these priceless works.
~ome 0.£ the problems of interpre-
tatIOn spnng from the fact that either
Mozart or the early publisher seems
~ot to have been consistently careful
m preparing the scores. In a"lmost all
cases Broder comes to the rescue with
suggestions placed In footnotes or
brackets· but . .
• .' 111 certain cases where
IdentIcal repetitions of th .. e mUSIC are
dIfferently marked, one is caught with
the ~rob.lem of deciding whether the
COpyIst lI1tended a variant or Com--------------
mitt d an rror. A ca in point i the
final In v III nt f the major onata.
K. 3 ,\"here in bar. 66 to 68 shcrt
ap] ggiatura er indicated, but in
an id nl i al pas age, bars I iO to 1;2.
t h \ b orne long, or mea'u,ed.
Br '<I'r in hi Preface 1,,0" short
app ggiaturn in the earlier bars.but
<I cs n t indica re thai thej should be
sh rt in the repetition. Your corre-
spondcnt. in the capacitv of a do-it-
) ur: elf editor. [aver ... a measured
appoggiatura in I th ea
In~h between a prctt~ ....ell e-
tal Ii h d tradition 01 periorrmrce
and \1tuort' unmi ...lnkrahlc indira·
lion. occur ... in the ofwning bar~ of
the j\. minor SOI1I\1 • l\. 310. u,lom·
arih Ihe a"poggio,ur., in ba" 2~
and ; [·53 a re pia) cd ft. eighlh; in
anal g\ \dll1 the \~rilt n out ei!hlhs
ollhe ,aried repelili n in bars 10-12
and 8 ·91. YrI. \1 lOri', maau5<ri~.
the fir.t pa 01 "hieh appearscon·
\ nienth a!" an iI1u ...tralion in 1M
dition ~nd r di u--ion. elm" cal~
lor _horl appoggialura.. .
n in5lrurth-e comparL n. ",hlfh
\\ ill tea h u .. not 10 de-pend 1(tOh('a\il~
n the markin@", of 6~t and earl~
edilion_. can be mode- bet\\('fn IlK-fin·
al 1ll0\ em nL of Lht' ··e~\··50nata in
major. K. .t5 and i~'counlerpart,
th middle mOHment of the ..tran-
scribed" F major _onala. K. ;l;.~
Th two 1ll0\(>m(>nb. rxcE'pt for dl·
feren in til kc) of e8ch and I {elf
variants in the not are identkal
although a di.parit) in the aumber'
ing of the bars of the major mo>'
mcnl in IhE' Pr r edilion o~-tJUd.!
lhe arri,-al at ~uch 8 ('ondu~ion. TIt
. I' h I'~ialblpoml 0 mter l. Ol\-eH'r h..c-
faCl that there aTe sharp diller~
in phTas,ing and d~ nami indicatJo~
between the major piece. for:~ .
Broder consuht>d t"o earh tdllwn"
of \\ hich one j .. kno"n to ha\e.~
ba5ed on the aulograph. and Il~
major coun- t CORlinutd on PD,t
etud..-oo .. mber 1956
composer, contributed greatly to the
emancipation of the bass part in eight.
eenth century orchestral music. The pres-
ent record offers ample evidence to this
effect. On the other hand, the third move-
ment of the C major symphony employs
solo violins in the typical concert ante
fashion of his time. And, of course, the
texture of both works remains homo-
phonic throughout. Contrasting ideas are
plentiful, but they provide little dra-
matic conflict. In the C major symphony
the drum- like rhythms of the first move-
ment give way to lyrical melodies in the
Andante Amorosa (sic), The minuet is
a stately affair, and the rudimentary
finale adds a Mozartian lilt to a work
that might have figured among theminor
achievements of any major master.
The Funeral Symphony in the unusual
key of B major was composed about a
decade later in 1782. While doing little
justice to its title, as far as present day
audiences are concerned, it is an ingra-
tiating piece of considerable interest,
especially in comparison with Haydn's
similarly nicknamed symphony of 1772.
Both performances are expertly paced
and cleanly played. The commentary by
Jules Wolffers is well written and in-
formative. The recorded sound is excel-
lent. (Unicorn UNLP 1017)
-Alexander L. Ringer
Haydn: Symphony No. 88 in C Major
(Paris); Symphony No. 104 in 0
Major (London)
George Szell and the Cleveland Or-
chestra give unblemished performances
of these famous symphonies. The scores
are among Haydn's grandest; there can
be no higher praise. Szell obviously has
a warm affection for the music and con-
veys it convincingly. There are virtually
no rubati; the minute slackenings of
time in the Trios of the Minuets lend a
happy touch of grace. The earthy joy-
ousness, the spirjted strength and firm
forms are fully realized. Andante is
played at a true walking pace ("Lon-
don" Symphony), as it should be. The
tone throughout is rich and true; the
balances and shadings-difficult to en-
compass in music -of this period-are
sensitive. (Epic LC 3196)
-Bernard Rogers
Bach: Suite No.1 in C Major; Suite
No.2 in 8Minor
This recording is on the whole a
pleasurable experience_ The strings of
the Concertgebouw display the full im-
pasto of high Dutch painting. Van
Beinum's conception of ·the Baroque
language is clear, although his tempi
are somewhat maLLer-of-fact and one is
unduly aware of the downbeat. (The
barline is a hardy tyrant!) Mis wood-
winds-two oboes, a bassoon i~ the first
suite; solo flute in the second-are ac-
complished players, and the silvery
etude-november 1956
sounds of the harpsichord are refresh-
ing. The delicious Badinerie which ends
the B Minor Suite lacks sprightliness
and sparkle. Especially fine are the
reeds in the second gavotte and the
strings in the second Minuet, in the
opening suite. In the Minuet the strings
show their understanding of delicate
bowing volumes. (Epic LC 3195)
-c-Bernard Rogers
Ballet Musicfrom the Operas
Ponchielli: Dance of t,he Hours from
"La Cioconda"
Wagner: Venusberg Music [rom:
~~Tannhauscr"
Verdi: Ballet Music from Ad Two,
~~Aida"
Moussorgekyr Dances of the Persian
Slaves from ~'Kfwvantchina"
Borodin: Potootsian: Dances [ro m. Act.
l'wo, "Prince Igor"
One had thought that it was time to
retire from hard la-bor the Dance of the
Hours. But in this playing the hours
seem shorter, the amiable platitudes
again fall pleasantly on the ear. The
Venusberg material is a different steed; .
after a century of hard driving its
breath, born under the warm sun of
"Tristan," retains its first passion. But
in the Verdi item the Nile seems a small
stream, the Valley of Kings is far away.
The true exotic lies in the Russians'
music. Curiously, their authors might
have exchanged tasks, so perfectly fitted
was each to paint the sumptuous splen-
dors of the mid-orient. An even broader
artistic communism is involved: the
idioms and accents of Balakireff (their
musical father) are easily perceived,
while the orchestral colors are deftly
applied by Rimsky·Korsakoff. The per-
formances, led by Von Karajan, are
worthy of the superb London Philhar-
monia. Except for the too-slow epiaode'
in the Borodin, begun by solo oboe and
answered by English horn, the tempi
throughout are faithful. The illusion o[
"presence" is especially evident among
the percussion group. (Angel 35307)
-Bernard Rogers
Anton Bruckner: 'Symphony No_ 8 in
C minor
Franz Schubert: Symphony No.3 in
D major
Concertgehouw Orchestra of Amster-
dam, Eduard van Deinulll, con-
ductor
I cannot imagine that one would have
to be an Austrian, or even a confirmed
Brucknerite, in order to be thrilled by
this sumptuous performance of a mag-
nificent symphony which many consider
Bruckner's crowning achievemen-t. Van
Beinum, eschewing "cuts" in favor of
the work's original version, knows how
to let this.music unfold gradually, spac-
ing its towering climaxes discreetly;
thus, the work appears to us not as a
sprawling, formless Colossus, but as
the masterly construction which it is.
Van Beinum maintains intensity and
flowing motion even at the slowest pa.::e.
Only thus can the heavenly Adagio of
this symphony truly be felt as a deeply
moving emotional experience.
The Amsterdam Concertgebouw Or-
chestra responds to its leader like a
single fine, mellow instrument. Its noble,
rich and glowing sound, admirably re-
produced by Epic, adds a further di-
mension of pleasure to the appreciation
of this music wherein orchestral color
-used not in mere emu lation of Wagner
but with true boldness and originality
-plays so important a role.
It is good to have Schubert's Third
Symphony as the "dividend" of this
album. Of course, the Third Symphony
does not yet carry us on the broad
f1ight.s of the "Great C Major," but one
can already see, in this delightful corn-
position of Schubert's youth, how lyric
melody will soon force the romantic
symphony to surge beyond classic
boundaries. Once again Van Beinurn's
sense of stylistic rightness takes charge,
to give us a performance replete with
tender lyricism, sparkle, gayety, and
just plain old Viennese charm. In a
word: recommended! (Epic SC-6011)
-Dika Newlin
Choptn s Noel u.rnes (Colllplete)
Eugene Islolllin, Piano
To evaluate any performance, it
should first be made clear on which
level the performer is being judged. As
Mr. Istomin's pian ism is on a high
level, certain less favorable remarks
concerning his playing should be con-
sidered in rela!ion t.o that level.
Although Mr. Istomin does not rep-
resent an individual school of pianism,
his musical conceptions reveal con-
sistency and he avoided the exaltation
so often present in the performing of
Chopin's music. The melodic line, for
the most part, is maintained unjnter-
rupted throughout t.he piece. Mr. Isto-
min's playing gives the impression that
his musical phrasing is directed by
artistic choice, rather than dictated by
technical Ijmitations. While Mr. Istomin
does not display very contrastive in.
genuity in repeating a given theme a
few times, he makes good use of exten-
sive dynamjc means in generaL To make
a few specific observations:
The rendition of Nocturne in G major
would be excellent if not [or his habit
of prolonging the first interval of the
double-note group in the theme-a habit
more suitable for a violinist. This fea-
ture is also observed in the octave sec·
tion of the C minor Nocturne.
The broad, singing tone so well ex,
pressed in the 11th, 14th, and 18th
Nocturnes was not found in the 4th,
where the sound in the thematic melody
momentarily disappears and is over-
shadowed by the left hand, His inter-
pretation of the 16th Nocturne contains
(Continued on Page 42)
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Tune Books, Tunesmiths
and Singing Schools
y
f7)ROWSING AMONG the old American tune books in my study in search of
CJJ a really typical example to describe, I finally select a well-worn 011 ng
volume bound in calf. A leather label on its scuffed spine calls it ju 1 a "M 1
BOOK," but the title page (in a jumble of upper and lower case, Roman and ita li
types, small and)arge capitals, and different type sizes and fonls char-act ri t i r
the "best" printing of the day) proudly proclaims it:
THE / AMERICAN HARMONY; / Containing, in a concise Mann r, / TilE
RULES OF SINGING; / TOGETHER WITH / A COLLECTIO or PALM
TUNES, HYMNS, AND ANTHEMS. / From the most approved Authors, anci nl
and modern. / By NEHEMIAH SHUMWAY, A.B. / PHlLADELPJlIA,
Printed and sold by JOHN M'CULLOCH, at N°, 1, North Third-street.-179
"The American Harmony" is one of the more common tune book of the 1790's.
There are others much rarer in my library.
Nevertheless, it is one of my favorites because
it contains an unusually large and representative
selection of tunes by our native tunesmiths. Note
the title-it is- concise and accurate. Of the 169
pieces included by Shumway, no less than 155
were written by 30 different American compos-
ers, This music is jaunty, unbuttoned stuff, full
of unexpected melodic turns, unconstrained har-
monic progressions, and ingenious rhythmic
quirks. And its idiom is quite distinct from
that of the orthodox European music of the late
18th century.
The "Americanism" of Shumway's "Amer-
ican Harmony" goes far beneath the surface ,
and this "American" flavor is characteristic of
13th century American tune book music in
general. It was not only that those who wrote
the tunes happened to be Yankee tradesmen
farmers, schoolteachers, hatters, horsebreeders 'printers d h k. . f f "an s op eepers as well as
musicrans ; 0 ar greater significance was the fact that thei .. I'N . ierr rn usrc was so disti
trve y ew World In spirit, mood and feeling-tone Th In -. . ' . ere were many skillf I
posers active m America during the tune book era b t h I I U com-
k £ h
' .. ' ute peasant and inge .
wor so sue men as Benjamin Carr James He' itt W'll' S I mou. ,VI, I lam e by Vi 1 P li .
Alexander Reinagle,or Raynor Taylor evoke onl th E . .' cor e I rer,y europe m which t1 I d
Amateur nmesmiths like Timothy Swan (£0 I ) ley ta roots.. r examp e could tr thei .
cultural heritage back only to the humble N E I d . . ace etr mu leo-
ew ng an Slllglllg h I b
nevertheless succeeded in hammering out an i d d sc 00, uL ther
n epen ent, (Continued on Page 59)
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ORCHESTRA
THE ORCHESTRAL PICTURE
BRIGHTENS
by Samuel S. Fain
Professor of Music,
University of Arizona
WURING RECENT YEARS light
has begun to illuminate the
dark horizon of orchestral music. The
tremendous growth of the community
symphon y orchestra has gi ven new
hope to people who have been seri-
ously concerned about the future of
orchestras in the United States. Statis-
tics indicate that there are now over
one thousand community orchestras
in this country, as compared with
only nine symphony orchestras in
1900 and less than four hundred as
recently as 1950.
The prospects are excellent for the
creation of even more community
symphonies. Amateur musicians, who
fondly recall their musical experi-
ences in high school or college, are
eager to play in a community group.
Civic-minded persons are willing to
assist in the organizational and finan-
cial aspects of the orchestra work,
and conductors find both employment
and stimulation in directing commu-
nity symphonies.
Professional musicians often look
to the community symphony as an
outlet for their abilities and a means
of earning a livelihood. Some com-
munities assist musicians to find em-
ploymentin industry, teaching, etc.,
so they may come to their community
and play in the orchestra. Work and
orchestra schedules are co-ordinated
so there. are no conflicts. The salary
for a teaching position plus the com-
pensation for playing in the orchestra
makes the musicians' pay adequate.
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Titl. Poge of #'Th. Americoft tfotmoIl,.
(Court.sy of .MusicDi"ision.
librory of Con gr.",.)
Atlanta, Georgia; Wichita, Kansas;
and Charleston, West Virginia are
among the many communities that
have organized successful plans for
attracting musicians.
I n many places the orchestra 1S a
source of civic pride, and the people
experience deep satisfaction from the
fact that their community boasts a
symphony orchestra. In rural areas
the community symphony is often the
only medium through which the
townspeople hear "live" music. The
generally large attendance at the con-
certs, and the esteem with which the
orchestras are regarded, indicate that
they are satisfying a civic as well as a
musical need.
Community symphony orchestras
generally have high musical stand-
ards. As soon as their ability permits,
these groups essay the orchestral lit-
erature performed by the major or-
chestras. Their programs emphasize
the music of the masters; contempo-
rary as well as from earlier eras.
Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven.
Tchaikovsky, and Brahms are per-
formed frequently, as are Ravel, Pro-
kofieff, Barber, Hanson, and Copland.
Prominent professional soloists like
j ascha Heifetz, Elena Nikolaidi, and
Leonard Rose appear with community
symphonies in performances of the
standard solo and operatic literature.
The community symphony also pro-
vides an opportunity for local soloists
and composers to gain experience and
recognition. Some of the orchestras
make a point of featuring soloists and
composers who have not achieved
wide recognition, thus providing en-
couragement for young talent.
Some music educators look to the
community orchestra as a means of
rescuing the school orchestra from ob-
(Continued on Page 48)
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CHRISTMAS CAROLS
Part Two, "Characteristic Types"
by George Howerton
@HRISTMAS CAROLS are mul-
titudinous as to type and infi-
nite in their variety. One of the most
interesting is that known as the
"Macaronic," in which words from
the vernacular tongue are found mixed
with those from the Latin. The Latin
words usually occur in the form of a
phrase which sometimes carries on
the main story of the carol or some-
times constitutes merely an appro-
priate refrain or a side comment on
the theme. Such a carol is the well-
known French one customarily sung
to the words "Angels we have heard
on high" with its Latin refrain Glo-
ria in excelsis Deo following each
stanza of the English text. The carol
known as Venice adorernus with the
opening line, "The snow lay on the
ground" is another Macaronic caroL
Gustav Holst has made an excellent
setting of the macaronic carol Salva-
tor mun.di natus est which many
choral directors will find quite a use-
ful item in the repertoire.
The Marianic carols are those con-
cerned with the adoration of the Vir-
gin Mary. Many of these are mac-
aronic in character, for example, the
carol "There is no rose of such virtue"
in which following each couplet in
English appears a word or phrase in
Latin. The use of the Latin as a side
commentary may be noted in this
carol where in the second couplet
"For in this Rose contained was /
Heaven and earth in liule space" the
Latin phrase Res Miranda ("a mar-
velous thing") seems to comment on
the miracle expressed in the English
couplet. iContioued OTl Page 50)
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RADIO-TV
TV Music by
Conlen1porary
•
AS A RULE, con-temporary Am~Tican con:-posers of serious musicare heard on television
only when the program is built strictly along the lines of
a concert. Recently, though, some of the modernists have
been contributing incidental, or background music for a
number of TV's dramatic narratives. This month, more-
over, along comes a series of documentaries about the
story of flight which will feature music of some of our
finest composers.
"Air Power," as the filmed series is called, will begin
Nov. 11 and is
scheduled for
twenty - six or
more weeks on
"You Are
There" (Sun.
afternoon, CBS-
TV). Norman
Delio Joio, Paul
Creston, George
Antheil, and
Frank Smith
have been com-
missioned to do
the scores for the
various chapters
of the story.
And from the
preview I re-
cently had of a
couple of the
episodes, and
from the look
I've had at the
scripts of the
others, I can say
Alfredo Antonini, muskal direttor and that the &tory of
tondudor, CBS·TV'$ "Air Power" th d I. e eve opment
of the airplane and its impact on Twentieth Century man
will make fascinating viewing for a large public.
Here, in this series, every aspect of aviation can be seen
against a background of changing times. Fools, daredevils
and geniuses joust with the airplane amidst the daffiness
of the Roaring Twenties. Airmen prepare for their "ren-
?ez:ous with destiny," ~s .Franklin Delano Roosevelt put
It, III the Desperate ThIrtIes. And then they fight it out
gloriously in the Triumphant Forties.
The battles of the Second World War play an especially
22
Composers
large part lJl the ries. In ony n of "Air Power's"
chapters, though, all kin I f her of hi I ry havea
chance to be wov n into the pi ·tur to lend it varietj and
color. Chari Lindbergh, Eddi Ri k nbacker, Jimml
Doolittle, and th r elel rat d avi tor are, naturall)"
easily brought into any st r) of flight. When a lor) like
this one tries to r fleet res and su h co mie doings as
world entanglem nts, h w v r, it an at int rtwine in
its nar rative everyb dy fr m Rud Iph al ntino and lack
Dempsey to figures like ~ in I n hur 'hill, R velt, and
Dwight D. Ei nhower.
To write the music f r S wid 0 J 01\ rama of histo'1'
and flight, th joint pr luc r of uAir Power" -CBS
Public AfTairs and th ho lour dif·
ferent compo cr. n In, th r It, uld not helpbut
"repeat himself" in the cours of th I ng ri of films.
Like the program' musi I dir t r 8111 ondueror, AI·
fredo Antonini, on ian pint to 8 number of instances
where each compo r's individual kind of mu i has been
just right for the situation at hand.
For the docum nta ry' chapt r on Ploesti, ntheil's
"very modern, mechani al, d tru ive- unding muse,"
says Antonini, matches the r'i of blow that U. S.
bombers exert ,vith hamm r·like fOTce in gaining air suo
premacy over the Rumanian cit in the last world war-
eventually destroying their larg l.
Paul Creston, the producers f"lt. was lhe omposerthey
should have for the epi ode about lhe baltle thai fretd
Italy in World War Two. Being of Italian desc nt, Creston.
with his lyrical music.. was On idered the best choice for
expressing in his music first th ufI ring of t.he Italian
people, and then th ir rejoicing wh n the Amerteans
break through at Ca ino and finally liberate Rome.
When it came to providing 8 ore lor the episode on
the Twenli the ja.zz age, prohibition. and manthon
dances, plus Lindbergh. Bill litchell. Valentino and
Dempsey-Frank mith, on B' taR in hica 0, turned
By ALBERT ". ELIAS
oul just the wild, fren t.i Illusi that would suit the film.
" A.s {or orman Delio Joio, the composer of the recent
Tnal At R"· . ~J_ouen was assigned. among other ep~
what the producers call ·\he most emotional program in
~he series." The episode is nLilled" hweinfu.rL'· and it
IS of a single mission during World War Two. lold in
human lerms Y th . . br _c.. . ou see e men wakmg up. eallDg eu.
fast being br fed '. . d on,,' Ie, geUmg InLo lhelr planes. an so _.
The BaUle of Britain," (ContinlUd on pose 4/1
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The eellist-
and Cello Literature
by GOR DON EPPERSON
~ LAST FEW DECADES have seen a slow but
\. CLsteady rise in the prominence of the cello as a solo
instrument. Possessing; as it does, both lyrical and dra-
matic qualities, the cello-----....inthe hands of a fine artist-
speaks with eloquent and convincing voice. It is true that
many persons, still: have never heard a cello recital. But
it is amazing to discover, among those who are acquainted
with the instrument, how often the cello is singled out for
special attention, as a favorite musio.making medium.
Already the twentieth century has produced a fine array
of virtuoso-artists. These players have gone far in ad-
vancing and exploiting the technical possibilities of the
instrument. The cello sings and declaims; but it can offer
pyrotechnical display as well.
The emergence of the cello as a full-fledged solo instru-
ment has met with some opposition: to be sure. Technical
advances have raised controversial discussion. Numerous
articles have appeared, in ETUDE and elsewhere, dealing
with some phase (more often than not, some problem)
of cello- playing. But it seems to me that too little attention
has been given to the vital question: what music can the
cellist play? Is there, actually, a literature for the cello?
A ffirnlalive Answer
There is. It would appear, however, that the music·
loving public is largely ignorant of the cello literature.
This is too bad, because many fine works have little chance
to be heard. A wider public knowledge would create a
demand for these compositions.
Such a thing has already occurred with the six un-
accompanied suites by Bach. Cellists have known these,
and loved them, for a long time. But it was not until at·
tention was focussed upon Casals' rendition of them at
Prades, under circumstances of unusual dramatic inten-
sity, that any sort of public demand for the suites was
created. The recordings were sold widely. Now the cello
suites are known and loved by many persons who, until a
few years ago, did not know they existed. This is all to
the good.
Musicians who play other instruments like to offer con·
dolences to the cellist. They deplore the small repertory
for cello. They should know better. It is true that the cello
literature is not the most extensive in the world. Pianists
and singers have a much vaster store of music at their
disposal. Violinists, too, have Illore to choose from.
But the cello (whose literature is large enough for
violists to borrow from) has been singular in the attrac·
tion it has held for great composers. Some, like Chopin,
were rather unsuccessful in writing for it. Others, like
Dvorak, were at their peak.
etude-novem ber 1956
GORDON EPPERSON
(Gordon Epperson, concert cellist and teacher, is on the
[acult y of Louisiana State University. Ed. note}
There is no purpose to be served by making a catalogue
here. It should he useful, however, to point out some of
the works which are bright lights in the cellist's galaxy.
We shall limit the discussion to the sonatas, concertos, and
short pieces, since these make up the equipment of the
solo cellist. His plac~ in chamber ensembles is secure and
needs no defense.
Hich Sonata Literature
The largest number of fine works is to be found in the
sonatas for cello and piano. Considering "staples" only,
it may yet come as a surprise, even to many musicians, to
learn that Beethoven wrote five excellent sonatas for this
combination, and Brahms two. The Schubert "arpeggione"
sonata is a delightful work. Grieg, Richard Strauss, and
Rachmaninoff also contributed sonatas. All of these (with
the exception of the Schubert) are essentially chamber
duos, in which the two instruments share equal, or nearly
equal, honors. In the Beethoven and Brahms sonatas (not
to mention Rachmaninoff), one is never allowed to forget
that the composers were pianists!
This division of responsibility between cello and piano
is also lrue of twentieth·century works, from Debussy on;
the two instruments are equal partners. There is no pov-
erty of literature here. Barber, Marlinu, Hindemith)
Kodaly, and Prokofieff are but some of the composers who
have added to the repertory. (Continued on. Page 41)
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Lento Amabile
ARTHUR SHEPHERD
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Theme from Polonaise
(A-flat Major!
Grade 5
FREDERIC CHOPIN, Op, 53
armnged by Henry Levine
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Grade 2 Tunes in Folk Style
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Grade H Bunny Tracks
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Grade 2 The Jolly Giraffe
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HENRY PURCELL
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the music of this .
explored repository. lvn,
lure is resting in libraries, av, .
OilS researchers who will make it av
able for publication ancl performance.
Stylistically, we know what to expect.
Butthe eighteenth-century music is par-
ticularly grateful and challenging to
the cellist. and it is worth while to mul-
tiply examples of it. In the sonatas of
that period, the cello has the ascend-
ancy, with the piano supplying a har-
monic background. Since the accom-
paniments for most of these are pre-
served in figured bass, a fine editor can
restore much interest to the keyboard
part. Cellists have appropriated a large
quantity of music which was originally
intended for viola cia gamba. as pianists
have done with music for harpsichord.
Cello concertos are comparatively
few: but not so limited as the occasions
for performing them. The Haydn D-
Major (of disputed authorship), Boc-
cherini Hflat Major, Dvorak B-Minor,
Lalo DiMinor, Schumann A-Minor, and
Salm-Saens A-Minor are most often
played. They are intended, of course, to
be performed with orchestra, and suffer
when played with a piano reduction of
the Score. I mention this in order to
emphasize that while a concerto such as
tl:e Haydn may be acceptable with
plano accompaniment, most of them
are satisfactory only with symphony
orchestra, and therefore cannot be pre-
sented in recital. Bloch's Schelomo, one
of the most magnificent com positions for
etude-november 1956
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: of the greatest of English composers, was born in 1659
">rolific composer, he wrote extensively for stage and
~ous work is his opera, "Dido and Aeneasl'produced in 1689.
I,
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OPERA FOR ALL AMERICA
(Continued from page 15)
favorites, neglected masterpieces, and
contemporary scores, and sung in Eng-
lish. These seven seasons of periodic
opera aroused a steady, overwhelming
response. Telecast opera reached mil-
lions of Americans and pleased them;
many thousands wrote in to express
their pleasure and to ask for more.
Deeply impressed by this reaction, Gen-
eral Sarnoff determined to offer America
live as well as broadcast opera in the
hope that each variety would supple-
ment the other. The NBC Opera Com-
pany is the result.
Under the production su pervision of
Samuel Chotzinoff and the artistic direc-
tion of Peter Herman Adler, the new
company has as its General Manager,
Chandler Cowles, the distinguished
Broadway producer. Mr. Cowles' credits
include such smash hits as Menotti's
"The Medium" (New York, London,
and Paris productions); Menotti's "The
Consul" and "The Saint of Bleecker
Street"; and the play "Billy Budd."
In discussing the plans for the NBC
Opera Company, Mr. Cowles stresses
the importance of opera in English.
"The first step in making opera a fam-
iliar part of American life," he says, "is
to allow people to understand it. Most
of the world's great opera houses pre-
sent their works in the language of the
audience; in Paris, everything including
Wagner is sung in French. At La Scala,
everything including Wagner is sung in
Italian. Hence, there is a noteworthy
precedent for us to follow. But we are
motivated less by precedent than by the
belief that the best way to take the
strangeness out of opera is, quite sim-
ply, to make it less strange. English is
an eminently singable language, espe-
cially for American artists; competent
translations keep the meaning intact;
and the public has the pleasure not only
of hearing music but of participating in
the plot."
You ask Mr. Cowles how the NBC
Opera Company differs from just anoth-
er opera troupe, and he does not resent
the question. "There are many differ-
ences, apart from the matter of solid
financing," he tells you. "In its artistic
aspects, the NBC Opera Company is not
a seasonal venture, but a year-round
project. It 'uses ninety-six singers, or-
chestral players, choristers, production
staff members, -and stage hands. The
organization has been planned as a
touring company, not as a resident troupe
which launches an occasional tour. We
have no home theatre; we mean to move
all over the land, bringing live opera to
cities that may not have had it before
and that might never have it except for
liS. And our full-time work extends be-
yond the performances we give. In addi-
tion to providing for regular rehearsals,
40
preliminary experience they need."
While the NBC Opera Company's
first season is restricted to two works. a
larger repertory is already being pre.
pared for subsequent tours. As this
repertory grows. the performing season
wiJ1 be extended. At any time, produc-
tions which meet with unusual success
may be taken into the various cities
(including New York) for longer stands.
At any time, recordings of such per.
formances may be undertaken by RCA
Victor. Although there is an organiza.
tional division between the live NBC
Opera Company and the telecast NBC
Opera Theatre (which is scheduled to
continue it occasional broadcasts), the
supervision and facilities of the two
groups may be regarded as virtually
interchangeable, with the result that
outstanding productions of the touring
company will be telecast, while partie-
u lady interesting works prepared for
television wi II su bsequently be added to
the tour-s. The two operatic units work
in co-operation, with the dual goal of
stimulating national intere t in opera
and meeting the demand thus created.
Perhaps the most noteworthy aspect
of NBC's new project i that free enter-
prise is weaving a new and colorful
strand into the Iabric of America's way
of life. with Big Business reaching out
to sponsor art a well" .t ~
search.
we have organized, in NBC's New York
headquarters, a training center where
talented young artists may rub off edges
and perfect techniques for an indeter-
minate period. We like to thi~k that.a
completely professional practlCe-stU?lO
of this kind may go far towards helping
young Americans prepare for operatic
fluency.
"Our initial season, beginning in the
autumn of 1956, will be limited to eight
weeks on the road. We are taking out
two complete operas, Puccini's 'Madame
Butterfly' and Mozart's 'The Marriage
of Figaro.' This first tour was booked
solid a half year in advance, into a total
of forty-five cities throughout the South.
East; and Southwest. We take care of
our own travel arrangements. moving
about in three specially chartered bus-
ses and a station wagon, with two trucks
for scenery and instruments.
"Our orchestra is made up of forty
experienced men. Our cast includes art-
ists of proven worth, such as Frances
Bible, Adelaide Bishop, Walter Cassel.
Phyllis Curtin, Edith Evans, Ralph Her-
bert, Elaine Malbin, and Emile Renan.
I have purposely listed them in alpha-
betical order, to stress our strict rule of
no stars. Our performers are merged
into a flexible repertory group, in which
all roles are important to the produc-
tion. Because of our daily performance
schedule involving many one night
stands, we carry alternate singers for
all the major roles; in addition each one
of our choristers understudies some
principal singer.
"How do we get our artists? We are
as eager to find them as they are to find
professional outlets, and we are ready
to listen to anyone who can present suit-
able credentials, in the form of recom-
mendations from accredited teachers or
evidences of previous accomplishment.
At the present time, we hold daily audi-
tions in the NBC Studios in New York.
Then, each Friday the most promising
of the week's applicants are again audi-
tioned from the stage of a theatre. Selec-
tions are based on both credentials and
performance. Even so, amazing 'finds'
crop up occasionally. Just recently, a
well-known singing teacher asked us to
listen to a promising young lyric so-
prano. When we heard her, we were
convinced that we had -come upon an ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~@
outstanding voice, fortified by outstand- -=
ing talent, and we gave the girl a con-
tract at once-s-even though the casting IJ. S. alFine
of our first season had already been:~~~i~~i~~~~I~~~~~icompleted and we had no use for her
services during the initial tour. We are
allowing her to spend her first contrac-
tual year studying, polishing, and get. rea.ch to the SkYi 2.The
ting herself ready for performances~: n r-
later on. By such means, we hope to pro-~@~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
vide ourselves with constantly fresh ar. ':
tistic material, at the same time afford-
ing highly gifted young singers the
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"In the ETUDE, your extended re-
marks on the Kreutzer #1 exercise
causedme to check on a Kreutzer
book-printed, I believe, in the eight-
een-eighties by White - edited by
Kross and American adaptation by
AmbroseDavenport. In this book the
Kreutzer #1 is placed as #25, and
underRemarks at the end o/the book
thereis about a page 0/ discussion as
" the value of Study #1 (#25)
:ch coincides with your recent
«: '.~l".It-i~;~n .. '. T~is oP
There is a wealth of eighteenth-
century music for cello. A lthough Boc-
cherini, Locatelli, Vivaldi, and Eccles
appear regularly on cellists' programs,
the music of this period is still a little-
explored repository. Much of the litera-
ture is resting in libraries.uwaiting zeal-
ous researchers who will make it avail-
able for publication and performance.
Stylistically, we know what to expect.
Butthe eighteenth-century music is par-
ticularly grateful and challenging to
the cellist, and it is wort.h while to mul-
tiply examples of it. In the sonatas of
that period, the cello has the ascend-
ancy, with the piano supplying a har-
monic background. Since the accom-
paniments for most of these are pre-
served in figured bass, a fine editor can
restore much interest to the keyboard
part. Cellists have appropriated a large
quantity of music which was originally
intended for viola da gamba. as pianists
have done with music for harpsichord.
Cello concertos are comparatively
few: but not so limited as the occasions
for performing them. The Haydn D-
Major (of disputed authorship), Boc-
cherini Hflat Major, Dvorak B-Minor,
Lalo D-Minor, Schumann A-Minor, and
Saint-Saens A·MinQr are most often
played. They are intended, of course, to
be performed with orchestra, and suffer
when played with a piano reduction of
the SCore. I mention this in order to
emphasize that while a concerto such as
the Haydn may be acceptable with
piano accompaniment, most of them
are satisfactory on"ly with symphony
orchestra, and therefore cannot be pre-
sented in recital. Bloch's Schelomo, one
of the most magnificent compositions for
etude-novem ber 1956
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VIOLIl must have the color and opulence
e orchestra; the piano is no sub-
e.
Th ~e concertizing cellist hopes, natu-~ for appearances with orchestra.
most of his performances will be in
Kr..al. His programs will be made up,"fly, of sonatas and short pieces.
end here we must recognize a serious
by H~lem: the meager store of good.orig-
i short pieces for cello and piano.
ere are a few fine things, of course,
-h as Faure's Elegy, which one keeps
turning to, and eventually grows weary
. But one relies mainly, because he
f'!ust, on transcriptions. It is true that
ihere should be no moral objection toIJ . .
good transcriptions. Pianists and vio~in.
ists use them freely: but through choice.
Already, however, the cellist has more
short pieces in his repertoire than the
public has heard. Only the Swan has
achieved any sort of universality; but
there are other pieces, even now.
It is obvious. from this quick survey.
thaI there is much cello music, espe-
ciallv in the sonata literature, which
shouid be enjoyed more widely. It will
be; hut the process should be hurried
up a bit. The problem, already hinted
at. is not lack of music, but too little op-
portunity for hearing (and, from the
performer's standpoint, for playing)
what there is. THE END
Opportunities ... Better Income
You owe it to yourself! To make musical progress and
enjoy greater recognition and earnings. Investigate the
Extension Conservatory ... a fine Home Study Musical
Organization established over 53 years. At little cost and
with no interference with regular work it's easy to gain
the knowledge that qualifies you for higher and more
profitable positions in music.
Good Positions are Open for Qualified Musicians
RADIO and TV have greatly
widened the musical horizon.
Students and artists ... instru-
mental, vocal, conducting and
arranging . . . are seeking
more specialized training.
TEACHING. Competition is
keen and requirements are
high. Learn new improved
methods. Keep your students
interested and progressing
faster. Meet these needs with
study at home.
AMBITIOUS ••• BUT "TOO BUSY"? If you are a successful
"forward-looking" musician, you are no doubt a busy
one. But are you sure of continuing success? Are you
satisfied perhaps, because you feel it would be too diffi-
cult to "break away" for further study? Then our
advanced Extension Courses will interest you.
They permit you to study at home in your own
spare time, progressing at your own pace as your
schedule permits. It pays to keep on "growing"
in music!
CATALOG
LESSON
and SAMPLE
SENT FREE
• ••••••••
• UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY••
• Please send full information on courses marked below:
•••
MAIL COUPON
De,pt. A-864, 2000 S. Michigan, Chico go 16, Illinois
Earn a o History of Musko Cornet-Trumpet
D Advonced Corneto Choral Conductingo Arronging, Danceo Voice 0 Bonio
o Ctorineto Violino Guitaro Mondolino Soxophoneo Hormony
o Piano, Teocher's Normal Courseo Piano, Student's Courseo Public School Music-Beginnerso Public School MU5ic-Advancedo Advonced Composition
• 0 Ear Training & Sight Singing
DEGREE
In Music •••••••
Nome Ag. _
Are you tcoching now? lf so, how many pupils have you?_Earn more. Prepare
for bigger things in
teaching or any
branch of the pro-
fession. A Diploma
or Bachelor's De-
gree in Music will
help you.
Street No. _
City State _
Do you hold a Teacher's Certificate?_Hove you dudied Harmony?_
Would you like to earn the Degree of Bachelor of Music?' _
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NOW MOST-USED
FROM COAST TO COAST
~
' 'P/?L .·f~ ; ~e
_,.,k' -.' ff_tvR!!!!!!lll!l!!jV/T~_'60_~~·~E~;;
~:~. . ~DUi4.u.@J& -,.aQ. I::
. - _.JQA£i, Q.
/or l~e enjoymenl 0/ pia_ni&l&0/ any age '
SANTA'S COLOR AND SING BOOK for the kid.dies four to eight years old ed ucatio
entertaining. Without musical knowledge children "
play Chnstmas melodies ... this is not a teachi
method. , .... price 5,
PRE-GRADE CAROL BOOK for students in pre-grade methods. Contains eight sele
carols III "single-line note" arrangements suitable f
the pre-grade student having several months of lesson!
.................... , .prtce 60
BEGINNERS CAROL BOOK , for students starting in grade one. Contains eight mOSI
used carols, plenty for the beginner, all in the sam
easy-playa hle arrangements price 60"
CHRISTMAS FOR TWO ................. book of duets or .solos .for grade one. Contains eight
songs arranged WIth pnmo and secondo in the same
grade for the purpose of easier performance .. price 75~
CHILDREN'S CAROL BOOK for students in grade one. Contains twelve well-known
carols all in the same grade. Students will enjoy playing
everyone of the songs. . price 75rt
SANTA'S CAROLS FOR BOYS AND GIRLS. for .student~ in grade two. Contains seventeen favorite
Chnstmas-tmle songs including the ever popular "Star
Of The East," "Oh Holy NIght." price 60~
CAROLS FOR JUNIORS , for .students finishing grade two. Contains seventeen
Chnshnas-hme songs. This is a real show-off book each
arrangement is full, yet easy , pric~ 60rt
.. for ~tudents. of second grade. This collection contains ten
Chnstmas-tlme s.ong~ arranged in light popular style
many students WIll like this variation price 50i
MUSIC OF CHRISTMAS for st~dents in grade three. Contains seventeen Chrfst-
~nns-tlme songs-more work for both right and left hand
1Il these arrangements .. , price 75~
CAROLS FOR THE FAMILY. f............ a group 0 seventeen Christmas_time songs in special
nrrangements .for adults, older and third grade students
-a most practical all-around collection ..... price $1.00
SACRED SONGS OF CHRISTMAS f....... a. group a sacred songs used at Christmas_time in spe-
cial ltrrangements" for adul.ts, older and third rade
students, includes Ave Mana" "Holy City" "B' fhd
of a King." . , , : :price
lr
$1.0b
ADVANCED CAROL BOOK. f h . hi I............. or t ose m . rg ler grades. Contains eight of the most
p'opula~ ,~hnstmas-tJme songs In beautifully styled
fille~-In arrangements WIth scales, arpeggios, broken
chord~ , price $1.00
ADVANCED SACRED MUSIC. f h . h h. . . . . , ..... o.r t ose III ig er grades. Contains seven of th
~sed S.a~~ed songs of Christmas in beautifully est~I~~
filled-Ill arrangements WIth scales, arpeggios, broken
chords , price $1.00
SANTA'S FAVORITE CAROLS
PRE-GRADE COLLECTIONS
arranged for use with (my pre-grade method
fAVORITES Of CHilDREN VOL l-Red .
fAVORITES Of CHilDREN VOL 2-Green
BEGINNING PIANIST
.70
.70
.75
MUSIC TEACHERS' SUPPLIES
Buck> 8S-note piano keyboard chart .
Buck s pra"ctice chart . . . . . .35
Williams Pupils' Record .. : : : : : : : : " .25
Williams Students' Record . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .60
Williams Lesson Record. .35
W~ll~amsPupils' R~port C~rd': : : ~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : . . . . . . . . . . . .20
WIlliams Teachers Appointment card . .. ::::.~::: ~ : :
ask to see these items
AT YOUR MUSIC DEALERS
THOMAS MUSIC COMPANY, Publishers
34 East Elizabeth Street Detroit 1, Michigan
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5
preliminary experience they need."
While the NBC Opera Company's
first season is restricted to two works. a
larger repertory is already being pre.
pared for su bsequent tours. As this
repertory grows. the performing season
will be extended. At any time, produc.
tions which meet with unusual success
may be taken into the various cities
(including New York) for longer stands.
At any time, recordings of such per.
formances may be undertaken by RCA
Victor. Allhough there is an organiza.
tiona! division between the live NBC
Opera Company and the telecast NBC
Opera Theatre (which is scheduled to
continue its occasional broadcasts), the
supervision and facilities of the two
groups may be regarded as virtually
interchangeable. with the result that
outstanding productions of the touring
company will be telecast, while partic-
ularly interesting work prepared for
television will subsequently be added to
the tours. The two operatic units work
in co-operation. with the dual goal of
stimulating national interest in opera
and meeting the demand thus create
".-J)~rhaps the most oQlj""r'a~'J9)
"""",,_ ...._. - I ..
a beautiful exposition of the thematic
line; in the coda Mr. Istomin achieves
an interesting pedal effect although the
important upper B-f1at note does not
come through clearly enough.
In the 18th octurne the embellish-
ments, though executed with a pleasant
tone, were less perfect than in other
Nocturnes. The same could be said of
the 8th in which the extended run con-
tains brief "stops" (prolonged notes).
Such musicality may be presented at
any place but in the technical figura-
tion. Since Mr. Istomin has already
proven his technical ability. we can con-
sider these "stops" a product of his
musical choice .
His panicuJa,rly good reading of the
5th Nocturne is impressive both musical.
ly and technically. Excellent. also. is
his rendition of the 10th.
There are only a few metallic sounds
to be discovered in the Doppio mOI.'imen·
to of the C minor Nocturne. otherwise
the fidelity of the record is '"ery satis·
factory. Altogether the recording should
be recommended as a good contribution
to any record collection. (Columbia
SL-226) -Jan Holeman
Following is a list 0/ additional new
recordings.
Renaissance Choral Music UNICORN
(UNLP 1025)
Shostakovitch: Symphony No. 10 in E
Minor DECCA (DL 9822)
Memories of Mexico MGM (E 3312)
Surinach: Doppio Concertina MGl\!
(E3180)
(Continued on Page 60)
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The Kross Edition of
Kreutzer Studies
"In the ETUDE, your extended re-
marks on the Kreutzer #1 exercise
caused me to check on a Kreutzer
book-printed, I believe, in the eight-
een.eighties by White - edited by
Kross and American adaptation by
Ambrose Davenport. In this book the
Kreutzer #1 is placed as #25, and
under Remarks at the end o] the book
there is about a page of discussion as
to the volue of Study #1 (#25)
which coincides with your recent
ETUDE discussion . . . This old
Kreutzer, I think, is very fine because
it has severalpages of discussion and
ideas on practice, etc., which ...
would be advantageous ... if incor-
porated in modern editions ... "
Dr. W. E. G., California
Your letter certainly brought back
the past to me, for as a very small
boy I studied for a few months from
the Kross edition of Kreutzer. I have
not thought of it for many years,
thoughIhave frequently met with the
Kross editions of the Rode and Paga-
nini Caprices. I don't remember the
remarks at the end of the book, but I
do remember that I disliked the edi-
tion, mostly because the studies were
not arranged in the same order as
they had been in the edition I had
previously used, and because there
were so many dotted lines indicating
fingersto be held down.
Kross was possessed by an urge
to rearrange. the order of the studies
he edited, presumably with the idea
of presenting them in order of diffi-
culty. Nevertheless, he had some ideas
on fingering that were good, and
which must have been startlingly
modern in the seventies and eighties.
That he thought well of the first
Kreutzer study does not surprise me,
for the value of practicing very slow
sustained bows was. recognized long
before Kross's day.
It is not easy to persuade young
students to practice this study care-
etude-november 1956
VIOLINIST'S FORUM
by Harold Berkley
fully, yet they are the ones for whom
it can have the most permanent value.
If a twelve-or-thirteen-year-old can
play the study acceptably at a tempo
of one eighth note = 56-60 and with
the indicated dynamic markings, he
has a control of the bow that should
never desert him.
Thank you for your letter-I wish
I could have printed it verbatim.
Rubato in a Paganini Caprice
"The opening line oj the Paganini
13th Caprice (edited by Fritz Kreis-
ler) seems to be playable in many
styles ... Do you know the original
M S well enough to accommodate the
needs jor any perjormance oj it on
the concert stage? As a musical
phrase it recurs 'many times ... and
would be attractively served by a
variety o] stylistic choices ... "
Mr. I. K., New York
From your' card, I take it that you
are interested in knowing what rubati
are possible in the phrase under dis-
cussion. See Ex. A.
The phrase occurs. nine times in
the course of the composition, and
so could be played with nine different
rubati. But rubato is effective in in-
verse proportion to its use; so J would
recommend that it be played in strict
time at least four times out of the
nine, relying on tone-shading and
tone-coloring to create variety. But
however it is created-by rubato or
by tone-coloring-it should be within
narrow limits. Any exaggeration of
rhythm or tone would be in bad taste.
Here are some suggestions for
rubato: Take the first three eighths
in strict time, wait slightly on the
fourth eighth, then play the chro-
marie scale in time; take the first
three eighths in time, then play the
fourth, fifth, and sixth eighths slower
than tempo, increasing the speed grad-
ually as the scale is played; take the
first four eighths lingeringly slower
than tempo, then gradually increase
the tempo as the scale is being played;
take the first seven or eight eighths in
time' and gradually retard the rest of
the scale. But it is rather futile to de-
scribe a rubato-it is like trying to
describe a butterfly on the wing.
The bowing can also be varied: the
first two eighths can be slurred, Down
bow, and the scale also played Down
bow; or the first two eighths can be
played with separate bows, and the
scale taken on the Up bow. As regards
tone-shading, the phrase can be played
with no dynamic changes at all, ex-
cept for a diminuendo on the last few
notes of the scale; the first four eighths
can be played with a crescendo to the
top note, or they can be played with
a diminuendo.
You will see from the few sugges-
tions given above that the·possibilities
for variety in this phrase are num-
erous. But let me caution you against
overdoing it. Too much variety de-
feats its own aim. But some variety of
tempo, phrasing and dynamics, if
controlled by good taste, can make
the first and third sections of the
Caprice utterly charming .
Bowing in a Handel Sona ta
"Two or three times recently you
have given the first measure oj the
fourth Sonata by Handel as an ex-
ample of something, and each time
you have marked it to start Down
bow . . . I have looked at several
editions oj this sonata ... they all
give Up bow to begin. What is your
reason jar prejerring Down bow, jor
/ am sure you have a reason? ... "
Mrs. L. F., Connecticut
Yes I do (Continued on Page 51)
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TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
Maurice Dumesnil
Scales Praeticing
My imporuuu: problem is the new
Iingeruig for scale practicing. Is it more
desirable? Evidesul y from. whal / hear
it is more difficult. Also, what would
you suggest using alter the Kuhlou Son-
asi lias?
M. B. S.-Colorado
Scales can and ought to be practiced
in many different ways which make
them many times more profitable than
the old routine method. For instance:
Practice all scales which begin on
black keys: major and minor. with the
fingering used in C major: 1 2 3 -
1 2 3 4. Left hand: 5 4 3 2 1 - 3 2 1
- 4 etc. Be sure and do that extremely
slowly, for otherwise the great value of
this practice wou ld be lost. Remember
always that these fingerings are not for
performance, but for deming the fingers
through increased difficulty. They a re,
indeed'; an application of the proverb
according to which "He who can do the
most can do the least": in this case the
least corresponds to tl;e normal finger-
ing, which in comparison appears ex-
tremely easy.
Later on. start on each degree of each
scale, always using the C major finger-
ing. In order to make this absolutely
clear, -here is an example dealing with
the scale of D-Rat major:
Practice each hand separately; then
both hands together on three and four
octaves. Accent!late: the first note of
each group of three on three octaves.
the first note of each group of four o~
fOllT octaves. (Continued on Page 57)
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VIOLIN
QUESTIONS
Harold Berkley
A Gagliano (?) f rrs t.r-u m en t
R. E. K .. Jordan. Alexander Gagliano
was born in Naples about ]660, and
died there in 1725. He was the first of
the Neapolitan School and probably
the founder of the large Gagliano fam-
ily of violin makers. His violins are to-
day valued at $1200.00 to $3500.00. ac-
cording to workmanship and condition.
But I am very doubtful that your violin
is a genuine Gagliano. The date on the
label is right. but hardly anything else
is. I have never seen the name spelled
Cu lliano and I feel sure that a member
of the Cagliani family would spell the
name of his town Neapoli or (abbre-
viated) Neap.e-enever Neaple. So there
is nothing, I can tell you about your
individual violin, except to say that if
the violin is genuine in .spite of its
label, you have a tremendous bargain.
Address Unavailable
Miss F. D.. Kentucky. Unfortunately
I do not have. at my disposal. in the re-
mote Maine village where I am sum-
mering. the address of Wilkanowski. the
violin maker. I suggest that you write
to Mr. Rembert Wurlitzer. 120 We<;l
42nd Street. New York N Yak'-. . .• S IIlg
!or the address. I am sure he can give
ujo you.
Valuable Advice
.n. B.. Michigan. Don't try to fit a
brrdge to your violin yourself-it 11
for highly-s~il1ed workmanship al~: :
lot of expenence. And don't for I, k . lea v·
en s sa e: p~t plastic wood in the crack..,
of your v1Olm. That would be a SIIf .. reway
o rUlI1mg the .. instrument completel .
It takes as IOlllT to leanl ho . t Y
• l:> \\ 0 repair
anrl adjust a violin as it doe"" 10 I
1 I· - ea rnto pay t le Instrument I ,"ould
I .. sugge<:.tt l.at. you take the violin to the Sco'u
V10llll Shop. 403 Geneva allt 27
f T If I· '. Cornero we t 1, HIghland Park 3 '1' I'Y I ,n IC1lganou wou d be putting the . ,. . .
VIO 1n Into
competent hands. l"HE
- END
b _
ORGAN AND CHOIR
QUESTIONS
Frederick Phillips
Q. Our church has just been giL'ena
set of old chimes /l'hich mllS/ bt' put
into first class condision bejore the)'
may be u sed, They are stamped "Lib·
ert y Chimes:' urad!' 8" on the A pipe.
Can you tell us It'ho l1ullIujactured these
chimes or where this iniormtuion may
be obtained? We believe they were pur·
chased in hicogo. (2) Have )'OU anr
information as to where chimes may be
most effectively used in (I liturgical sen-
ice? J. F. A.-Penna.
A. A firm known as Liberty Carillons.
J nc .. at 551 Fifth Ave .. New York 17.
N. Y .. is listed in a reference book. hut
we are not sur whether or not this
wou ld be the company making the
chimes to which you refer. One of the
best known manufacturers of chimes in
this country is J. C. Deagan.Inc ..Berteau
& Ravenswood Aves .. Chicago, Ill. Since
the chimes were purchased through a
Chicago firm. it is just possible the
Deagan Company might include the
name "Liberty" as one of their name
brands. or that they may throw some
light on the origin of these chimes. (21
For full information and suggestions on
this subject we suggest that you obtain
a copy of "Chimes and Electronic Carll-
Ions:' by Paul D. Peery. This book coo'
tuins much valuable information. in-
eluding a full chapter of sixteen pages
on the actual use of chimes and caril-
lons. This book will probably be found
in the public library. or it can be pur·
chased from the Pre~er Company. or
the leading book dealer~. Some churche~
have the chimes play for about 15 min·
ules before the 5er"ice. e5pecially if the
chimes are broadcast from the to",er.
The evening use in this manner is espe'
cially effective. Then. in the ser\'ice it·
self (not 011 1he air) _ it i~ \ery efJecli,e
to play one \'erl'e of a l'uilahle hymn
?fter lhe regular organ prelude and
Immediately before the proces;;;ional.
During the (Con'inued on- Pagr 5il
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The Organ Builder's Art
by ALEXANDER McCURDY
~ RECENT DEATH of G.
\ ~cDonaJd Harrison, president of
the Aeolian-Skinner Organ Company,
is a great loss to the organ world. "It
is also a fresh reminder that, despite
the grand march of technological
progress, there are a few things which
the Machine Age can't do by ma-
chinery.
One of these is organ building. To
be sure, a power-operated blower is a
more dependable air supply than two
men and a boy pumping the bellows
by hand. And, with all deference to
Dr. Albert Schweitzer's fondness for
theold-fashioned tracker action, there
is much to be said for the even touch
and quick response of the electro-
pneumatic keyboard.
So far, so good. These and similar
mechanical refinements are progress
-up to a point.
Thereafter the slide rule of the tech-
nician must give way to the trained
ear and skilled hand of the artist.
There is no known mechanical for-
mula for organ-building which can
guarantee results like those associated
for thirty years with the name of G.
Donald Harrison.
There have been other builders in
whom this country can take pride.
Carlton Mitchell built one of the fin-
est organs on this continent for St.
G. Donald Harrison
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Luke's Church in Germantown, Pa.
Ernest M. Skinner has left his mark
on American organ building, as have
John Austin, M. P. Moller, Walter
Holtkamp and many others.
What was noteworthy in Mr. Har-
rison's career was his influence on a
younger generation of builders. Many
of the men trained by him have
branched out for themselves and are
doing work of great distinction. One
of them, Joseph S. Whiteford, was
chosen by Mr. Harrison as his suc-
cessor, and now heads the Aeolian-
Skinner Company.
Mr. Whiteford's viewpoint is not
that of a businessman who happens to
be the head of an organ-building firm.
He is himself a builder. Like the old-
fashioned industrialist who prided
himself on being able to "run any
machine-in the shop," Mr. Whiteford
has served his apprenticeship and un-
derstands every phase of construction
and design.
His philosophy is that administra-
tive responsibilities should be dele-
gated to trained assistants, leaving
himself free to take care of tonal mat-
ters such as layout of instruments,
scaling, supervision of pipe-making
and voicing. He expects to finish,
personally, a good percentage of the
company's output.
One reason for this is Mr. White-
ford's strong conviction that a truly
artistic instrument represents the con-
centrated thought of a single indi-
vidual. Here, as in other things, too
many cooks spoilt the broth. It is rare
indeed for two people to have back-
grounds and tastes sufficiently well
matched to .make the "theme" and
execution of an instrument entirely
consistent as a joint enterprise. Mr.
Whiteford is of the opinion that this
is one reason why the collaboration
of organ architect and organ ,builder
is rarely successful.
In Mr. Whiteford's view, one ·0£
the decisive factors influencing organ
tone is the building in which it is
heard.
.Ioscph S. Whiteford
He points out that the art of
organ-building in Europe was devel-
oped in lofty stone buildings, gen-
erally Gothic or Romanesque in style.
Both styles were characterized by
great cubic capacity per person, lofty
height, and hard building materials
which reflect, rather than absorb,
sound created within the edifice.
Both styles, too, are characterized
by elaborately carved details of
arches, pillars, vaulting, corbeling
and so forth. These ornamentations
diffuse sound more efficiently than
does a flat surface.
Thus the perfect acoustical climate
was created for the pipe-organs which
inspired the music of Buxtehude,
Bach, PurceJl and others. The organs
and the music developed simultane-
ously, each influencing the other.
Meanwhile the Protestant Reforma-
tion had also brought about a refor-
malion in church design. Typical of
many such reform movements was
that initiated by Archbishop Laud in
the Church of England. A basic prem-
ise of the Reformation was that the
service should be in the yernatuJar,
"understanded of the people," rather
than in Latin; and that the laitv
should comprehend and participate in
the s~rvice. (Continued- on Page 52)
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INCREASE YOUR INCOME
TEACH MODERN PIANO by nole
Classical leachers everywhere helped by our method and
class-building aids 50th year. Send for free brochure and
samples. latest 96 page instruction book only $2.50. With
Home Study Course, $3.50. postpaid.
THE CHRISTENSEN METHOD
Dept. E, Box 2248, Hollywood 28, Calif
ACCORDIONS
-ETC.-
FREE CATALOG -Tremendous savinBs on everything in
the musical line--ampJjfiers-<:Ia~jolines. guitars, bran
and wood wind, specializing in quality accord,ons-llver
200 real bargains. Write
JAY STEMMERMAN'S DISCOUNT HOUSE
Phone VI 7M0866-VI 6-5258
8932 88th St., Woodhoven 21, N. Y.
A Basic Method by George Best
Full Score FREE to string teachers on request
VARITONE, INC., 545 5th Ave., N. Y. 17
Good News For All
HAMMOND ORGAN OWNERS
FOUR precut brilliant registrations for upper and FOUR lor lower
manual-reset instantly, just 'ike bavinll EIGHT new preset keys added.
Tile new and unique
Kern Crowbar Selector
A scintlllatlng array of top orllanisl. of the counlry have conlributed 10
a new and amazinll series 01 Selectors soon 10 be ofl/lfed.
SEND $1.00 FOR THIS SAMPLE ORDER
State Whether for use with home. church or spinet style. Money re-
lunded it nol delighted with these Selectors.
Ray Kern Studio P.O. Box 1087 lakeland, Flo,
?'i ?H<t4t 1M ?/«<.,'el'a ..a 4«d
'1It«4u ~_ ...•
"A witty and valid comme~tary on the field of
Musical Activities, events, and personalities. the
drawings adding a touch of real humor."
"Keenly observant . . . brilliantly spicy
pungent wit ... delightful whimsy."
------_._--------------_ .._-----------_ ..
lYNNEWOOD
4303 Andover Terrace
Pittsburgh 13, Po.
P/..,se fi"d endosed $3.95 for a copy of
"THE LOW DOWN ON MUSIC AND MUSICIANS"
w"id, will Ite "e,,' I" order ro'ceived
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THE ACCORDION AS A BASIC
INSTRUMENT
From an inlerview with
Allen Weiner
(Mr. Weiner is a prominent music
teacher of Phoenix, Arizona-Ed. note)
the
ACCORDION
Edited by Theresa CostAlllo
struments began the study of accordion
and soon had their teaching schedules
overflowing. The accordion has emerged
from this period a healthy baby in our
family of musical instruments that needs
only the continuing careful attention
that the manu Iacturers, composers, pub.
lishera, and teacher have lavished on
other musical instruments in order to
continue its healthy growth.
A relatively new development prom.
ises to offer the opportunity for the ac-
cordion to take another large stride
forward in the search for its proper
niche among the family of musical in·
struments. There is an increasing inter-
est in accordion ensemble playing, thus
exposing students of keyboard instru-
ments to musical experiences hereto-
fore undreamed of.
In the last few months, various accor-
dion ensemble groups from different
parts of the country have given excel-
lent performances of such numbers as
Prokofieff's Classical Symphony, Barber
of Seville Overture and a portion of the
Bizet Symphony.
Those fortunate to have heard these
are truly aware of the potentialities of
an accordion orchestra. These are the
types of performances and ensemble
playing that are extremely important in
raising the stature of the accordion as
a musical instrument and in serving as
incentives to the novice accordionist.
The value of ensemble training for a
music student cannot be overestimated
and cannot be started 100 early in his
career. There is no greater joy than
learning to play music with others, and
there is no means more conducive 10
good musical training than ensemble
participation. The possibilities of a stu-
dent becoming stagnant are greatly
lessened, because the constant contact
with other students serves as a spur to
more practice.
Since it takes students of string,
brass, or reed instruments a relatively
long time merely to learn to play in
tune, these students cannot look for-
ward to actual group participation as
quickly as would be desired, However,
students of keyboard instruments never
have this problem, and it is only the
accordion student who can look forward
with surety to group playing literally
after his hrst lesson, for his instrument
has the two attributes that will allow
It_iiiii -..i... _iiiiiIIii --.,;~ __
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nll110ST MUSIC EDUCATORS\ f f.t believe that the study of a
keyboard instrument is the best way
for a music student to begin his career.
The reasoning behind this thought is
that musical sounds are mechanically
reproduced on keyboard instruments as
compared with string, brass, or reed
instruments, where much effort is nec-
essary to learn to produce a musical
sound in tune before the other impor-
tant aspects of musical study can be
seriously considered. This enables the
student of a keyboard instrument to
grasp the fundamental principles of mu-
sic much more quickly than those stu-
dents who begin on some other type of
instrument. A student cannot help but
benefit from a year or two of study with
a keyboard instrument before starting
the study of his chosen instrument.
Until not too long ago, the piano was
considered the only logical instrument
upon which a beginning music student
would think of gaining his keyboard
experience. However, in recent years, a
lusty young rival has entered the arena.
Although by no means a new instru-
ment, the advantages of the accordion
as a basic keyboard instrument are just
beginning to be discovered.
The one big advantage that the ac-
cordion has over all of its keyboard
relatives is that it is portable. The tre-
mendous growth in popularity of the
accordion in the past 15 years can be
traced in part to the large shifting of
the population of our country during
and after the years of World War II.
The heavy piano became a liability to
the constantly moving American fami-
lies during these years. A substitute was
sought to continue the musical eduoa,
tion of their children. Where else to
turn but to the accordion?
• The demand was reflected in accor-
dion manufacturers increasing produc-
tion and accordion music publishers
building up music libraries for the 10-
strument. Music teachers of other in.
him to participate so early in his mu-
sical career: ,
(1) It is a keyboard instrument ~h~t
ill always play in tune, and (2) It IS
W table making the assembling ofper ,
manystudents a simple task.
These two factors make it possible to
gather together large groups of accor-
dionstudents limited in number only by
the size of the meeting place. Regular
weeklyrehearsals of groups as large as
100 students are not uncommon, Play-
ina music especially written for such
groups, these students gain invaluable
experience, They also have the oppor-
tunity of meeting and talking to oth.er
studentswith similar problems, thus giv-
ing them added interest in their music.
Literally thousands of young people
throughout the country are taking
part in worth-while musical ensembles
through the medium of the accordion.
With'the realization of the fact that
the history of the accordion can be
tracedback to as long ago as 3000 B.C.,
it is somewhat disconcerting to realize
howslowly has been the recognition of
the potentialities of the instrument.
However,there is no question that night
has passed and dawn is at hand. Accor-
dion enthusiasts can rest assured that
the accordion as a basic musical instru-
menthas a brilliant future. THE END
TV MUSIC
(Conl.inued from Page 22)
wheremere every-day speech of Walter
Cronkitegives way to the biting, stirring
speech of Sir Winston Churchill or
Michael Redgrave as narrator; and
"The Winning of France," in which
British and American air power frus-
trates the Germans, were also assigned
to Delio [oio. According to musical
director Antonini, Delio Joio's music
"from the first to. the last bars" of this
latter episode is as French as it la mode.
In writing what proves to be the bulk
of the music for the documentary, Dello
Joic points out the difficulties he had in
keeping the music secondary to the ac-
tion, He had only one similar assign-
ment before--writing the score for the
documentary "Green Tree," about the
Whitney stables in Kentucky and the
breeding of thoroughbreds.
"Because I have always composed
without having to take into considera-
tion limitations of a Iramework-e- I had
to figure out an entirely different ap-
proach to film writing," says DelIo Joio.
"First, I met with the producers and
musical director to determine just how
many minutes of music was required
for the half-hour film. Then, I simply
showed the movie over and over again
to myself until it eventually gave me an
emotionally binding unit, and I got an
idea of the kind of music required,"
What was most difficult from then on,
(Continued on Page 49)
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CHOOSE THE Moderne ...
by the maker
of the World's
Finest Pianoforte
ft[anon & lRamltn
To the teacher whose studio or
home reflects her forward thinking,
Mason & Hamlin suggests this
smart example of contemposarv piano
styling. A symphony of sleek black ..
accented by gleaming chrome, combining
superlative craftsmanship with
excellence in performance,
DIVISION OF AEOliAN AMERICAN CORPORATION
Eost Rochester, N. Y.
The MASTER KEY
Chromatic Pilch Instrument
PREFERRED BY MUSIC DIRECTORS
PROF~SSIONAL MUSICIANS - TEACHERS
3 MODELS: MKT-Scole F to F
MK2_Scale C to C MK3-Scale Eb to Eb
13 h"'and-tuned special branze reeds precision-
tuned to A-440-full chromatic scale. Heavily
nickel-plated cover-embossed notations top and
bottom for easy aalecfion of pitch note desired.
Potented tone chambers.
• ASK YOUR DEALER OR WRITE US.
WM. KRATT CO.
988 Johnson Ploce, UNION, N. J.
Pianists
Improve your playing and teaching, with
the world's most up-to-date piano methods.
Write for a free copy of PIANO TEACHING
TODA Y With it you will also be sent corn-
pliment~rYI a master lesson on MUStC'S
MOST UNUSUAt CHORD. Both from the
pen of Robert Whitford, Founder-Pre~id~nt,
International Piano Teachers ASSOCiation.
Robert Whitford Music Edu(otion Bureou
3010 N.W. 2nd Ave. Miami 37, Fla.
~®[P[P®illj]
THE ARTHRITIS
AND RHEUMATISM
fOUNDATION
STOll
ARTHRITIS
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WM. S. HAYNES CO.
Silver Flutes - Piccolos
12 Piedmont Street, BOSTON, Mass.
ABC- HALLMARK OF
CIRCULATION VALUE
ETUDE, the music magazine, is a
member of the Audit Bureau of Cir-
culations. The ABC symbol we have
the right to display means protection
to our advertisers cnd increased
service to our readers.
The Audit Bureau of Circulations is a
cooperative, nonprofit association of
3700 buyers and sellers of publica-
tion advertising. The Bureau defines,
audits and reports a basic measure
of circulation value, net paid circu-
lation, for its members.
And, because we ore members of
ABC, we give our a-dvertisers a full
measure of circulation value when
they invest advertising funds with us.
The audited Agures in ETUDE's ABC
Audit report fully earn their attention
and confidence.
The income we receive from those
advertisers helps us build the features
and articles that win the friendship
and interest of ETUDE readers.
And each year an impartial, accurate
ABC Report tells us and our adver-
tisers how ETUDE has earned the
cash ballots-paid subscriptions and
renewals-that measure our most
important function-reader service.
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ORCHESTRA PICTURE BRIGHTENS
(Continued from Page 21)
mands made on the present-day Con.
ductor.
Even conductors of wide experience
and major symphony stature find the
community symphony a challenging
field. Antonio Modarelli. late conductor
of the Charleston (West Virginia) Sym-
phony, and Dr. Richard Lert. Con.
ductor of the Pasadena (California)
Symphony, were formerly conductors of
professional orchestras. 130th of these
men voluntarily became directors of
community orchestras because they
found this field more stimulating and
gratifying.
Successful community symphonies
have found that it is necessary to have
a formal organization. The details vaTj
JIl different communities. but most
orchest ras have: (I) a policy-making
board; (2) a sustaining organization
designed to broaden the financial base;
(3) a ux i Iiary grou ps for money-raising
act ivit.ies ; (4) administrative machiuerv
for conducting routine business.
A few community orchestras have a
salaried manag r and office staff. but
most use only volunteer assistance.
Women are prominent in the officework
and also in the Iund-ruising and ticket.
selling campaigns. The spirit of dedica-
tion with which these ladies work for
their community orchestra is inspiring.
The American Symphony Orchestra
League has been a vital force in com·
munity orchestra activity. Starting from
a small meeting in Chicago in 1942.
the League now includes in its memo
ber~hip most of the community and ma-
jor orchestras of the country as well as
many interested individuals. Through
its study programs. publications. forums.
workshops. and field visits the League
has given stimulus and guidance to the
comlllunity orchcbtra movement.
Conductor's workshops in collabora-
tion wit.h the Philadelphia. Cleveland.
Los A ngeles and other major orchestras
have been among the many League
projects. With funds provided by the
Hockefeller Foundat.ion. the League ha~
spoll80red conducting clinics at which
comll1unhy orchestra conductors di·
rected the major orchestras and reo
ceived the benefit of criticism from
conductors Eugene Ormandr. George
Szell. and Alfred \l/allenstein.
The widespread interest in COIllmu'
nity symphony orchestras has had it5
effect in academic circles. The Unirer'
sity of Southern California has pio·
neered by inaugurating an accredited
cou rse entitled "The Organization. 'Ian·
agement.. and De\'elopmcnt of the Com'
munity Symphony Orchestra'-' De!'igned
to provide information and guidance
for Illusicians. conductors. and lay
workers. the coun'e has been taugbt
twice by the author of this article.
THE
livion. While most secondary schools
have a band. the school orchestra is
considerably ·less common than it was
fifteen years ago. The Music Educators
National Conference and its affiliated
organizations have taken various ste.ps
to halt this trend. and the community
orchestra appears to be an effecti~e
means through which to carryon this
battle.
The conservatory of music and the
private music teacher stand to profit
from the growth of the community sym-
phony. Increased performances of sym-
phonic music lead to greater interest in
music instruction. The amateur musi-
cian who aspires to play the master-
works seeks out the teacher who can
train him for such performance. Com-
munities that au rnct musicians with
professional training and experience
may anticipate the creation of music
conservatories where these people may
teach, and an increase in the amount
of private instruction outside the con-
servatory.
Conductors of professional sympho-
nies have expressed concern over the
difficulty they experience in securing
competent players of stringed instru-
ments. The decline of the school orches-
tra, and uncertain employment and low
compensation for musicians have been
important elements in this decrease in
stringed instrument players. Community
orchest.ras may be of value in counter-
acting this tendency. If a substantial
number of community orchestras en-
large their budgets to provide a liveli·
hood for some of their personnel, the
increased employment opportunities
wiJI spur students to study the purely
orchestral instruments. Teachers will
encourage talent.ed students to study
stringed instruments seriously if there
is a likelihood of their earning ..a rea.
sonable income through playing in an
orchestra. By this means the shortage
of string players will be alleviated, and
the major symphonies will benefit from
the increased emphasis on st.ringed 111-
strument playing.
Aspirant conductors are finding the
communit.y orchest.ra movement of great
interest. For the young conductor a
communit.y orchestra offers an oppor-
tunity for experience in the field. Con-
ductors t.rained in Europe have had the
opportunit.y to gain practical experi-
ence .in the many small opera houses
on the continent. American conduct.ors
have had no such opportunity, but the
community orchest.ra may remedy this
deficiency, particularly in communities
that also sponsor civic choruses and
opera societies. In such a situation the
young conductor can gain experience
with both instrumental and vocal groups
-invaluable training for the varied de-
b _ etude-november 1956
Other universities have indicated their
" "in following the example of theIn ere~ .
U icersity of Southern California.n 'ITI e arowth of commuruty symp tony
, 0 h "d 'rehestras preceded t e current 0·1t.-
;ourself" movement, but it is in accord
withthis trend toward doing rather t.h~n
observing. Participants in oommumty
orchestras have experienced the deep
satisfactionthat comes from performing
greatmusic, and coruribuung to the ~ul-
tural development of their cornmunn y.
Orchestras are mushrooming through-
out the country. Inevitably. the impetus
of the community orchestra movement
willhave far-reaching effects upon mu-
sic in the United Stat.es. THE END
TV MUSIC
(Contillued from Page 47)
asthe composer points out. was the fact
that "my musical ideas tend to lead me
toexpand them on and on. And unfortu-
n~telv I can't do that-not, at least,
whenone's goe to suit the music to the
actionand keep it mostly in the hack-
ground." .
Referring to the new documentary.
Delio .loio says. "The scope ol this
though,is a challenge. I want to make
all the episodes I'm responsible for
soundlike a symphonic entity. Music-
ally.that is. they should be one profile
frombeginning to end." Consequently.
as he creates first this phrase and then
that-and then vetoes this or that one
for the scene at. hand-he keeps these
bilsof lTlusicto "re-shape later on."
"Where the action is strong by it.self."
explains Antonini, "it would detract.
fromthe story to have a fifty-piece or-
chestra p]ayil;g ill the background. In
fact.silence can be used sometimes with
enormousdramatic effect.
"Actually." he goes on to say, "it's
all a question of sensing. of feeling
spontaneouslywhere music has to COllle
inlo the picture."
His years of experience in radio help
Antonini to interpret. the [~ood and to
decide where to have underscoring in
any given scene. How to use music 'in-
cidentally' or in the background js, in-
deed. an art. But as his colleagues
declare. Antonini is a master at know-
inghow to integrate music and action.
\'Iodern composers are responsible
moreand more [or the scores for a num-
her of TV dramatic shows. William
Schuman'~ "Undertow" has been used
in a story of the West. and his "Judit.h"
for a mystery show. \Vallingford Rieg-
ger's Third Symphony only last season
was used by "Studio One" in its pre-
sentation of the science-fiction tale of
';Donovan's Brain." and the tympani's
dramatic passage in H emy Cowell's
~leventh Symphony provides the open-
Ing theme for the "Kaiser Aluminum
Hour." Most recenlly, moreover, the
(Colltinued on Page 51)
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SELECTED INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS
HERBERT HAUFRECHT JENNINGS AND MARGARET
BUTTERFIELD
EASY STUDIES {or String Quartet
(or String Ensemble) and Piano.
Piano (score) .. $1.50
Extra Parts, each. .30
Piano (score) with Set
of Parts .52.25
ETUDES IN BLUESfor Piano
Toccata; Quasi Ostinato; Dialogue;
Noct.ul'De; Capriccio. . .. $ .65
CARLOS SURINACH
TALES FROU THE FLAMENCO KING-
DOU for piano-For Children
I. Pepper King; II. Sweet Beauty;
III. Witch Dance ..... -.$ _75
FRIEDRICH SEITZ
STUDENTCONCERTONo.3, Opus 12,
for Viola in the First to Third
Poaitione with Piano accom-
paniment. . . . . . .81.25
STUDENTCONCERTONo.2, Opus 13,
for Viola in the First Position
with Piano accompaniment 51.25
LILLIAN FUCHS
SONATA PASTORALE, for unaccom-
panied Viola $1.25
ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
1 West 47th Street, New York 36, N. Y.
DOLLAR WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED FOR 3 ,MONTHS
Request a trial sub5criprionof London's Mw;cal monthly
London Musical Eoenrs
lii"strated. Features on concerts_Opera_Ballet. Musical Surtle,.. Record Ret';ew. Mwic o/Today.
Book Re~·iews. Profiles. Composers' Forum. _ ..
~.r~elt.o~~~I~~~e& lft~oSul'~etehr~~~~~o;o~rm:r~~rsl~~b~~rii~~o~~~;~~~~~~.a~oEl~~lS60t~5S~r~ La~ke~'}:r d~~.•
NewYork.
THE HONOR OF
THE -UNITED STATES
WE HAVE
INTRODUCING TO
'Recordersby lellf
~
liThe Stradivarius
of Recorders"
RECORDERS BY FEHR are superb
instruments, hand-fooled in Switz-
erbnd by master craftsmen from
specially selected woods - peor-
wood, boxwood, palisonder,
rosewood, plumwood and cherry-
wood. Each instrument is individ-
ually tested lor true pitch by
Hens Conrad Fehr, noted reo
corder performer.
RECORDERS BY FEHR ore used
and recommended by famous
concert recorder players in Eu-
rope and America.
RECORDERS BY FEHR ore ideo I
for amateurs and professionals
who demand exacting musical
quality. Yet, these superior in-
struments are modestly priced.
Sopranos from $11.50.
Altos from $29.50.
Tenors and bosses.
Consorts of Four Instruments
(soprano, alto, tenor and boss)
matched in plum or cherrywood on
special order only. Supplies are limited ..
Act today!
-------------_.-------------------
OMEGA MUSIC CORP., 19 W. 44 ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y. (Dept. EllJ
Please send me free descriptive folder and prices.
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MUSIC READINESS
Program by Sr. M. Xaveria.O.S.F .• MU5.M.
The Music Readiness Program,
widely acclaimed and endorsed
by prominent piano pedagogues,
is adapted to various age levels.
Rich in teaching techniques,
the Music Readiness Program
introduces the child to music via
picture stories, rote pieces, en-
semble playing, rhythmic activi-
ties, and note-learning games.
My Music Picture Book .75
Music and Guide Book 1.00
My Music Color Book 1.00
My Music Letter Book .. 1.00
My Music Note Book 1.00
T)iE SERAPHIC PRESS
1501 S. Layton Blvd., Milw. 15, Wis.
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TEACH EASIER
with 'MUSIC FLASH CARDS........................
FOR TEACHERS*-the fundamentals of music
on 6 x 9 inch cords. Sixty illustrations plus
one 3·foot piano keyboard (42 keys). Price
$1.50
FOR BEGINNERS*-some as Teachers but
size 2 x 3 inches. The 60 cords are divided
into 9 easy lessons with) 17 questions and
their answers on the back. Price $1.00
FOR ADVANCED-teaches the student to
nome, write, and sight read the notes of the
maior. minor. 7th. dim., and aug., chords
and their inversions (207 chords). Price $1.00
Order from YOllr dealer or write,
DEK-A-MUSIC COMPANY
1102 S. 31st Ave., (Dept. E) Bellwood. III.
*Approved.by the Chicago Board of Education
TO AUTHORS
seeking a publisher
/Itr;;r;re lookingfore publisher,send forourfree i1luslraledbOOkie!i h 0 IheAuthor.in .Searchof a Publisher,II telis howwecan Pub.'f 'I~romot~anddlslrlbuteyourbook.as wel\avedonelor hundr~s
~ri~el~de~rl~~r~l'letS~~~i,t,~Itr~~~ldered.Newauthors walcom~.
VAN:AGE PRESS, Inc., 120 W. 31 St., N. Y~l
In Col.F.: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28
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,CHRISTMAS CAROLS
(Continued from Page 21)
One of the loveliest of the Marianic
carols is the well-known "I sing of a
maid that is makeless (matchless) ."
which deserves the attention of every
chor-al director.
The Lullabies and Cradle Songs con-
stitute another sizeable body of carol
literature. Probably the best known of
these is The Covent.ry Carol with its
opening lines, "Lulla y, Thou little tiny
child, I Bye-bye, lully, lullu y." Wil·
liam Byrd's Lullaby-a very beautiful
madrigal for five voices-belongs in
this category and is well worth more
frequent performance than it receives.
Many of the best known tunes fall
into the group known as Narrative
carols. Among these are The Cherry.
tree Carol, the much loved Good King
Wenceslas, and the one beginning "1
saw three ships come sailing in." Colin
Taylor's setting of The Three Ships is
most attractive. spirited in nature, and
possessed of great audience appeal.
Geoffrey Shaw has made a four-part
mixed choral setting of Good King
Wenceslas which adds a new element
of interest to this beautiful old carol
without destroying its innate simplicity.
Another large group is that of the
Nature carols. occurring under such
titles as Carol of t.h e Flowers, Carol 0/
th e Birds and others of similar type. In
this group are La be found a large nurn-
ber upon tile holly-and-ivy theme. The
holly and ivy figured prominently in
both Scandinavian and English folk-
lore, and were the subject of many
quaint and delightful legends. In most
of these the rivalry between the sexes
is depicted, holly representing the
youths and ivy the maidens. Rutland
Boughton and Norman Demuth have
both made very attractive and useable
mixed-chorus settings of The Holly and
!h.e Ivy. These are highly effective as
ttems of rather unusual character and
provide a delightful contrast in a con-
cert of Christmas music.
Another very jnteresting group is
that of the Number or Numeral carols
such 'as The Seven Joys of Mary, Th~
~UJelv.e Days of Christmas and others of
l~ke tItle. There is an obvious Connec-
tIOn between these carols and the num-
ber.symbolism of early Christianity.
The great. religions of the world have
.made an Important use of s b I'o .. II I ym 0 Ism.
ngma y t le symbol was employed to
re~aIl to the worshipper significant ele.
ments of the faith or to impress}" upon
11m certam c~ntral concepts. Intended
as a recolIecttve device in some
the b 1 d' I ' casessy~ 0 ISp aced the central thought
as a P?tnt of focus and became in itself
an object of adoration or worship.
A group of carols suitable for secular
~rograms and useable in certain situa-
tions by school groups but ob' I
' VlOUS Y
hardly app.ropriale for church lise are
the Wassails. These derive from th
feasts and secular festivals where the
dreariness and cold of winter wer:
brightened by food and drink. oftenin
rather spectacular quantities. Probably
the two most popular are The Nonh'.
Countr-y Wassail ("Here we comea.
wassailing / Among the leaves so
green") and the so-called Gloucester.
shire Wassail (Wassail. wassail all
over the town. lOur bread it is while
and our ale it is brown"). Arthur War.
rell's A A1erry Christmas, much sung
in recent y ars, is of this type. Ralph
Vaughan Williams' Wassail Son6 also
belongs in this classification.
The Epiphany carols deserve mention
as a group of particularly fine carols,
The Epiphany has to do with the Com.
ing of the \Vise 1 n to worship the
Lord. Tn the church year Epiphanv falls
twelv clays after hrietmas. The Epiph.
any carols. how ver. may quite prep.
erly b mploycd at any time during
the Christmas season. Henle" Willan
has made a very beautiful setting of
The Three Kings which is highly eflec.
tive either a a concert or sen ice item.
Choral directors will find a selling un-
der the same title by Romeo-Schindle
quite charming. delightfully buoyant
and rhythmic.
One sh uld not close without men.
tionlng th w alth of fine Christmas
carol literature produced in recenl
years. Christina R sseui's poignant
lyric. III the Bleak Mit/Kinter, has been
giv n a lovely and still simple setting
by Gustav Holst. This is to be found
in The Methodist Hymnal. Her Be/orr
the Paling oj the Stars has pro\idrd
A. Walter Kramer inspiration for a fine,
accompanied composition for four-part
mixed chorus. Leo Sowerby has utilized televisiondocumentary on Juvenile De-
Rosseui's lext for his LOlle CameDOICfl linquency,called "The Roar of Lions,"
at Christmas. Gilbert Chesterton';; The had a score by a composer no less
Christ Child has been set by Henry modern titan Ernest Krenek.
Hadley and also by T. tanle)' Skinner, All of this points to good, up-to-date
George MacDonald's poem The-y All program.making. But one thing point-
Jrere Looking Jor a King has pro\ided ing to carelessness in production is the
Clarence Dickinson the text for one01 fact that rarely are any of the com-
his most beautiful Christmas numbers, posers'names included in the long list
one among many which he has pro- of credits which are flashed on the
duced_ One of the most'beautiful mOO' ~creen.This, surely, is not only annoy-
ern carols falls into the group of Xature mg to the curious listener, but, to the
carols: Christmas in the ff'ood. a poem composer, it is an error of omission
by Frances FroSI which :\label Daniel; which is something of a disgrace.
has set to music. Walter de la ~Iare's One of these composers, Henry Co-
text "Dim-berried is Ihe Mistletoe" has ~~ll,will have his "Fuguing Tunes No.
been beautifully set by H. K. Andrews 2 played this month on the Nov. 25
for a small unaccompanied chorusun· broadcast of the N.Y. Philharmonic
cler the title Be/ore Dau:n. Amongother (~un. afternoon, CBS-Radio). Dimitri
particularly effective modern C8rol;;are: Maropoulos will conduct on this ocea·
Christmas Eve-Donato sion, when Anna Xydis is soloist in
C I Coil' Tchaikovsky's First Piano Concerto,ome hither, ye /ailh/u/-~ clOd
Can on Nov. 4, when Leventritt winnerame. ye gentles-Bairstow B tt ]
H Sh e yean Hagen will be violin soloistow far is it 10 Bethlehem- all' andGunther Schuller, jazz expert and a
I hear along our streei_:\lackinnon member of the Metropolitan Opera
Sleeps Judea Jair-~lackinnon 0 hrc estra, wilI have his "Brass Sym-
THE END ph "ony premiered. On Nov. 18 and 25,
etude-november 1956 etUde-november 1956Jrn _
VIOLINIST'S FORUM
(Continued from Page 43)
TV MUSIC BY CONTEMPORARY COMPOSERS
(Cont.inued from Page 49)
havea reason {or preferring a Down
bowto begin the Handel, and I think it
is a good reason. See Ex. B.
Thetwo most important notes in this
phrase are obviously the long E and
thehighB. As the E is suspended over
to the first beat of the next measure,
somethingmust happen to it; as the
firstbeat is approached, the tone must
gain in amplitude and intensity or it
mustbecomesofter in volume and qual.
ity.The second alternative is obviously
bad;first, because the downward phras-
ingon the fourth note is not at all in
keepingwith the broad style of the mu-
sic,and second, it ignores the fact that
essentiallythe passage is rising. There
shouldbe a slight but noticeable ere-
scendoat the end of the first measure
andinto the first beat of the next. This
is infinitelyeasier on the Up bow. Then
the high B also needs an expressive
touch,as indicated in Ex. B. This slight
nuanceis more easily made on the Up
bowthan on the Down. It is a matter
ofvaryingthe speed of the bow stroke:
the stroke should start slowly, rapidly
increase in speed, and then slow up.
These, to my mind, are two good reasons
for starting the movement on the Down
bow. The beginning of the second sec-
tion of the movement should be bowed
in the same way.
For some time there has been a strong
tendency among concert artists to use
the direction of the bow for expressive
purposes, and never mind what tradi-
tion may say. Many players nowadays
begin the Andante of the Mendelssohn
Concerto (see Ex. C) on the Up bow,
with the purpose of avoiding an undue
stress on the A.
Then there is the first theme in the
first movement of the Bruch G minor
Concerto, Ex. D.
The object here is to sustain fully
the first half-note. It is a pity that more
teachers and players do not realize the
expressive potentialities of the violin
bow. THE END
Paul Paray wiII conduct with Tossy
Spivakovskv as soloist in Mendelssohn's
Violin Concerto on the 18th and Gaza
Anda soloist in Liszt's First Piano Con·
certo, on the 25th.
The NBC Television Opera Theatre
plans opening its season on Nov. 18
with "La Bohem.e," and "The Voice of
Firestone" and the "Telephone Hour"
have scheduled the following soloists
for their Monday evening programs.
"The Voice of Firestone"
(ABC.Radio and TV)
November 5, Blanche Thebom.
November 12, Brian Sullivan and
Frances Wyatt.
November 19, Barb1tra Gibson.
November 26, Nadine Conner and
Eugene Conley.
"The Telephone Hour"
(NBC·Radio)
November 5, "George London.
November 12, Isaac Stern.
November 19, Renata Tebaldi.
November 26, Clifford Curzon.
THE END
-MUSIC CALENDAR 19S7
Contains reproductions of an etching of
Telemann and a doguerreotype of Wagner,
with excerpts from manuscripts by Dun-
stable, Purcell, and Bach; also, other re-
productions of works on musical subiects
by Jan Brueghel, Burgkmair, della Robbia,
Donatello, Duerer, Molenaer, Peru gino, and
Watteau. Individuals and groups of mu-
sicians are represented with instruments
of various countries and centuries (as
early as the 7th Century B.C.), as illustrated
through the media of architecture, draw-
ing, enamel (Limoges), engraving, mosaic,
painting (oil, parchment, mural, fresco),
photography, sculpture (marble, wood,
alabaster, terra cotta, ivory), tapestry, and
woodcut-in addition to several musical
manuscripts with examples of ancient and
modern notations.
Factual information appears on the reverse
of each two-week page, most of it valu-
able and informative, some of it less
valuable but interesting-as dates usually
are! Bound in the traditional Peters Edition
green cover and printed on superior paper,
the 1957 Music Calendar again will be a
welcome Christmas gift for a teacher, stu-
dent, a music-loving friend-or for yourself.
LIMITED EDITION. Price $2.00
With each minimum order received for
FIVE Peters Edition Music Calendars for
1957, one additional Music Calendar
will be included without charge. Ad-
vance orders accepted now. Off the
press in October 1956.
C. F. PETERS CORPORATION
373 Fourth Ave. • New York 16, N. Y.
Beginners don't need Sttads. but
their ,'ioHns-vlolas 'cellos - basses
are ne~er "right" unless the~"re
the right SIZE: unless they
"soeak" easy. "sing" elear. anrl
(AKD!l stay in tune. (Tllat's
right, slay In tune!) For full de·
tails. write tile name or Ihis oubll'
cation abol'e your signature on a
oost card. DI> It now!
VARITONE,INC., 545 5th Ave., N. Y. 17
30 E. Adams St.-Chicago 3, III.
VIOLIN SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMENT
CATALOG NOW AVAilABLE
Publishers of "VIOLINS & VIOLINISTS"
Dept. E2, 3015 Casitas Ave., Los Angeles 39, Cal.
SUBSCRIBE TO ETUDE AND SAVEl
-$6,00 for two yeors
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NO MORE lost, strayed,frayedor soiled
sheetmusic,Nomorefranticsearchthrough
mixed-up stacks of muddledmusi~!Don.'t
pileit- FI LE it in the wonderfulfinger-tip
traysof a modernTONKabinet.Thousands
saythere'snothingelseso handy;noother
filingmethodsoeasy.Beau-
tifulstylesandsizesforstu-
des. homes,schools,bands.
Capacitiesupt02750pages.
WRITE FOR FREE
illuslrated data with handy hints
on filing, and name of nearest
dealer, TONK Mfg, Co., 1916 N.
Magnolia Ave., Chicago14, III.
YOU CAN OWN PRICELESS-,
FIRST EDITION RECORDINGS I
Can you imaginethe thrill of owning original
recording! of the works of Bac~ or ~ozart-
done in hi-fi? A like opportunityeXIststoday
in the Louisville Orchestra's FIRST EDITION
RECORDS ... an opportunityfor yo~ to be a
part of musical history in th.e makmg,. . .
to possess"collector's Item" flr!t recordmg! of
the fmestexpressionsof living composers. .
These exclusive recordings of newly-commis-
sioned works are played superbly by the
renowned
LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA
Robert Whitney, Conductor
Each record is high-fidelity at its best, wit,h
brilliant sound flawlesslyrecordedby Colum~Ia
Masterworkstechnicians.Ea,c.his a .Iir!t edItIOn
rewrding of a new compOSition,Withthe com·
poser workmg closely wit.h t/:le Orches.teato
achieve.a true and senSitivemterp'retatlOnof
the musicaltheme. .
First Edition Records are available only from
the LouisvilleOrchestra.They cannotbe bought
at stores. Each edition is limited. Don't delay
use the coupon below to securecomplete
jnio~mation.~
I • • • • •.. . .
• ••••• •••• ••••••:. Name' _
: Addresc' _
• City, ---SState _
LOUISVILLE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY
Dept. E, 830 S. 4th St., LOUISVILLE 3, KY.
Pleasesendme free, c,?mplete.i.nformationabout
LouisvilleOrchestra First Edition Records.
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THE ORGAN
BUILDER'S ART
(Continued from Page 45) .
For this purpose, medieval Corhtc
stone churches were not well adapted.
However admirable a setting for organ-
tone, they were inimical to the spoken
word.
Hence the Gothic style gave way to
the "auditory plan" of the seventeent~
and eighteenth centuries, best ~xempli-
fied in the churches of Sir Chr-istopher
Wren. In this country the "a~ditory
plan" produced such fine buildings ~s
Christ Church (Old North Church) "'
Boston; S1. Paul's in New York; Gloria
D . (Old Swedes) and Christ Church
inelphiladelphia; S1. Michael's and si,
Philip's in Charleston. .
All these are acoustically more akin
to the theatre or concert-hall. than to
the medieval buildings in which were
installed the pipe-organs of Schnitger
and Silbermann. The instrument was
performing in a different tonal milieu,
,and its voice had to be modified accord-
ingly.
In our own time the acoustical
"scientist" has added further complica-
tions. A couple of decades ago it was
universally held in acoustic circles that
a tonally "dead" room was ideal for
sound reproduction. Radio and record-
ing studios were accordingly plastered
with sound-deadening insulation and
festooned with heavy drapes. Trial and
error experience showed that the "scien-
tific" conclusion was wrong. A tonally
dead room produced dead tone. But in
the meantime salesmen of sound-absorb-
ent materials had earned many a hand-
some commission by introducing their
materials into churches, asserting that
it was needed "to hear the minister."
Nowadays the prevailing architec-
tural style, which holds in highest es-
teem that building which most nearly
resembles a chicken-coop, and sheer
cost of construction combine to force
the cubic capacity of buildings down.
Consequently the soaring arches and
reverberant spaces essential for good
sound in relation to early organ music
are hard to come by at present. And
this happens at a time when there is a
great resurgence of interest in the early
literature.
This, as Mr. Whiteford sees it, cre-
ates a dilemma for the organ-builder.
Since music is unlikely to overcome
the Jaws of economics, one must look
hopefully to other products of the scien-
tific mind to Counteract the disastrous
effects of sound - absorbent materials
and insufficient space. So great has been
the progress recently made in electron_
ics that Mr. Whiteford believes this
medium may soon be capable of pro-
ducing an acoustical setting ideal for
speech and for music of any period.
. Although great music is supposed to
"...._----------
be international, we have only to travel
abroad to see that the art of organ.
building has strict national boundaries.
To cite but one example. the full pedal.
board is almost exclusively a German
contribution. National idiosyncrasies 01
design and voicing are found as we
travel through France, Italy, Germany,
Denmark, and England.
It is Mr. Whiteford's ambitious plan
to distill the important elements of all
these schools and weld them into a sin.
gle instrument, versatile and flexible
enough to do justice to music of all
styles and periods. He is not one of
those who raise the cry of "Back to
Baroque!" as a cure-all for organ de.
sign. An instrument designed specifi·
cally for music written before 1750may
not be adequate for music written after
1750.
One of the distinguishing marks of a
great organ builder is his ability to
synthesize in one instrument the traits
of various schools, at the same time
building individualistic organs designed
with due regard for the acoustical prep-
erties of the buildings in which they
are to be heard.
Carried to its logical conclusion. this
would imply placing the organ for ideal
effect, and designing the rest of the
building around il. I feel sure Mr.
Whiteford's reply would be: "Why
not?" Certainly the acoustical proper-
ties of the building are tremendously
important in creating an overall audio
tory effect.
Traditionally. the materials for build.
ing organ pipes are wood and zinc. V;~e
live we are continually being told. In
an age of miracles. and no doubt new
"miracle metals," plastics and synthe~.
ics of one sort or another will be uti-
lized in organ design.
In the last analysis. however, the only
"miracles" are those of thought. infinite
patience and endless attention to det~il.
Such were the materials with which
G. Donald Harrison w"Tought.Thosewh.o
follow him wiJl do well to emulate hi
exam pIe. THE END
BALLAD OF BABY DOE
(Contiuned from Page 12)
beautiful. but unhappily married Bahy
Doe who supplies him with lo~'ea~d
appreciation. llimately this results In
Tabor's divorcing Augusta to marry th.e
"other woman:' His social ostracism IS
followed by an economic denoueme~~
with Tabor ending his life in rags ag~m.
His devotedly faithful second w;re,
Baby Doe, remains a.t his side and a.ter
his death maintains an irrational thlrt~
year vigil at a wortWess mine he ha
bequeathed to her. _
"The Ballad" is a tragedy in the sen:
of "a comedy with a tear:' While
f
lh:
action OCcurs in the final quarter 0 t
b 1956etude-novem er
J9th century, this sty.lization is. ~lere
I I gical incident m the traditionalc irene 0
. f the basic greed of man. InstOT)'0 •• h.
ff I the provinciahsm In t IS operae ec . .
is nomore than the correct setting out
ofwhichgrows moral fact.
As opposed to its Central Cit.y. ru?-
, mate "Tosca." by PUCCIllI, Innltlg· .
whichthere are three acts of one s~,en.e
h "The Ballad of Baby Doe IS~, h
servedup in two acts of ten scenes, t e
firstact hailing six and the seco~d act
four.The tragedy of Tabor begins to
unfold'immediately in Scene. I where
the tough citizenry of Leadville make
an attempt at vicarious aristocracy cul-
minatedby Tabor's building an opera
housein which the musical greats of
the world will appear. With this nou-
veau fiche attitude breeding nothing but
horedomfor the men, they escape the
concertand rough it up in front of a
neighboringsaloon. All of this .loneli-
nessin luxury is the natural setung for
Tabor's romantic meeting with Baby
Doe. The stalwart Augusta Tabor de-
termines to destroy this relationship
and in Scene IV she almost succeeds,
bUIher sarcastic barbs give Baby Doe
thedetermination to remain with Tabor.
In Scene V, one of the most charming
scenes occurs when Augusta's very
proper women companions goad her
into revenge. The first act ends with
the marriage of Tabor and Baby Doe
duringhis Sfl-da y Senatorship in Wash-
ington.The four scenes of Act II pro-
pel the social _and economic retard of
Tabor.He fails to understand Augusta's
visitas a warning of his impending col-
lapsealong with that of silver. With the
heartof a gambler, he pins all his hopes
onWilliam Jennings Bryan, free-silver
candidate for the presidency. This ex-
citement is short-lived as Bryan is de-
feated. Old and ill, Tabor returns, a
brokenman, to the Tabor Grand Thea-
terwhichhe built. and relives in a curi-
ousfantasy many of the happy and sad
moments of his life. Baby Doe joins
himas the one reality remaining. After
shehas sung his dirge, the opera closes
as she moves to her vigil at the Match-
lessMine. The evening ends quietly.
Paderewski in his "Memoirs" reminds
lis at one point that "opera is enter-
tainment." "The Ballad" is that. There
is a story. music, choreography and
stage design-all combining to make
entertainment. In many instances the
workstems from the best in American
musicalcomedy. Only at salient points
is there an aria framing preceding ac.
lion. The opera is entertainment-not
an essay in great literature or thought-
provokingmusical idiom. In effect, text
and tune have met and found compati.
hi/ily, Douglas Moore and John
Latouche have made an outstanding
Contributionto Americana in the world
ofentertainment. THE END
J..
etude-november 1956
the exciting new- PIANO-ORGAN
COM B I NATIOtlll
Now you can have both piano and .organ, mu~ic in you~ home,
in a compact unit no larger than a Spinet plano. ~nd you II be
surprised how little it costs! You can 'play .plano harmony and organ
melody or piano melody and organ harmony. '.. With the full range
of organ voices, including solo .and Vibrato effects. No other
combination offers so many thrilling mUSICaleffects and ton~ colo~s at a ,
price so low-nor is so easy to play, even fat beginners. There s
even an earphone plug-in for "silent" practice!
t thO I FREE! Color booklet de,cribing the newSO EASY TO OWN-A smoll down poymenl pu." Storck Piono_Orgon combinoli!ln in full
e"citing new Starck Piono.Orgon combinotion in your home detoil i, yours for the osking.
-See your Storck deoler today! .
J!A..itauk Piano arn. 234 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS
ETUDE BINDERS
You. 'will keep E'rVOE neatly in its proper, place. :eadY.for refer:ence o~l(1
" J I age in. ,his o.uractice blu.e binder wuh: gold let.l.ermg. $2.,,0.saJe ron't(om , ... ,
Order yours today from:
ETUDE, t.he mu"...ic lnagazi,n:e. Bryn Mawr, Pcnnsylvanla
PRACTICE
Those
Difficult
Rhythms
with a
FRANZ
LECTRIC METRONOME
nd watch th~ Im~rov~ment
; Practice at slow tempo until perfect
with metronome notch
• Gradually work uP. one tempo
t a time to approXimate speed
• Practice at speed above final perform-
ance speed d dd
• Eliminate use of metronome an CI
• W~;:'hesquick improvement
Franz Electric. Metro!"ornd&byh:ustci~~~
guarontees ond IS ace alme
everywdh"d' OM' 'dh) l$el~.25 _ Flosh Beat
Stan or ° e ,h ·.'o,ma-Model $19.95. Write for urt er I..
tion to:
FRANZ
53 Walloce St.
MFG. CO., INC.
New Haven, Conn.
ADVERTISING RATES
TO STUDY column is limited '0 'eachers. Rate is $10 per inch, with. a
WHERE SHALL I GO ,'. u.' CLASSIFIED advertising is 20~ per word, min-. r f 6 consecu lve ISS .
minimum Inser Ion 0 . ,. Closing dote is the 5th of second month precedingimum charge of $3.00 per Inser Ion.
publicotion.
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Music From Stones
by Ida M. Perdu-e
mANG TWO ROCKS together,C:JJ and what have you? A mu-
sical instrument? Well, why not? The
right kind of stones can produce a
sort of musical sound, and people,
from the earliest times, down to the-
present, all over the world, have done
strange things to produce musical
sounds, because people must have
music!
.The Chinese "scrape" music from
their instrument called the yu, or
"comb-backed tiger." As the name
suggests, the yu is a tiger-shaped in-
strument, made of wood with a notch-
ed backbone; and to play it they
scrape a stick over the notches. The
so-called music of this instrument is
frequently heard in Chinese temples,
where its unique tone is always
sounded twice at the end of Con-
fucian services. The Chinese instru-
ments also include a series of tuned
stones. Yes, music from stones!
In old California the Indians used
to stamp their feet on a board placed
over a hole they dug in the ground.
This was called an earth-drum: Other
tribes beat rhythms on uxuer-drurns,
small wooden drums containing water,
the drum-heads being either wet or
dry, depending on the quality of tone
the drummer desired.
The war-trumpet of the Maoris, ill
New Zealand, is another unusual in-
strument-unusual because of its
great power and volume, which can
be heard several miles away.
The East Indians have odd drums,
more than three hundred varieties!
The oddest, perhaps, is called the
mrdanga. To get its peculiar, satisfy-
ing tone, one end of the instrument
is weighted with a mixture contain-
ing, among other things, iron-filings
and boiled rice!
54h _
The Japanese also weight one of
their instruments, the sernisan, but
not with iron and rice-Oh no! They
weight it with gold-as much as they
can afford, believing that the more
gold it holds, the better will be the
tone.
The Japanese national, instrument
is called the koto, which has thirteen
wax-covered silk strings.
Dther materials which have been
used in making musical instruments
include marsh reeds, bones, horns of
animals, glass, metals, vegetable
shells, cat skins, snake and other an-
imal skins, even skulls of animals.
See old issues of Junior ETUDE
Japanese Koto
and refresh your memory about some
other strange instruments. Perhaps
you will invent one of your own.
some day!
Muskal Glasses
. Take eight glasses, and by putting
Just the right amount of water in each
one you can. make a one-octave scale.
You must experiment to get the depth
of water you need and your ear will be
~our ~uide. (The more water. the higher
the pitch.] ~fter getting the scale you
?an put a tmy mark with a crayon or
mk at the water level. so, if you empty
~!le gl~sses ~,Oll can refill them. Then.
. pract.lce up on some simple melodies
m theIr prop~r rhythms and play them
for y.our family, friends, dass and club
meetm.gs, and at parties and other
g~thef1~gs. You will have lots of fun
wllh tllls novelty.
What is Music?
by Harriet Purves PaInter
. Oh, what is music? Can it be
Just the song of a bird in a forest tree?
The peal of chimes from church tower,
high? '
Or a lullaby-song when the night is
nigh?
•
There's music on the waves of air,
But, if nobody listens, there's no sound
there!
Hear lively tunes for dancing feet;
Hear the songs that are soft, or are
sad and sweet;
Brave tunes for men who march to fight
For th ir Cod and their Country and
a II t hat is right-c-
A 11 these and more are waiting near
For a musical h art and a listening
ear.
Narne the talc Game
Each number includ the nameof
a state. 1-1 w man)' do you know? I.
My Id ..... Hom; 2. Sweet
Brown; 3. lars F II on i 4. Yel-
low Ro e of ; 5 Wahz;
6. Sidewalks of i 7 Tnt-
eller ; 8. M)' ,,, ; 9. Beeuti-
ful ...... : 10. ... Here I Come;
11. Carry Me Back to Old ...... : 12.
Old Moon.
Think it Over
A young pianist played a rather long
and difficult piece before a large group
of people. and-played it very well.
After it was over some one .....hohad
been pr sent said to the young pianist-
"That was beautiful work. How in the
world can you remember it all without
your notes?"
And the young pianist replied. "I do
not have to remember it. Miss jones. I
know it. 1. know that piece perlect])'."
We do not have to remember things
that we know. such as that t'l'lO.andIlI"~
make four. or that Canada 15 nor!
of th nited tales. We knOlL' those
things! nd that young pianist kn.ell"
the difference between merely P18l-mg
without notes and real. true memorizing.
nfortunately. Illaying without ".ole'
be h- m··' lob:may turn out to a It-or- \"",
but true memorizing. done with concen'
tration and will-poVier \\iI1 bring ~uc'
b -II,- • ,h"cess. ecause the pla)er Vii AnD . h
he is doing and will not forgel. \\hlf
way do 'ou do it? Think it o\'er!
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WhoKnowsthe Answers?
(KeepScore, One Hundred is Perfect)
1 Was the symphony "From the New
World"composed by Smetana, Dvorak.
Hllmperdinck or Saint.Saens? (5
points)
2. Doesmaestoso mean lightly, heavy,
majesticallyor playfully? (10 points)
3. What is the interval from D to B·
flat? (5 points)
4. WasDonizetti famous for composing
operas or harpsichord sonatas? (10
points)
5. Whatcity is the home of the famous
SistineChoir? (10 points)
6. What are the letter names of the
augmented triad on C.sharp? (10
points)
7. To what pitches are the strings of a
violatuned? (10 points)
8. Howold was Mozart when Beethoven
11'8, horn? (20 points)
9. If you were singing an aria from the
opera"Falstaff," what language would
yoube using? (10 points)
10. a-What is the name of the Iolk-
songmelody given with this quiz? (5
points); h-e-from what country does it
come?(5 points)
(Answers on 1.l1i.spage)
DearJunior Etude:
Ihave studied 'cello for several years
and am principal 'cellist in our High
Schoolorchestra and also play in the
Spokane Philharmonic. My hobby is
stampcollecting. I would like to hear
fromothers, especially 'cellists.
Janet Foxion (Age 18),
Washington
Answersto Quiz
I: Dvorak; 2. majestically; 3. minor
SIxth;4. operas; 5. Rome; 6. C-sharp,
E.sharp, Gdouble sharp; 7. C (octave
b~l~wmiddle C), with G, D, A as on
violin: 8. fourteen' 9. Italian (HFaI_
If" 'sta was composed by Verdi, founded
onstoryof one of Shakespeare's plays) ;
10. a-Frere Jacque; b-e-France.
Answersto Name the
State Game
~.Kentucky; 2. Georgia; 3. Alabama;
A Texas; 5. Missouri; 6. New York; 7.
ctansa~; 8. Maryland; 9. Ohio; 10.
a Iforma; n. Virginia; 12. Nevada.
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Results of Puzzle Contest in July.Augus~ Issue
So many correct answers were re-
ceived in the musical terms puzzle the
prize winners were selected from among
the best-looking and neatest papers,
showing evidence of careful work. Some
were very attractive.
Prize Winners
Class A-June Monko (Age 18),
Pennsylvania, tied with Howard Beck-
with (Age 17), California.
Class Be-Barbara CloakIey (Age 14),
Maryland, tied with Donald Weiman
(Age 13), Minnesota.
Class C-Dora Lee Dean (Age 10),
Illinois, tied with Richard Behrens (Age
9), Florida.
Letter Box
Send replies to letters in care of
Ju·nior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa.,
and if correctly atam ped , they
will be forwarded to the writers.
00 not ask for addresses. Foreign
postage is 8 cents. Foreign air
_matl rate varies, so consult your
Post Office before stamping
foreign air mail. Prin t your name
and return address on the hack
of the envelope.
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I enjoy reading ETUDE very much. I
am a member of the American Library,
where I found a copy of ETUDE. We
have many beautiful churches, museums,
palaces, theatres, stadiums and music
halls here and many tourists come every
year. I am learning English, German
and Latin. My hobbies are stamp col-
lecting, mountaineering and sports. I
would enjoy hearing from other Junior
Etude readers.
Pantelic Aleksandar (Age 16)
Jugoslavia
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I am interested in voice study and hope
to have a theatrical career. I enjoy writ-
ing to other music students, especially
those who live abroad or are interested
in voice and acting.
Ann Coligbtelv (Age 18),
Kentucky
•
Dear Junior Etude:
I started my piano training on an old
pump organ, but now I can play piano
and also our church organ. My hobby
is pen-pals as well as music and I would
like to hear from o·thers.
Susan Floyd (Age 16),
California
Special Honorable
Mention
Class A-Antoinette Falcone (Age
'17), Pennsylvania, and Carl Grams (Age
16), Michigan; Class B-Linda Simp-
son (Age ]2), South Carolina, and
Judy Dommert (Age 13), Louisiana;
Class C, Dorothy Elizabeth Hendry
(Age 10), Kansas, and Jane Birchler
(Age 9), Illinois.
Honorable Mention
it« alphabetica~ order)
Carol Ann Bell, Patricia Bird, Jean Bonin,
Becky Bryant, Ingermarie Edna Castro,
Rita Doetsch, Linda Feltin, Doris Fuge,
Barbara Gonion, Grace Hagadorn, Phyllis
Ann Herzog, Jack Hill, Sarah Lou Johnson,
Dawn Andrene Jones, Olga Komiakoff.
Dianne Lazenby, Eileen Lyden, Donald
Ludden, Franklin Matula, Jocelyn McAfee,
Katherine McCleary, Judy Nelson, Corinne
Patton, Elizabeth Ruppel, Anita Simpson,
Bonnie Smith, Mary Smitley, J eannelle
Swarthout, Kathryn Urban.
Dear Junior Etude:
I have been studying piano for seven
years. My hobbies are dramatics, read-
ing, swimming and golf. I would like
to hear from others who study piano.
Brenda Krnssenboum, New York
•
Dear Junior Etude:
The Music Club to which I belong gets
lots of ideas from Junior Etude. I and
my brother and sister play the piano
and my brother and I also play clarinet.
We are also very much interested in
two-piano music and our parents got us
a second piano last Christmas, and we
are working for this year's Music Fes-
tival. I am enclosing our kodak pic-
ture. I would like to 'hear from other
readers.
Lyle Barkhymer (Age 15),
Pennsylvania
•
tyle Borkhymer (oge 15)
Bill Borkhymer (oge 12)
Doris Barkhymer (age 9)
Johnstown, Pennsylvania
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CARL ORFF'S MUSICAL THEATRE WORLD
(Continued from Page 11)
variety. First melodies that are used,
consist of a few hotes. Anonymous
calendar-sayings, folk-rhymes, and prov-
erbs are set to music, using five tones,
in rondos, canons, and refrains. The
children are taught that movement it.
self is music, Thus they learn the ideal
union of game, dance, music, and word .•
Orfl's "Schulwerk," a complete step-
by-step five-volume work, has served as
guidance to an original and nameless
music which everyone can create and
perform. It provides. a sound basis for
common education from which individ-
ual, more specialized lessons will follow
easily. Its results are enjoyment through
games and freedom of expression. Suc-
cess and popularity of the "Schulwerk"
have been proven by its use on the
Bayerische Rundfunk, at the Mozarteum
in Salzburg, and the Konservatorium at
Vienna.
In the meantime, Carl Orfl applied
the teachings of his "Schulwerk" in more
advanced and complicated forms to his
own creativity and its growth. There is
no storm and stress period in his devel-
opment. His work continues steadily as
begun with purpose and determination.
The basis for his compositions is the
. I
prrme concept of rhythm as opposed to
the merely "rhythmical," functioning
in the development of the romantic
school. Rhythm is a perfect form, a com-
pleted force, whereas the "rhythmical"
is a motive power. By using primitive
melody and orchestral effects to sup-
plement his framework of rhythm, he
achieves a fusion of the very beginnings
of music with the modern expression and
tools of today. Where he lacks imagi-
nation, his thoughtful and methodical
intelligent mind knows how to employ
elements of rhythm cleverly with mount-
ing tension. There is not a trace of
classicism or romanticism in his music.
Orff has eliminated all the development
and effects that existed between the be-
ginnings and the present. He employs
no harmony or counterpoint, neither
baroque nor rococo styles. He has no
use for sonata or symphonic forms; there
is no thematic development or recapitu-
lation. His melodies follow church
hymnal and psalm-like lines. They are
Gregorian chants in a modern setting,
that is, clothed in modern orchestration.
The overall feeling in Orff's work does
not express uniformity, ,thus reflecting
the times in which he lives. If at all,
his work might be compared to that o~
an innovator like Stravinsky, or consid-
ered to follow in the Bert Brecht·Kurt
Weill tradition. As an antiromanticist
purely through intellect, he arrives a~
the barest essential- simplicity - of
the musical theatre. His intense pre-
S6
occupation with early music is shown by
his free arrangement in the modern
spirit of Monteverdi's "L'Odeo," "La-
mento d'Arianna,' and "Ballo delle in-
grate," resulting in a unique blend of
the old with the absolute modern.
In his first major successful opus,
"Carmina Burana" (which bears the
composer's own stamp of approval since,
unlike all previous works, he did not
withdraw it), premiered in Frankfurt
in June, 1937, his imagination is kin-
dled by an old manuscript. The com-
position is named after a collection of
dance, love, and student songs in
medieval Latin, German, and French,
written in 1280 with staffiess neumes.
It was discovered at a monastery at
Benediktbeuren (beuren-burana) and
published in 1847. OrH selected excerpts,
divided them into three sections entitled
"Primo vere," "In taberna," and "Cours
d' amours," and composed music for
them. The opening chorus invokes the
goddess Fortuna. The selections altogeth-
er challenge fate. Repetition alternates.
with graduated movement. The chorus
accelerates to suggest the turning of
the wheel of fortune. The constant sud-
den changes are bridged with ease; all
the sections with their different ex-
tremes in language and mood neverthe-
less through their distinctive style form
a unified whole. Even the rhythms
change continuously, yet the predom-
inance of rhythm itself aids in maintain-
ing uniformity. As in the "Schulwerk."
many of the melodies originate frO~l
German Iclktunes without being exact
duplications.
With the performance of this dynamic
and spontaneous scenic cantata there
remained no doubt but that OrH"s inner
visions h.ad found self-satisfying verbal
and .muslc~l expression, broken through
the l~tanglble barrier of a demanding,
exacting perfectionist's nature. In Ger-
many today, this secular cantata is the
most popular contemporary work.
Two fairy-tales, "Der Mond" and "D'
Kl "" . ieuge, mUSICal theatre" rather than
ope~a, followed in 1941 and 1942. Here
again, Orff demonstrated his remark.
able originality as well as complete at.
homeness in the theatre. Mimic .d . ' sceTIlc,
~n mUSICal, ~hes~ works require speak-
m~ and dancl.ng III addition to singing.
Neither a mUSIcal dramatist l,·ke W. agner
nor a dramatic composer like Ve d· 0 Ifr I, r
emerges as an "elementary and univer.
~,al theatre being," a creator of the
homo ludens."
Both "Der Mond" and "Die Kl ..
for which Odf ",:rote his Own libretto~~~e
taken from Gnmm fairy tale S·o If h· k s. Incer tillS in images as well a dh h s Soun
e as no problems with his text. "Der
lnit~ .
Mend" tells the. story of four young
rascals who stole the moon, which was
hanging from a tree, to bring light to
their land, thereby plunging the other
country into darkness. As the four men
grow old and die one after the other
each one takes a quarter slice of the
moon into his grave. Now the earth is
in darkness, while the light below awak-
ens the dead who begin to carouse and
make merr-y. Finally, SI. Peter in heaven
hears the tumult and descending, res.
cues the moon and suspends it from
the skies, thus restoring darkness and
silence in the graves, while from now
on all the earth benefits from the moon's
light.
When children have performed "Der
Mond," which, in Germany, occurs Ire-
quently, it is truly a "small theatre
world" where, in group participation,
children realize the full joy of unity
in dance, song, and word.
"Die Kluge" is subtitled "the tale of
the king and the clever woman." A peas-
ant, who has found a golden mortar, in
spite of his daughter's warning of "he
who has, wants more," brings it to the
king, hoping to collect a reward for his
honesty. As the daughter predicted, the
king demands, "Where is the pestle?
You are keeping the pestle from me,"
and throws the peasant into prison. The
poor fool loudly bewails his lot, "If I
had only listened to my daughter!" The
king, curious to meet this clever daugh-
ter, poses three riddles which she solves
instantly and consequently becomes his
wi fe. It chances that three rogues have
had a quarrel which the king judges
unfairly. Angry at the interference of
the queen. who wants trlle justice done.
he commands that she leave the palace.
taking along only what is dearest to her.
The queen administers a sleeping potion
to her husband and takes him along in a
big trunk. The clever woman has won
again and all ends happily with her
words, "Nobody in this world can be
clever and love,"
This tale covers all aspects of musical
theatre. There is a certain straight-
forward primitiveness in the brisk di-
alog and pantomime. The burlesque
slapstick scenes of the three rogues and
sharply etched tonal language alter-
nate with brief melodic interludes. Mu-
sic plays a secondary rOle except for
sections like the Queen's aria sung
while the king is falling asleep.
A fter the completion of his tWO
theatre pieces. Orff turned once again
to the com position of a series of song·
poems in dance form_ for which he pro-
vided his o,,"""uLatin text based on the
poet Calullus' love poems to the unde:
serving Lesbia. "Catulli Carmina" (ludz
scenici) received its premiere perform-
ance in Leiprig. in I o'\"ember. 1943.
"Antigonae:' a tragedy in the text by
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FriedrichHoelderlin, whose translation
attemptedto imitate the Greek rhythm
of Sopho9les,is of interest to a wider
audienceand has fared better than the
tWOworks immediately preceding it
("Astutuli," a Bavarian comedy, and
"Die Bernauerin," a Bavarian drama,
bothlimited in appeal). Its initial per-
formanceat Salzburg, in 1949, won
muchacclaim. Of course, there were
thosewho, speaking violently against
the piece, claimed as previously, that
this music was no longer opera or
evenmusic, but only clever orchestral
effects.True, "Antigonae" could not
beconsideredorthodox opera, but Orff's
ideasand aims had always converged on
musicaltheatre. If considered an opera,
"Antigonae"would be opera without a
formallibretto or score. Most of the
workconsists of rhythmic recitation;
OrH'sorchestration calls for no strings
excepta contrabass, and six pianos,
flutes,oboes, and harps.
Asa companion piece to the "Antig-
onae"OrHhas been working on "Oedi-
pus,"also in the version by Hoelderlin.
With the first performance of his
musicfor Shakespeare's "Midsummer
Night'sDream" in the translation by
AugustWilhelm von Schlegel (in the
fallof 1952, in Darmstadt), Orff's ex-
pert ability to integrate music with
scenic and dramaturgic elements be-
came all the more apparent.
The popular "Carmina Burana" and
"Catulli Carmina" were made a scenic
tryptich, "Trionfi," when Orf added
"Trionfo di Afrodite." In this "concerto
~cenico,". a symbolical festival glorify-
ing nuptials, first heard in February
1953, in Milan, the composer makes us~
of Latin and Greek verses of Catullus
Sappho, and Euripides. '
"Carmina Burana" has received many
United States performances and won
praise from critics since its American
premiere in San Francisco, on January
10, 1954. The New York premiere took
place on November 21, 1954, with Leo-
pold Stokowski conducting the Boston
University chorus and orchestra. The
Monteverdi Orff "Orfeo" was performed
at Aspen, Colorado, in the summer of
1955. "Catulli Carmina" received its
first American performance in Stanford,
California, in February, 1955, and a
short symphonic fragment, "Entrata,'
was premiered in Hartford, Connecticut,
the same month. This past summer "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" received its
American premiere at Ellenville, N. Y.
It is not in the least surprising that
for his "Carmina Burana" Carl Orff won
the New York Music Critics Circle
Award of 1954. THE END
ORGAN AND CHOIR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
(Continued from Page 44)
offeringthe chimes may be used accom-
paniedby a very soft organ, but this
shouldbe occasional rather than reg-
ularprocedure. It is also very effective
to play softly one verse of a suitable
closinghymn after the Benediction is
pronouncedwhile the people engage in
silentprayer, and before the recessional
hymn.
Q. Could you refer me to a company
Iron:which I could buy tuning forks,
tUningcones and rods for tuning pipe
organs?Do you set the temperament
from"A" (440) above middle "C", or
tram Tenor C in the 4 foot octave stop?
Is there a manual published which ex-
plainsthe tuning principle?
P. D. C.~N. Y.
A. In "Contemporary American Or-
gan," by Barnes, there is an excellent
chapteron tuning, which will probably
meetall your needs in this respect. Dr.
Barnes says, "It is customary to tune
the4' Diapason or one of the keener 8'
strings first throughout as nearly per-
fectlyas possible. Every other stop can
th.enbe tuned to it. If, for example, we
Wishto tune the Trumpet 8' we can
drawthe Octave 4' with it and ~une each
note by eliminating the beats caused
by the Trumpet being out of tune with
~heOctave.Every other stop can be sub-
Jectedto the same treatment until all
are' ,
10 tune with the octave and there·
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fore with each other." This book may
be obtained from the publishers of this
magazine, any well-equipped book or
music store, and is probably on the
shelves of your local library, should
you wish to look it over before buying.
Q. I have a daughter, age 14, who
has been taking organ lessons for three
years. She plays pipe organ at church
for Mass. However, she has a little
difficulty with pedals. Is there anything
you can suggest that will help her?
(2) Also we are interested in buying
an organ to help her practicing. Is
there any kind you could recommend?
Mrs. L. R. F.-Ill.
A. We believe you will find "Pedal
Mastery" by Dunham ($2.50) a real
help. It may be procured from the
Presser Company. (2) For home use an
electronic organ has some advantages
over the pipe organ, although several
pipe organ manufacturers have smaller
self-contained pipe organs which are
reasonably priced and do not take Up
too much space. For obvious reasons
this magazine could hardly favor one
make of instrument over another. All
of the names sent you are those of rep~
utable dealers who will be glad to send
you literature describing their instru.
ments and giving all particulars, which
should enable you to make an intelligent
choice,
TEACHER'S
ROUNDTABLE
(Continued from Page 44)
Cross hands: R. H. over playing the
bass at one octave, then two octaves
distance. Continue by doing the same
thing with the R. H. under.
Apply different rhythms on each
group of three and four. Here are a few
of them:
Ex.2
rr==; R""'1 hn F'fr:1.
;:,.. ;:,.. ;:,..::..::..;:,.. ;:,.."7( 1(::..
rT'F9 RTl nil rF!'i FRl
You will notice that the accents fall.
on the long values (the eighth, and
dotted eighth notes). Watch that you
hold them their full value. To shorten
them would lead to speeding, therefore
losing the benefit of that special prac-
tice.
When you have done that for some
minutes, take a scale with its regular
fingering, on four octaves and getting
gradually faster and faster . You will
soon notice how smoothly and eyenly it
runs. But remember that patience is at
the root of progress. Never a110w any
stumbling to occur. If it does, it shows
that you are going "too fast too soon."
In the above practice the metronome
is advisable, if only to check up on your
tempo. And here's an excellent way to
gain control, which will reflect itself in
anything you may perform: when you
have attained speed in playing a scale,
reverse the gradual process .b t slowing
down more and more until you get back
to your initial very slow tempo. This is
like "holding your horses," and it is of
immeasurable value both technically
and musically.
After the Kuhlau Sonatinas (or Cleo
menti, Diabelli or others of the same
grade) you can proceed to the Sona-
tinas by Beethoven, then the two So-
natas Op. 49 of the second volume, which
are really Sonatinas; also the "little"
Mozart Sonata in C major, a capital
work for the development of phrasing,
accentuation and tonal balance. And by
all means, consider "papa" Haydn as a
must. If you find his D major Sonata
too hackneyed, why not study the other
delightful one in E minor?
The above will lead to the more dif·
ficult -Mozart and Beethoven son~tas.
By the latter, I would recommend the
Op. 2, No.1, first sonat.a of the first
volume. It already contains in embry-
onic form some of the sweeping drama
which blossoms forth in the Path6.
tique, the Appassionnata and the great
Opus Ill.
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STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT CIRCULATION, ETC.
Required by the Acts of Congress of
August 24, 1912, and March 3, 1933
Of ETUDE, the music magazine pub-
lished Monthly, except May-June
and July-Angust, when published bi-
monthly, at Philadelphia, Pennsvt-
ionia, for October 1, 1956.
State of Pennsylvania l
County of Montgomery JSs,
Before me, a Notary Public in al\9
for the State and county afo/esaid,
personally, appeared Guy ~cCoy
who, having been duly sworn accord-
ing to law, deposes and says that I~e
is the Editor of ETUDE the music
magazine and that the following is,
to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the
ownership, management, etc., of the
aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, as
amended by the Act of March 3,
1933, embodied in section 537, Postal
Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form to wit:
1. That the names and addresses
of the publisher, editor, managing
editor, and business manager are:
Publisher: Theodore Presser Com-
pany, Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.
Editor: Guy McCoy, III Sutton
Road, Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
Managing Editor: none
Business Manager: Mrs. Helen H.
Fish. 2110 Couniv Line Road,
Ardmore, Pennsylvania.
2. That the owners are:
Theodore Presser Company, Bryn
Mawr, Pennsylvania.
The Presser Foundation, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania.
3. That the known bondholders,
mortgagees and other security hold-
ers owning or holding 1 per cent or
more of total amount of bonds, mort-
gages, or other securities are: None.
4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the own-
ers, stockholders, and security hold-
ers, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of
the company but also in cases where
the stockholder. or security holder
appears upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees or in any other
fiduciary relation the name of the
person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given: also that
the said two paragraphs contain
statements embracing affiant's full
knowledge and belief as to the cir·
CUlllstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security hold-
ers who do not appear upon the
books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a ca-
pacity other than that of a bona fide
owner: and "his affiant has no reason
to believe that any other person,
association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said
stocks, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
(Signed) .Guy McCoy, sis Editor
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 7th day of September, 1956.
MAE E. KNICHT, sis
Notary Public
(My commission expires Septem-
b" 21, 1959.)
"
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MUSIC EDUCATION
(Continued from Page 14)
which is active in the development of
the amateur spirit in music-it is the
music educator in the public schools '.
Finally we come to the accusation
that the music educator is not interested
or concerned with the music of our own
times. Statistics were quoted by ~r.
Schuman to the effect that a recording
of a major contemporary symphO?lC
work sold no more than 5,000 copies,
that study scores of the same work total-
led 1,500 sales. I am afraid that such
statistics prove very little unless bol-
stered by data of more substantial sig-
nificance. Possibly com posers as a class
are inclined to indulge in a bit too much
self-commiseration. We look fondly to
Europe but fail to realize that marc t.ax
money is spent. in this country for the
support of the serious composer t.han in
all countries in Europe combined. Sim-
ilarly more money is spent for admis-
sion to concerts, for purchases of rec-
ords, for support of concert artists.
American music is made up of innum-
erable currents each interacting upon
the other. In each of these streams we
find composers busily working and cre-
ating. These are contemporary compos-
ers in the sense that they are living and
working today. They compose popular
songs, hymns, Broadway operas; music
for movie and radio and television; for
school band, orchestra, chorus, and pri-
vate studio; for special occasions, for
commissions, and under foundation
grants; for folk singers and folk dane-
ers ; for symphony orchestras, town
bands, church and communit.y choirs.
and ballet; for college and university
ensembles, operas, and composer work-
shops. It all flows into the great stream
of American music. One would be brash
indeed to assume that there exists a
group of composers on the fringe of our
culture who alone are representative
of the music heing wriuen jn America
today, who alone have the responsibility
tor keeping the torch alight. A country's
music is representative of its entire cul-
ture; it is t.he product of that culture.
Perhaps at no time in the history of
music has t.here been a more wide
spread interest and a greater measure of
performance by all classes of people
than exists jn America t.oday. It js alive,
it is vital, and a great deal of it is being
listened to.
lf we are not. hearjng as much music
by the so-called "name" composers of
the twentieth century, if music educa-
tors seem disinclined to teach this music
or to perform it, the fact may well be
that it is the composer who is at fault
rather than the music educator. Any
composer who lives in a given society
has, at th~ same time, a responsibility
to that society. He can not function ade-
quately in that. society and live either
trit..;.- _
on a fringe or in a vacuum, nineteenth
century German philosophers not. with-
standing. If he fails to provide a~peo-
pie's music they will find it elsewhere
or create it for themselves. Since music
educat.ion involves so great and im-
portant a segment. of our musical life it
would seem only reasonable to assume
that the 50-called serious composer
would be concerned about providing
suitable musical materials for school
groups. But if one examines any list of
published contemporary music, he is at
once struck by the fact that one can
look in vain for the names of these
same composers in band music for
small schools, elementary and junior
high school orchestra music, technically
easy chamber music, even solo litera.
ture for many of the instruments taught
in the public schools. Choral directors
who might wish to perform music in the
contemporary idiom will contend that
unfortunately such composers either do
not understand the interests, the lan-
guage, or the voice capabilities of young
people in our schools or are quite indif-
ferent to any responsibility for provld-
ing usable material for them.
Of course, it would be possible to
supply needed music in a really efficient
manner if we were to adopt the Soviet
system and, by fiat. compel composers
to write for the good of the state. But
impatient though we may he with the
devious processes of democracy that is
scarcely a course which any of us
would tolerate. Meanwhile music edu-
cators will continue to seek out good
music for the youth of America. It may
be d ifficu It to define what good music
rea By is in any definite terms. I am
quite sure that it is not entirely a mat-
ter of that which a connoisseur of music
wou ld consider ought to be taught. Pos·
sibly music educators may be closer
than they themselves realize when th~y
sincerely endeavour to find that mUSIC
which is good for young people. .
The great river of mus.ic in Amen.ca
will continue to flow on and on despIte
arguments between music educators and
professional musicians and scholars.
Into it will flow many streams from \'ar·
iOlls geographical regions in this gre.at
country. If damned at one point it Will
seek fresh channels. Strewn in its path
may lie boulders. twisting chan~el:.
treacherous rapids hut in the end. lilt
continues to flow through a country
which is free and eager, it will groW
ever larger and serve to irrigate and to
make possible the cultivation of counl'
less minds and spirits. THE E~D
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(Continued from Page 20)
eloquent, non-European style.
Leafing through the age-darkened
pages of "The American Harmony," we
discover that its cont.ent can be sepa-
rated into the following parts: 1. title
page; 2. index; 3. preface; 4. rudi-
ments of music; 5. music. Although
individual elements may vary in order
of appearance from collection to collec-
tion, and every now and then one ele-
ment (index, preface, rudiments) may
be omitted, the early American tune
book falls into this basic pattern. The
oblong format (which gave rise to the
descriptive terms "Iongboy" and "end-
opener," frequently heard in antiquar-
ian book circles) and this quintuple
structure are the hallmarks of the t.ype.
Let me try to dispel one common mis-
conception about the tune book. Because
it does contain almost exclusively the
"psalm tunes, hymns, and anthems"
cited on the title page of "The American
Harmony," the tune book is oft.en
thought of as the hymn book of its time.
This is an erroneous conception of its
function. The tune book was not a hymn
book-it was not designed for the use
of congregations at worship and it does
not seem to have made any appearance
during the church service. The tune
book was a school book. Its habitat was
the singing school, not t.he church. It
was regarded as the chief aid of the
singing master as he taught his scholars
to read music and to sing accurately
an~ easily. Of course, it was expected
that those who did learn how to read
music in the singing school would make
use of their skill in the bett.erment. of
music within the church, but. it must
be kept in mind t.hat the singing master
was a teacher, not a clergyman - his
object was educational, not religious.
Singing schools (whose secular char-
acter is clear from the fact that they
were just as likely to hold sessions in
the tavern as in the meetinghouse) got
started in New England around 1720,
when musically illit.erate congregations
were apparently making some pretty aw-
ful sounds in church. A few young min-
isters-Harvard boys-who were forced
to listen to what one of them called "an
horrid Medly of confused and disorderly
noises" every Sunday determined to do
something concrete about this unhappy
situation. Gilbert Chase has pointed out
that these so-called "noises" may well
have been the origin of a folk style
which blossomed in the South a century
or so lat.er, but at the time, the inteJ-
lectual leaders of the Colonies were
aghast at the situat.ion. How t.o get the
congregations to sing together decently
and with some semblance of art? The
(Continued on Page 62)
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MOZART-HiS SONATAS
(Continued from Page 16)
terpart, which was published by Breit-
kopf and Hartel in 1799. Are we to as-
sume that Mozart wanted to go on rec-
ord as favoring different readings for
the same composition?
Considerable assistance to the per-
former is provided by Mozart's refer-
ences in his letters to keyboard perform.
ance and to his sonatas, as expertly
translated by Emily Anderson in her
"The Letters of Mozart and his Family."
Most of these remarks date from his
trip to Munich and Mannheim in 1777,
at a time when he had already corn-
posed the six sonatas K. 279 through K.
284, to wh ich he added in Mannheim
the C major onata. K. 309. As a
teacher his observations on performance
are of considerable importance to us
today. He writes of young Nannette
Stein, with more than a touch of satire:
instead of sitting in the middle
of the clavier. she sits right up oppo-
site the treble. as it gives her more
chance of flopping about and making
grimaces. She rolls her eyes and smirks.
When a passage is repeated, she plays
it. more slowly the second time, If it has
to be played a third time she plays it
even more slowly. When a passage is
being played. the arm must be raised
as high as possible. and according as
the notes in this passage are stressed.
the arm, not the fingers, must do this,
and that with too great emphasis in a
heavy and clumsy manner. But the best
joke of all is that when she comes to
a passage which ought to flow like oil
and which necessitates a change of fin-
gel'. she does not bother her head about
it, but when the moment arrives. she
just leaves out the notes and starts off
again quite comfortably-a method by
which she is much more likely to strike
a wrong note, which often produces a
curious effect."
How was one to improve the ways of
this young prototype of so many pian-
ists? Mozart suggests. mostly in the
negative : "_. she will never acquire
rapidity. since she definitely does all
she can to make her hands heavy. Fur-
ther, she will never acquire the most
essential, the most difficult and the chief
requisite in music. which is time. be-
cause from her earliest years she has
done her utmost not to play in time.
. What these people cannot grasp is
that in tempo rubato in an Adagio. the
left hand should go on playing in strict
time."
Of another young pianist. Rosa Can'
nabich, he wrote: "Her right hand is
very good, but her left. unfortunately.
is completely ruined." 10zart's drastic
prescription was: "I would lock up all
her music, cover the keys with a hand·
kerchief and make her practice, first
etude-november 1956
. h tl e rill"ht hand and then with the
1I'1t I 0 •
left.nothing bnt passages, trills, mo~-
dants.etc., very slowly at first, until
I hand should be thoroughlyeae 1
trained."
It wasfor Rosa that Mozart composed
theC major Sonata, K. 309. He gives
us an insight into the interpretation of
the slow movement when he writes:
"TheAndante will give us the most
trouble,for it is full of expression and
mustbe played accurately and with ex-
actshades of forte and piano, precisely
as they are marked." Later he writes
withreference to the same slow move-
mentand Rosa: "The Andant.e (which
mustnot be sokoi too quickly) she
playswith the utmost expression."
Mozart's insistence on ex pressive
playingand the maintaining of exact
limeis apparent again and again in his
letters.He roundly criticizes Abt Vog-
ler for his excessively rapid sight read-
ing, adding: "And wherein consists the
art of playing prima vista? In this: in
playingthe piece in the time in which
it oughtto he played and in playing all
the notes, appoggiaturas and so forth,
exactly as they are written and with
appropriate expression and taste, so
that you might suppose that the per-
former had composed it himself." Of
AloysiaWeber he wrote: "Would you
believeit, she played my difficult so-
natas at sight, slowly but without
missinga single note!"
It can be gathered from these quota-
tionsthat Mozart aimed for expressive-
nessand a uniform tempo in the per-
formance of his works. A third aim,
clarity,can be deduced from his arrest-
ing comments on the performance of
fugues,with particular reference to his
Cmajor Fantasy and Fugue K. 394. He
~rites: "I have purposely written above
It Andante Maestoso, as it must not be
played too fast. For if a Iuzue is not
played slowly, the ear cannot distin-
guishthe theme when it comes in and
co.nsequently the effect is entirely
mIssed."
.Although it is regrettable that Mozart
~Idnot give us more information, par.
ticularly about the performance of his
latersonatas, the pianist who approaches
theseworks by way of a clean and ac-
Curatescore, such as we have been dis-
CUSsing,will have taken a long stride
heard a d I·correct e Ivery of them. Be-
~ondthis he should remember the trin-
Ity 01 Mo t' . .. zar s alms - expreSSIveness,
~mf~rmtempo, and clarity. In addition
Io s ould recall that the kind of piano-
Orte on which Mozart played had a
purer more d ., mo est tone and dynamic
range than dIh Our mo ern instruments.
d us armed he can, with solidly ground-
~. confidence, release his own imagina-
Ion On the works of one of the very
greatest of our great composers.
THE END
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DAVID
answer was Yankee simple-teach them
to read music and supply them with
printed music from which to read. So
was born singing school and tune book.
There was nothing complicated about
it. The pupils, generally teen-agers or
young adults, met of an evening. Every.
one brought his own candle. Everyone
brought his determination to learn. And
everyone bought a tune book. After a
few weeks of intensive study, the echo!
ars were presented in concert to show
publicly what they had absorbed in the
way of musical knowledge, and school
was out. The singing master, usually an
itinerant, moved on to another village
and placed a notice in the local news-
paper similar to the following:
Mr. MUNSON respectfully acquaints
the GENTLEMEN and LADIES 01
the town of SALEM that he opens a
Singing-School THIS DAY, at the
Assembly-Hocm, where Parents and
other Subscribers are desired to send
their Children at 5 o'clock P.M., and
young Gentlemen & Ladies to attend
at seven in the Evening. N.B. Subscrlp-
tions are taken in at Mr. SAMUEL
FIELD's in School- treet, and at the
Printing-Office.
Salem, September ]4, 1773.
There, the process was repeated. That
was all there was to it, and the passing
of decades had very little effect in
changing the form of the institution.
The singing school's enormous popu-
larity during the 18th century was obvi-
ously due to more than a great love for
music or for learning. Here was a rare
chance for approved social intercourse
between boys and girls. No doubt the
youngsters welcomed the break in rou-
tine provided by the chance to learn to
read music, but they also used the sing·
ing school as a place where they could
make new friends, exchange notes, flirt,
walk home together after lessons, and.
in general, enjoy themselves. As an
example of what went on, one might cite
a letter, written in an unguarded mo·
ment, from a Yale undergraduale to
his friend Simeon Baldwin (later a dis·
tinguished ew Haven attorney) in
1782:
... at present I have no Inclination
for anything, for I am almost sick 01
the World & were it not for the Hopes
of going to singing-meeting tonight &
indulging myself a little in some of
the carnal Delights of the Flesh, such
as kissing. squeezing &c. &c. I should
willingly leave it noW, before 10
o'clock & exchange it for a better.
It is easy to see that many marriages
must have grown out o~f singing meet·
ings, and the old tune books show
plenty of handwritten evidence of incip-
etude-november 1956
. t [oveaffairs of long ago.
If" f h Ifor nearly 40 years a ter L e est a )-
li~bmenlof the singing scho?l move-
ment. two imprints, Issued In many
J" "~eemingly satisfied the demandeultJOn~."
I rexr and music. These were ] ohnor h S·· 1Tuh's"Introduction to t e rngmg 0
Psalm.Tunes" and Thomas ~alter's
"Groundsand Rules of Musick Ex-
lained,"both first issued in Boston in
~721. although the earliest surviving
editionof the former is the fi £th of 1726.
Bothwere the work of pioneers in
Americanmusic education. Walter-his
uncle,Cotton Mather, had great hopes
forhis future-died prematurely at the
ue of 29 in 1725. and it was his tune
~okthat was the first 10 appear in the
ohlongformat-characteristic of the class.
Then.in the 1760's, a number of im-
portantnew tune books were published.
Bestknown today is James Lyon's
"Lrania" (Philadelphia, 1761), but the
workof the enterprising Daniel Bayley
01 Newburyport, a go-gelling printer-
bcckseller-organist -edhor-si nging mas-
ter.was of considerably more lasting
moment.Bayley's tune books, mostly
editedreprints of English materials, be-
camethe main source of America's
knowledgeof music theory. One of his
publications leads us directly to the
bold art of William Billings, whose
personal copy of Tans'ur's "Royal
Ilelodv Complete" in Bayley's edition
isa prized item in the collections of the
MusicDivision of the Library of Con-
gress.
Billings'music has come in for much
~ttentionin recent years. In actuality,
It followedclosely in the pattern set by
such English psalmodists as William
Tans'ur. Aaron Williams, and Joseph
Stephenson(introduced in New Ena-Iand
by B~Yley), and it is not, accu~ately
speakmg.typical of American tune book
music.Its "American" element did grow
morepronounced in his later work but
it is doubtful lhat this highly tal~nted
compOSf'!really deserves a reputation as
thegreat innovator of his time
Th .e innovators were a group of New
Hal'enOJenwho, early in the 1780's be-
ganto publish tune books containing a
trulyuniqu . h
be mUSIC,s aped not so muchYEnrh .f Ik g IS psalmody as by Anglo-Celtic
°1' song, an unwritten body of music
Wljchmust h b· .ave een Just about UOl-
versa]in N E I ... 1' ew ng and, to Judge by the
SinH amy of th h·I e tec nlcal features dis-
P ayedby the two musics.
The popul·, 1 ..E an y 0 musIC In the New
.ngland idiom was amazing. Within 15
lijearsof the appearance of Law's "Select
armony" (CI hfirSl f les ire, Conn., 1778), the
hu dO the Connecticut tune books
n reds of . 'were composers and compilers
at work'centralM 10 a comparable style. In
W d assachusetts, we find Abraham
00 'Josepl S
. 1 tone, Jacob French,
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OF MUSIC
Dedicated to the Superior Training of American Talent
Intensive professional study of MUSIC,
balanced with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational college.
Dormitories. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice facil-
ities. Faculty of 55 eminent musicians.
Member Notional Associafion of Schools 01 Music
Write for:
- Conservatory catalog describing degrees
awarded
- Bulletin on admission and audition pro-
cedures
- Calendar of music events of the current
year
- Programs of concerts, recitals given due-
ing past season
Director of Admissions, Oberlin College
Box 5116, Oberlin. Ohio-------------------------------
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY
OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music
70th year. Faculty of 130 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog~address: John R., Hattstaedt, Pres., Fine Arts Bldg., Chicago
BUTlER UNIV.ERSITY
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MIJSIC
A rich tradition, a progressive philosophy, an outstondi~g faeu!ty, compl.ete acere.d-
itation. Baccalaureate degrees in Donee, Droma, MUSIC, MUSIC Education, RadiO.
Wr;Ie lor colologue and desired in/ormalion
JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSiC (Box E), 1204 North Deloware Street
Indianapoli.s 2, Indiana
Daniel Pollatk, four-year scholarship student of Rosina
lhevinne, won $"~5 in two Guild Retording Events;
also winner in A,rtists' Guild of N. Y., Olga Samoraff
Foundation, Federation of Music Clubs, Kosdusl.ko
'.
I Foundation.
National GUILDPiano Teachers
Daniel Pollatk
Town Hall Recital
Tues. eve. Dec. 4.
Nat'l Hdqtrs: Box 1113, Ausfrn 66, Texas
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ADSCLASSIFIED
HARMONY, Composition, Orchestration, Musi-
cal Theory. Private or Correspondence Instruc-
tion. Manuscripts revised and corrected. Music
arranged. Frank S. Butler, 32-46 107 St., East
Elmhurst 69, N. Y.
LEARN PIANO TUNING-Simplified, authentic
instruction S4.00-Literature free. Prof. Ross,
456 Beecher St., Elmira, N. Y.
WRITE SONGS: Read "Songwriter's Review"
Magazine, 1650-ET Broadway, New York 19,
25¢ copy; $2.00 year. (Est. 1946).
SWING PIANO - BY MAIL. 30 self-teaching
lessons 33. Samples. Over .50 publications. Phil
Breton Publications, P.O. Box 1402, Omaha 8,
Nebraska.
LEARN PIANO TUNING AT HOME. Course
by Dr. Wm. Braid White, world's leading piano
technician and teacher. Write Karl Bartenbach,
IOOIA Wells se., Lafayette, Ind.
FREE MAIL-ORDER CATALOG: Hundreds of
self-instructive books for musician> from jazz to
symphony. Walter Stuart Music Inc., 42I-B
Chestnut St., Union, N. J.
SACRIFICING 200 ACCORDIONS - ALL
KINDS. Discounts to 70%. Free catalog. Cla-
violines or other musical instruments secured.
Discount House, 8932 88 St., 'Woodhaven 21,
New York, Vi 7-0866.
BACK POPULAR SHEET MUSIC TO 1850.
Catalog 15¢. Classics exchanged for popular.
Fore's, E3151 High, Denver 5, Colorado.
OLD VIOLINS AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS.
Repairing. Supplies. Eaken, 310 E. Washington
St., Chambersburg, Pa.
TYPIANO. The Touch System of Playing the
Piano. The Powell Piano Mask blocks the sight
of the keyboard but permits sight of the music.
Play like the artists-by the exclusive senses of
touch and hearing. Effectively aids hand inde-
pendence, ear-training, sight reading, memoriz-
ing. One piano mask with manual of instruction
and original exercises. Send $2. Address John E.
Gantner, 1001 Churchill Ave., Utica, N. Y.
GROTRIAN·STEINWEG PIANOS, internation-
ally acclaimed "The World's Finest," imported
from Germany. Write HOLSTAD MUSIC
HOUSE, 337 Oak Grove, MiJ~neapolis, Minn.
PIANO TUNING COUR~E-Complete self-in-
struotton lessons. Also teaches you piano regulat-
ing, repairing and other servicing operations.
Wonderful illustrations. Full price only $4.95
postpaid-or c.o.d. plus postage. Satisfaction
guaranteed or refund. Nelson Company, 210
S. Clinton, Dept. AT-lOa, Chicago 6, Ill.
PLAY ALL THE LATEST POPULAR PIANO
SHEET MUSIC at sight, professional style. $1.00
Walter Kazaks, 234 E. 58th St., New York 22.
ACCORDIONS-Direct from importer-save 50%
and more! Free trial. Lifetime guarantee. Trades
accepted. Free Catalog. Write Accordion Manu-
fac~rers Outlet, Dept. II6EU, 2003 Chicago,
ChlCago 22, Illinois.
HAND BUILDING EXERCISES FOR PIAN.
ISTS by Weldon Carter. Teachers, concert
pianists, advanced students. A better technic
with 20 minutes daily practice. Send $1.00 for
copy to Washington Musical Institute 1730
Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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THE WINSETT TRANSPOSER takes the con-
fusion out of transposing sheet music from one
key to another. Saves time. Plastic slide role.
$4.95 postpaid. P. Winsett Co., Key West,
Florida.
MODERN INDIVIDUALIZED PIANO or organ-
taught by tape recording and correspondence.
Write for information: GEORGE FORGE NA-
TIONAL CORRESPONDENCE COURSE. Box
56, ETUDE Magazine, Bryn Mawr, Pa. (George
Forge is the author of the copyrighted text
"The Law of Chord Construction.")
SCIENTIFIC SIGHT READING guarantees im-
mediate sight reading improvement-36 pages-
$I-Morong, Box 21, Brooklyn 25, New York.
SONGWRITERS _ I'll make you a complete
piano arrangement from your plain melody.
Write for information or send song with only
25¢ for postage and handling to: Musical ad-
viser, IS Almond Sr., Gloversville, N. Y.
FOR SALE. Rare recordings, free lists. Collec-
tions bought. E. Hirschmann, 100 Duncan Ave.,
Jersey City, New Jersey.
ARE YOU A CHRISTIAN SINGER, OR MUSI-
CIAN? Are you a "HAPPY HEART"? For in-
formation, write: The "Wright" Music, 2213
Christine St., Wayne, Michigan.
RECORDERS (Wood Hutes). Ideal for home,
school, club-easy to learn. Free catalog. The
Recorder Shop, 309 W. Fourth, Los Angeles 13,
Calif.
NOTE READING AID. A graphic picture of
the relationship between note staff lines and
keyboard. Speeds learning, corrects difficulties.
25¢ per copy, 6 copies $1.00. C. D. Wiegers,
2008 Ann, St. Louis 4, Missouri.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! Method university-
proved. Results guaranteed. Details free. Re-
search Association, Box 610, Omaha.
HOME STUDY PIANO COURSE OF GOSPEL
MUSIC. 52 self explanatory lessons and 52 study
and practice pages bound in book form for
$5.00. Willis J. Gage, 119 S. Montreal, Dallas,
Texas.
SHEET MUSIC BARGAIN OFFER. Our loss is
your gain, as we are greatly overstocked in all
kinds of sheet music and books. Send us $1 for
each "grab-bag" (at least $5 retail value) of
new music you desire. Specify for what inst ru-
ment and/or voicefs ) desired. Menchey Music,
Hanover, Pn.
HULL'S SUPPLY HOUSE. Importers and Job-
bers. Stringed instroments, supplies, violin mak-
ers' t~ols and ma~erial. Fine repairing. 33 years'
experrence. John S. Hull, Violin Maker, Fort
Hunter, New York.
"PRACTICAL VIOLIN MAKING" with patterns.
51.00. Supplies. Chelsea Fraser, 2025 Stark St.,
Saginaw 4, Michigan.
PIANO TEACHERS-Sell all music to your
students. We supply teaching music wbolesnl
(50% of retail price). Write for fre l~:
STUART MUSIC INC. 421-B Chestn:t ~~.
Union, N. J, .,
ARRANGEMENTS-rich, full soundin T
Band Arrangements, "Pops," Standards, ~pe~~h~
Bob Bunard, 1118 North Sixth, MaYWood, Ill.
Daniel Belknap. Samuel Babcock, Elias
Mann, Walter Janes; in the Hudson
valley. Thomas Atwill. Jonathan Hunt-
ington, the Lewis Edsons. father and
son; in Maine, Vermont and New Hamp-
shire, Justin Morgan. Supply Belcher.
Elisha West, Jeremiah Ingalls, Abraham
Maxim; in Pennsylvania and to the
South, Andrew Adgate, Ishmael Spicer.
Alexander Ely, Amos Pilsbury, Amzi
Chapin, the Munson family; in the Con-
necticut vortex, Asahel Benham. Elijah
Criswold, Thomas Skinner, Solomon
Howe, John Frisbie, Amos Bull. Stephen
Jenks, Aaron Ellis. Ezra Goff, Timothy
Swan. In Worcester. Isaiah Thomas
brought out his sensationally successful
"Worcester Collection"; III Exeter.
Henry Hanlet published the equally
popular "Village Harmony."
By the time Nehemiah Shumway had
assembled his" American Harmony" in
1793 (which included music by most of
the tunesmiths mentioned above, as well
as many others). music in the New Eng.
land idiom had blanketed the country.
There was one oasis. [n Boston, the
Danish-born Hans Gram and his pupils.
Samuel Holyoke, Oliver Holden, and
Jacob Kimball, held sway. Here English
influences were clear. Holyoke was so
felicitously writing in the English style
that he was dubbed by one of his con-
temporaries "the American Madan."
It was to be expected that many of the
most admired singing sehooltuneswould
eventually find their way into the church
service and, as a matter of fact, it is
probably true that in the 1790'5, when
the New England idiom reached the
peak of its popular favor, quite a few
tune book compilers were consciously
trying to enlarge the stock of congrega-
tional tunes. The widespread appeal of
this music. so great that it all but sup-
planted any other music within the
church itself. led to its downfall.
Within 15 years. the whole climate of
taste had changed. The story can be
read in the history of "The Easy In-
st ructor." an enormously popular tune
book during the first three decades of
the 19th century. When it was first pub.
lished in J 802. 100 of its lOS tunes were
American. Its astute Albany publishers
sold copies (probably in the millions)
by keeping the tune book up·to·the·
minute. This they did by substituting
the most fashionable tunes for those
which were losing their grip. bringing
out as many as two distinct editions
annually. By 18]8, "The Easy Instruc-
tor" contained 141 tunes. Only 27 were
American,
In New England. the era of the tune
book was over-at least in the big towns.
As to music in the New England idiom,
that did not die, however. It merely
changed its locus operandi-bul that is
a different story. THE END
etude-november 1956
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The things that money can't buy
come into your home with a Steinway
The Steinway is the standard piano of the world, Today's Steinway,
built with the experience and refinements of a century, is the noblest handiwork
of the piano-maker's craft. The glowing tone of this great instrument
and its gentle authority inspire the child to work and accomplish,
and to rise above the softening ease of push-
button living, The Steinway stresses,
in an age of surplus, the values money
can't buy -and the values money can.
The best proved piano, it is the longest
lasting, The Steinway over the
decades is actually the most economical
of pianos, and the wisest investment.
~ Sieinvvay
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS
Great artists cl'\.0ose the Stelnway ..
EUGENE ISTOMIN (ii\.piano),Mauro-Cottone, Need,
Vella Pesal Simonds Wh~ler Beckett, Cantelli, New
York Youth Concer~, Solo~on, Rappaport ... n~arlY
all of the nation's leading orchestras, radio-TV statIOns.
Our booklet "How to Choose Your Piano," will be
sent free if Y~1l write Steinway & Sons, 45-02 Ditmars
Blud., Long Island City 5, N. Y.
Your Steinway dealer is a piano authority. Ask him,
"What makes the Steinway superior?" He will demon-
strate important differences on a Steinway Vertical, like
the attractive Louis XV above. Liberal terms are available.
Give yourselves a Hammond Drgan ... and
make your family Christmas last a lifetime
Families always feel more together at Christ-
mas time. But you may have noticed ... that
good family feeling often fades a little as the
holidays pass.
This year, it can be different. You can hold
on to that fine togetherness ... and get more
peace and satisfaction out of every day you
live.
The Hammond Organ you give yourselves
this Christmas can show you how.
Call it a hobby, a pastime. Call it educa-
tion or culture. The words don't matter. A
Hammond is a rich, new experience you all
share and discover together.
You help one another learn to play it (and
you all can learn, even the youngest, because
the organ is the easiest of all keyboard instru-
ments to master).
You entertain each other, grow in skill to-
gether, enjoy together. And soon you'll know
a kind of daily family harmony that's very
close to the Christmas Spirit.
Think it over. And see your Hammond
dealer. There's still time to have a Hammond
Organ in your home Christmas morning.
Hammond Organ music's most glorious voiu
The greatest gift ... music for your family
Take the family to your Hammond dealer.
Let each of them spend a few minutes at the
keyboard. See how fascinating it is ... and
how easy to own. Give yourselves this finest
of all gifts this Christmas. If you'd like further
information on the Hammond Organ, send
the coupon below.
The Hammond Spinet shown is only $135
down and low monthly payments. Blond,
Ebony or Walnut finish.
r -- - - - -- -- - - - --- - -- --- ~ - - ---- --,
I Hammond Organ Company ., i
: 4210 W. Diversey Avenue,Chicago 39, Illinois I
I Please send me information on the Hammond I
I I
IO~. I
I II Name____ ___ . ...._.___ I
I Ii Address ---.----..-....--- i
I II CitY __.__. . ZOne_ ..__. State. .. I
I @In.,HA .... OMO ORGAN CO... AMl 11 IL 1
•
